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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

The understanding of complex biological systems has significantly benefited from the progressive ability to probe smaller and smaller biological components within a given process, ultimately reaching the level of individual biomolecules. Initially, biomolecular interactions were studied through ensemble, bulk measurements of many molecules. However, bulk measurements from ensembles of molecules in solution only describe the population average, thereby obscuring transient changes and interactions from individual molecules. Therefore, it is largely impossible to study the transient dynamics and mechanistic details underpinning biomolecular functions. Signaled by the development of single-molecule techniques to optically observe individual molecules, detailed studies of the biomolecules in enzymatic reactions make possible the fundamental understanding of cellular processes. Single-molecule techniques both to detect and to manipulate (through the application of force) individual biomolecules are playing an increasingly critical role in the analysis and characterization of biomolecular interactions [1-9]. Single-molecule observations not only provide greater insight into the stochastic and transient behaviors of individual molecules within the distribution of the population, but
also reveal specific, quantitative details of biomolecule interactions and conformations with respect to distances and displacements, and forces generated by or applied to the biomolecule with high precision. Furthermore, the distributions observed in single-molecule assays retrieve the ensemble average that bulk methods provide. Single-molecule experimental techniques have thus become essential for a deeper understanding of biological processes on the molecular to cellular scale.

Techniques to study the details of the protein and biomolecule dynamics must be of very high spatial and temporal resolution, given the small size scale and fast dynamics of biological systems of interest. Many small nanometer-scale proteins and biomolecules undergo structural rearrangements and dynamically interact with substrates on very fast timescales [10-12]. As one example, DNA molecules transiently assume noncanonical forms and structures. Transient events, such as base flip-out and base pair melting, spontaneously produce kinks and internal loops in the DNA for durations on the order of a few milliseconds [13-16]. Likewise, dynamic interactions between enzymes with a rapidly fluctuating DNA molecule require high temporal resolution. A full description of conformational changes, thus, requires time resolutions in the microsecond to millisecond range. Moreover, provided the nanometer size scale of molecules and molecular interactions of interest, sub-nanometer spatial resolution over a wide range of distances is imperative to best understand the dynamics of the system.
Single-molecule techniques have made great advancements in attaining high spatial and temporal resolution measurements. However, fundamental shortcomings in the current methodologies leave gaps in our ability to fully probe and understand biological systems. To address the need to observe single biomolecules with high spatial and temporal resolution, it was my goal to further develop and extend an emerging single-molecule technique utilizing the plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles as a metrology tool for high temporal resolution assays [17, 18]. Herein, conventional experimental methods for interrogating single molecules with high spatial and temporal resolution are detailed, highlighting both the advantages and limits of these approaches. Subsequently, developments utilizing gold nanoparticles as optical probes in conventional single-molecule experimental techniques are discussed, outlining many of the unique (and favorable) properties of gold nanoparticle probes. Finally, initial applications demonstrating the potential of the response from the plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles to resolve distances between the nanoparticle probes as a single-molecule technique are explored, emphasizing the state of the field, current obstacles, and areas where improvements may be made and pursued to advance the technique.

1.1 Conventional single-molecule techniques for high spatial and temporal resolution measurements

To date, many achievements have been accomplished in improving single-molecule techniques, such that high temporal and spatial resolution
measurements on individual biomolecules are feasible. Importantly, high spatial resolution techniques must contend with the Rayleigh criterion, that is, the spatial resolution accessible by conventional microscopy techniques is diffraction-limited [19, 20]. For example, the diffraction limit for light microscopy is approximately 250 nm, or about half of the excitation wavelength. Therefore, details below this limit are obscured and not capable of discrimination. High precision spatial resolution techniques take advantage of optical probes, such as fluorescent molecules or metallic nanoparticles, to detect the nanometer-sized biomolecules of interest [1, 21-24]. Currently, the most widely used optical technique for distance measurements with resolution well below the diffraction limit of light microscopy is fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET).

In FRET, the energy from a donor fluorophore may be transferred to an acceptor fluorophore in a highly distance dependent manner through nonradiative dipole-dipole coupling [25-27]. Since the transfer efficiency to the acceptor fluorophores is inversely related to the sixth power of the donor-acceptor separation, the distance range is typically limited to less than 10 nm. The extreme nonlinearity of the transfer efficiency, while limited in range, however, results in the FRET technique providing a highly sensitive method for quantifying conformational changes and molecular interactions, see Figure 1, top. Single-molecule FRET has been used on a range of biological systems including, for example, previously unresolved structural rearrangements within individual protein molecules [2, 26, 28-31]. FRET has also been used to study the mechanical properties of DNA [32-36] and DNA-protein interactions [37-40].
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However, despite its popularity in biological measurements, FRET suffers from the fundamental trade-off between photostability and signal strength, principally linked to the use of fluorescent dye molecules. FRET has a relatively low signal-to-noise ratio specifically due to the limited number of photons emitted and collected per unit of time. Further, when a strong signal is desired, the observation time for FRET is short. Fluorophores suffer from instability in their photophysical properties, that is, they photobleach rapidly within a few seconds.

Figure 1. Common Single-molecule Techniques. (Top) Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) measures distances between two fluorescent probes in the range from 1-10 nm. (Bottom) Other single-molecule techniques, as described in the text, include tethered particle motion (a), optical trapping (b), magnetic trapping (c), and atomic force microscopy (d). (Bottom image reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: [NATURE] Walter et al. [4], copyright 2008.)
and exhibit dark states (blinking) due to photodamage at excitation intensities that permit millisecond measurements [41]. Most importantly, the range over which distances may be tracked through FRET is small (~1-10 nm). These limitations make FRET an inappropriate method to measure with sub-millisecond resolution over a wide distance range the transient dynamics of single biomolecules. Other single-molecule techniques exist, though not in the force-free condition afforded by small probe labeling.

Two common methods used to measure sub-nanometer distances are magnetic and optical trapping (sometimes referred to tweezers). These methods can be used to determine distance changes through the application of a force via micrometer-sized handles, typically small beads 1-2 µm in diameter, see Figure 1, bottom. Magnetic trapping experiments exert forces through a magnetic field induced on a superparamagnetic bead [42-44]. Optical trapping experiments apply a force through the radiation pressure from a highly focused, high intensity laser on a small latex bead [45]. Optical trapping has been shown to resolve single base pair (0.34 nm) translations by a polymerase molecule on a DNA substrate [46]. However, when such large probes are attached to biomolecules they will provide significant viscous fluid dampening in aqueous buffer solutions, generating resistive forces and dramatically slow motions of the molecule. Moreover, recent theoretical work provides strong evidence that the application of any small (even piconewton) force normally exerted in trapping experiments will alter the transient dynamics of DNA molecules [47]. While some other techniques, such as tethered particle measurements [48-50], or approaches not
restricted to single-molecule observations, like small angle x-ray scattering [51-53] and electron paramagnetic resonance [54, 55], do address some of the enumerated limitations, none of these techniques are capable of measuring the dynamics of biomolecular interactions where both high spatial and temporal resolution over long measurement times are simultaneously required. The general lack of a technique with the ability to monitor molecules at high spatial and temporal resolution over long time durations motivates efforts to establish alternative approaches.

1.2 Research Objectives

The objective of this research is to satisfy the need to develop a single-molecule technique capable of high temporal resolution over long time scales of observation, and with the potential to measure nanometer separations over a broad distance range. It has been demonstrated, as described below, that, with distinct advantages, the plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles may be used to measure the distance between the particles based on the preferential scattering of the nanoparticles at specific wavelengths. Reinhard et al. calibrated the peak resonance wavelength spectral response with the distance between the gold nanoparticles, but with very low temporal resolution [17]. It was my goal to extend the initial work to establish plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles as a single-molecule technique. The current limitations in the method include increasing the temporal resolution beyond hundreds of milliseconds, and general handling and labeling of the gold nanoparticles for use
in a broad range of biological systems. The above objective will be met by completing three major research tasks. The first task, detailed in Chapter 2, is to design and implement instrumentation to create a novel excitation and detection technique. This technique will increase the temporal resolution with which the plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles may be observed through a ratiometric analysis technique of the scattering signal from two specific wavelengths. The next task, summarized in Chapter 3, is to widely apply gold nanoparticles to biomolecular systems. Generalized methods were developed to both stabilize the gold nanoparticles in biologically relevant solutions, and to conjugate the gold nanoparticles to many biomolecules, including DNA molecules and polymerases. The final task, discussed in Chapter 4, is to demonstrate the applicability of the developments in experimental technique and gold nanoparticle conjugation methods to biomolecular systems. This was accomplished by detecting the binding between two gold nanoparticles through their plasmonic coupling response. The sensitivity of the ratiometric analysis technique was further examined, and preliminary experiments to observe the binding of polymerases to DNA molecules were conducted, further establishing the applicability of the technique to single-molecule biophysics. A detailed summary of the previous research towards the application of gold nanoparticles and their plasmonic coupling response to single-molecule biophysics, which motivated my objectives, follows.
1.3 The case for gold nanoparticles as novel single-molecule probes

The drive to overcome the shortcomings of fluorophores and fluorescence has led to developments using spherical metallic nanoparticles as molecular markers. Noble metals, specifically gold and silver, have traditionally been applied in many techniques in molecular biology, ranging from electron microscopy [56] to surface plasmon resonance [57]. Spherical gold nanoparticles are in many ways ideal molecular probes, because they are photostable, can be covalently conjugated to biomolecules through gold-thiol chemistry, are biologically inert, and scatter light efficiently, especially at their resonance frequency. As such, the application of gold nanoparticles has broadened to a number of biological applications. For instance, single-molecule biophysics assays requiring precision tracking have been utilizing gold nanoparticles as labels, because of the dramatic improvements in brightness and photostability over fluorescent dyes [50, 58-63]. Specifically, gold nanoparticles scatter light approximately 1000-times better than latex beads of the same diameter [1, 64]. Indeed, the use of gold nanoparticles in the precision tracking experiments have achieved high temporal resolution experiments to as low as a few microsecond, owing largely to the high scattering efficiency at the peak resonance wavelength of the gold nanoparticle labels [63]. A host of ultra-sensitive biological detectors, sensors, and diagnostic techniques take advantage of the strong surface plasmon resonance of gold or silver thin films and nanoparticles (see, for example [65-76]).
Surface plasmon resonance is the resonant excitation of the conduction electrons at the interface of a metal and a dielectric material. Surface plasmons are excited by light (or electron) waves, where the electric field of the incident electromagnetic radiation induces an in-phase dipole of the conduction electrons. A surface restoring force created at a unique resonance frequency compensates for the dipole causing the electrons to oscillate coherently [64, 77-83]. Importantly, silver and gold nanoparticles exhibit sharp plasmon resonance peaks in the visible spectrum, ensuring enhanced light scattering at that wavelength, ideal for light microscopy techniques. The specific peak plasmon resonance wavelength response from the nanoparticle strongly depends on many factors [84-87].

Material, geometrical, and environmental conditions influence the peak resonance wavelength. First, the particle material composition (specific metal or blend of metals) generally defines the peak resonance, e.g. the peak resonance wavelength for a 30 nm diameter silver nanoparticle is near 430 nm, whereas the same sized gold nanoparticle has a peak wavelength near 530 nm [18, 64, 83, 88]. Secondly, the size of the nanoparticle shifts the peak resonance response. For example, gold nanoparticles 5 nm in diameter exhibit a peak frequency near 514 nm, lower than for the 30 nm particles previously described [89]. As the particle size increases, the peak resonance response increases (red-shifts). As may be deduced by the influence of the size of the nanoparticles, the shape of the particle also changes the peak response of the nanoparticles. Metallic particles are now synthesized in a variety of shapes from the conventional
sphere to triangles, rods, and stars [90]. Each of these shapes display an assortment of plasmonic responses. As one example, gold nanorods exhibit two resonance peaks, longitudinal and transverse modes [91-95]. The peak resonance response for the nanorods depends on the aspect ratio and size. Yu et al. synthesized gold nanorods with ~10 nm short axis diameter particles of three aspect ratios (1.8, 3.0, and 5.2), and measured longitudinal resonances responses of 600 nm, 710 nm, and 873 nm, respectively, whereas the transverse response was approximately 520 nm in all cases [95]. Additionally, as has been applied in biosensing assays [74, 75], the peak resonance response depends on the refractive index of the surrounding medium [96]. Raschke et al. evaluate the response of binding by the BSA protein molecules to a single 40 nm diameter gold nanoparticle based on the change in the peak resonance wavelength change (approximately a 1.5 nm shift), owing to the change in refractive index [74]. However, one critical influence to the peak resonance response of metallic nanoparticles, and of particular interest to this work, is the proximity of neighboring nanoparticles.

Observing the interaction between two biomolecules often requires that each molecule be specifically labeled. The dependence of the peak resonance response of the nanoparticle to proximate nanoparticles led to the development to create techniques to detect biomolecular interactions. As the distance between two particles decreases, the free conduction electrons of the nanoparticles begin to couple, which results in the peak resonance wavelength to shift to a longer wavelength (red-shift) [66, 97]. The coupling effect is observed in a range
between the particles of approximately 2.5 times the particle diameter [17, 98]. The coupling effect between gold nanoparticles can be exploited to develop a measurement technique capable of tracking transient dynamic changes in biomolecules with nanometer resolution. Preliminary efforts in this line will be described in the subsequent section; first, though, additional features of gold nanoparticles must be established.

Gold nanoparticles as outlined above have many beneficial properties, including high scattering cross-sections, which provide stable, bright optical signals, and biocompatibility. However, trade-offs with using gold nanoparticles exist. The specific nanoparticle diameter has several benefits and drawbacks. Based on Mie theory, the scattering response from the nanoparticles depends on the size of the nanoparticle, decreasing with the sixth power with particle diameter [64]. Smaller nanoparticles will scatter less than larger particles, making them difficult to detect. However, smaller diameter nanoparticles are advantageous due to their better size and shape distributions, and their peak resonance wavelength occurs in the visible spectrum [64, 99, 100]. Larger diameter gold nanoparticles have a strong scattering signal, but the peak resonance wavelength is closer to the IR in the light spectrum [64]. Additionally, the size and shape distribution is more difficult to control for larger gold nanoparticles [99-101]. In addition to selecting the size of the nanoparticle, observing and measuring the signals from the nanoparticles are varied, owing to the advantages and limits of each.
Observations of the nanoparticles, like molecules, may be conducted in bulk solution techniques or through single particle techniques. One important metric of gold nanoparticles is the determination of the peak resonance response of gold nanoparticles. Typically, spectral analysis measures the peak resonance wavelength, and may be accomplished by both bulk solutions and single particles [64, 80]. Bulk solution spectra are typically measured through UV/Vis absorption methods [66, 89, 102, 103], while single particle spectra are measured by scattering signals collected with a spectrometer [17, 18, 74, 104, 105]. Bulk spectra provide an ensemble, population average of the resonance response. Single particle spectra only provide information on an individual particle. In both cases, it is difficult to obtain either the overall aspects of the population of the gold nanoparticles because many noisy single particle spectra must be compiled, or to observe rarely occurring, or subpopulations from bulk solutions. Single particle spectra further suffer from low scattering signals from the gold nanoparticles, which require long integration times, and cause uncertainty in the signal, which makes it difficult to discriminate small shifts in the response. The spectral measurements require that the scattered light from the gold nanoparticles be separated from the illumination source, which is not trivial.

Established single-molecule light microscopy techniques are typically designed for fluorescence microscopy. The discrimination of the fluorescent signal from the illumination source is easy, based on the Stokes shift of the dye molecules. The fluorescent probes emit lower energy, longer wavelength photons after excitation. Hence, the difference in the excitation and emission wavelengths
allows for easy detection. However, gold nanoparticles are observed through their scattering response. In contrast to fluorescence, the light scattered by the particle is the same wavelength as the incident excitation source. That is, there is no Stokes shift by which to eliminate the excitation from the scattering response. Conventional microscopy techniques are not effective for experiments involving gold nanoparticles.

Alternate techniques have been developed to overcome the observation limitation, though with trade-offs of their own. Darkfield illumination rejects the excitation from the scattering signal by illuminating the particles with high numerical aperture rays. Using a low numerical aperture objective, only the scattering signal is collected [19, 20]. Traditional darkfield illumination, though, has low power densities, which limits the spatial and temporal resolution. Objective-type darkfield illumination techniques have been implemented to provide higher power densities to the sample, though these techniques are more difficult to implement, and mostly used for particle tracking [59, 63, 106]. One method that may reduce the background scattering from gold nanoparticles deep in solution is through total internal reflection. This technique has been implemented in three studies utilizing gold nanoparticles, but using white light arc lamps as the excitation sources [107-109]. Total internal reflection illumination produces an evanescent wave, which only penetrates about 100-150 nm into the sample such that only the scattering signal from proximal gold nanoparticles are observed. However, in the implementations of total internal reflection, the illumination source again limits the spatial and temporal resolution. These
techniques, though, are a facile method to create a high signal-to-noise system through prism total internal reflection, which served as inspiration in the current work.

While some drawbacks exist with gold nanoparticles, techniques have been developed such that the use of gold nanoparticles does not fundamentally limit the experiment. Gold nanoparticles may be the ideal biomolecular probe—photostable, biocompatible, and with high signal strengths. Further, initial work to establish a gold nanoparticle-based metrology technique has demonstrated the utility of gold nanoparticles for long time duration experiments with the potential for high spatial and temporal resolution.

1.4 Plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles as a distance reporting single-molecule technique

Preliminary studies to apply the plasmonic coupling between gold and silver nanoparticles to measure distances termed the technique “molecular rulers” [17, 18]. The initial experiments relating the plasmonic coupling between the nanoparticles to distances were moderately slow and static experiments, relating the shift in the resonance wavelength of gold and silver nanoparticles to changes in the interparticle distance and plasmon coupling. For these measurements, the nanoparticles were illuminated with white light excitation from a tungsten arc lamp through a darkfield condenser, and the scattered light from the nanoparticles was collected with a microscope objective and analyzed with a spectrometer. Owing to the low scattering signal from the nanoparticles, the
scattering spectra signal from individual nanoparticles, approximately 40 nm in diameter, was recorded with one second integration time, typical for most single particle scattering spectra [17, 18, 108, 110]. In both of the preliminary experiments, gold nanoparticles, 42 nm and 87 nm in diameter, were labeled with one end of a DNA strand. By introducing another gold nanoparticle which was capable to conjugate to the other end of the DNA strand, the spectral shift of the resonance wavelength upon conjugation was correlated to the distance between the two particles. The distance was assumed to be determined by the elastic rod properties of the DNA molecules linking the gold nanoparticles, through the worm-like chain model, the most common model predicting the material properties of DNA molecules [42, 111-119]. It should be noted that the distance determined through the model may not accurately define the actual distance between the gold nanoparticles, because there is the potential of multiple DNA molecules to form many tethers between the gold nanoparticles, which decreases the distance between the gold nanoparticles. Through this technique, distance changes of 5 nm were resolved by using 10 base pair and 20 base pair DNA constructs. The measurement error is determined to range between less than 1 nm to around 20 nm, based on the ability to discriminate the peak resonance wavelength as well as standard issues with gold nanoparticle size and shape distributions. The obvious limitation of the technique is the low signal, which restricts the temporal resolution, and also introduces uncertainty in the actual peak resonance wavelength determination, lowering the spatial resolution,
both of which cast the technique to a regime of low applicability to molecular biology, and single-molecule biophysics.

The molecular ruler technique was further applied in a clever way in which the temporal resolution was increased by only measuring the total scattering intensity from the nanoparticles, and by uniquely choosing the DNA strand lengths so that the particle separations are known \textit{a priori}, to observe the cleavage of DNA molecules conjugated to gold nanoparticles by a restriction enzyme protein. In this manner the experiment departs from measuring the spectral shift in the plasmon resonance to measure distances, but rather simply detects the intensity difference of two gold nanoparticles as compared to a single gold nanoparticle when one of the gold nanoparticles was released into solution upon cleavage of DNA by the restriction enzyme [120]. In fact, this experiment simply takes advantage of the high scattering cross-section of the gold nanoparticles, and could, in principle, be conducted with fluorescent molecules or organic dyes, if the signals were strong enough to measure the signal change before and after the restriction enzyme cleaves away the second probe. This experimental assay revealed information on irreversible events, such as restriction enzyme cleavage, or two-state phenomena where a second gold nanoparticle was either introduced or removed upon an event occurring. The temporal resolution was high by simply integrating the entire scattering signal, and was capable of observation at 240 Hz, though any distance information was inferred by the design of the assay. In a second restriction enzyme experiment, the molecular ruler technique was applied to biosensing. The surface of a single
gold nanoparticle was densely packed with DNA, and the spectrum was measured before and after cleavage [110]. The spectrum and plasmon resonance frequency changed because the surface properties of the gold nanoparticle changed when 6 to 42 base pairs of DNA is cleaved from each DNA strand. Both of these experiments made advancements to further the application of plasmonic molecular rulers to single-molecule experiments, though limitations still exist to measure distances between gold nanoparticles with high spatial and temporal resolution. Recently, the temporal resolution of the molecular ruler technique has been increased through a ratiometric analysis of the scattering signal from gold and silver nanoparticles, though with broadband excitation.

1.5 Ratiometric analysis of the scattering signal from plasmonic nanoparticles increases temporal bandwidth

As has been described before, the collection of detailed spectra from single nanoparticles requires long integration times. Current research efforts have focused on increasing the temporal resolution by replacing the collection of spectra with a ratiometric analysis of the scattering signal from two wavelength bands. Broadband excitation from a tungsten arc lamp was filtered through bandpass filters centered at 530 nm and 580 nm, so that by quickly switching between the filters using a filter wheel the intensity from each band pass is independently collected. The shift in the wavelength of the scattered spectrum is then correlated to the ratios of the scattering intensity [121]. The ratiometric detection technique eliminates the need to measure the shift of the peak...
resonance wavelength upon plasmon coupling between two gold nanoparticles. Detecting the peak resonance wavelength is technically limiting for two reasons: (1) it inherently requires spectral information to be collected, which necessarily requires broadband excitation and many photons over the entire spectrum of excitation, thus leading to high integration times, and (2) the peak resonance wavelength is determined by post-processing fitting routines from the spectra.

These are subject to error based on the low signal strength and noise within the spectra. In contrast, a ratiometric detection technique can be implemented in real-time, with high scattering signals, see Figure 2. This ultimately provides accurate information regarding the spectral behavior of the gold nanoparticle

Figure 2. Ratiometric Analysis Compared to Spectra Collection. Consider a representative example to compare the ratiometric analysis technique to spectra collection. (Left) A T7 RNA polymerase and a DNA molecule are conjugated to individual gold nanoparticles. Upon binding by a T7 RNA polymerase to the DNA, the two gold nanoparticles plasmonically interact. (Right) This results in a shift in the peak resonance wavelength to longer wavelengths. Instead of detecting the shift in the spectral response, a ratio is measured between two representative wavelengths, 593 nm and 532 nm.
plasmonic response, and can enhance the sensitivity over spectral techniques. The ratiometric analysis allows the temporal resolution to be increased, based on the ability to increase the excitation source. Through the ratiometric analysis Rong et al. implemented, they were able to increase the temporal resolution to 10 Hz for gold nanoparticles [121], and 5 Hz for silver nanoparticles [88], and indicated that the temporal resolution is bounded by the use of a filter wheel to switch between the two bandpasses. Through the ratiometric analysis, distance changes of about 9 nm were resolved based on the condensation of DNA by the addition of a dendrimer [121]. In a subsequent implementation focusing more on polarization anisotropy aspects, compaction of DNA was also observed in a three-state system, resolving interparticle distances of 20 nm to 12 nm to 9 nm [122]. This measurement was based on refractive index changes, polarization anisotropy and total scattering intensity. Applying the ratiometric analysis technique to the plasmonic coupling of silver nanoparticles, Rong et al. further established that the ratiometric analysis can be sensitive for 2 nm interparticle separations [88]. However, the fundamental drawback of these experiments is the implementation of the excitation.

The ratiometric analysis technique to quantify the plasmonic coupling between metallic nanoparticles has advanced the field, though still requires further development. The present state of the field is to use white light illumination, which has lower power densities and cannot be focused to a diffraction-limited region as compared to laser excitation. Further, to accomplish specific wavelength excitation, the two bandpasses of 10 nm wavelengths are
switched through the mechanical actuation of a filter wheel to select the wavelengths. By sequentially collecting the intensity from the two wavelength bands, the overall temporal resolution is actually doubled due to the delay between the image acquisition. Additionally, dynamic fluctuations and interactions may cause the gold nanoparticles to change position or orientation between the two bandpass wavelengths, obscuring the actual ratio response. The sequential collection of images would only be sufficient in cases where either the expected biological system dynamics is slower than the overall temporal resolution, or if the switching were fast enough such that any fluctuations do not occur in the time difference between the two intensity images. Finally, the use of bandpasses as opposed to monochromatic wavelengths of excitation adds error to the ratio that is determined, as the scattering signal is collected over a range of wavelengths, obscuring the actual response from the plasmonic coupling between the gold nanoparticles. Owing to the illumination implementation, the broadband ratiometric analysis technique is limited in temporal resolution to the actuation of the filter wheel, which is 5 Hz.

The present challenge in the ratiometric analysis is with respect to instrumentation. By integrating several changes to the experimental instrument design, the ratiometric analysis technique may be further developed. In fact, in 2010, it was initially suggested in the literature, that “the use of monochromatic lasers allows significantly higher frame rates,” though current instrumentation prevented exploration of that option [88]. First, monochromatic laser excitation by two wavelengths eliminates many of the drawbacks from the broadband
implementation. Specifically, monochromatic laser illumination may be focused to attain high excitation power densities, which allow for greater temporal resolutions. Monochromatic scattering signals will not have the added uncertainty from the use of bandpasses of white light. By imaging the two intensities simultaneously from the scattering response, there is no lag, and hence no added error, in the ratio calculated from the two different scattering intensities. Through alternative designs to the excitation and detection of the scattering signal, overcoming the current barriers in the ratiometric analysis technique appears to be realizable.

The ratiometric analysis technique shows great promise for application to a variety of biological applications. In fact, the ratiometric analysis of the scattering response from gold nanoparticles has been employed in one other experimental assay, though for different goals. Grecco and Martinez measured the scattering response from gold nanoparticles for single nanoparticle tracking experiments in cells [123]. Specifically, the goal of their work is to reject spurious scattering particles from within the cell to image the gold nanoparticles of interest. In this method, the wavelengths were selected to discriminate between these two populations, resonant particles, and background scatterers. As established by Mie theory, the scattering signal is dependent to the inverse fourth power to wavelength. Based on this, nonresonant particles preferentially scatter shorter wavelengths. Hence, the ratio between 473 nm and 532 nm wavelengths was calculated so that the gold nanoparticles would easily be tracked. Grecco and Martinez did implement their technique with laser excitation, however, to
provide the excitation at the sample a beamsplitter was used such that only 70% of the excitation is provided to the sample and only 30% of the scattering signal collected by the objective reaches the detector, which ultimately reduces the signal intensities and temporal resolution. In addition, as their application only was interested in the classification of particles, the scattering signals from each wavelength were sequentially imaged. This approach establishes the ratiometric analysis of the plasmonic signal from gold nanoparticles to have broad application to molecular biophysics.

Current work presents strong evidence that this experimental approach is suitable for measuring the distance between gold nanoparticles for long durations with nanometer resolution for biophysical applications. However, the temporal resolution in the methods based on past work remains limited to the hundreds of milliseconds time domain preventing transient dynamic processes in biological systems to be observed on more biologically relevant timescales. Here, I provide the first insight into the use of monochromatic laser excitation in conjunction with ratiometric analysis to measure the plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles through the integration of dual-wavelength laser excitation with prism total internal reflection to simultaneously record the scattering signal from both wavelengths discriminately. Through this implementation of the experimental technique, the temporal resolution may now be further increased to more relevant timescales, and has the potential to be even further extended to even higher timescales with modifications of the detection scheme.
1.6 Contributions and advancements

The contributions of this work have broad applications to single-molecule biophysics, biotechnology and biosensing, and plasmonics. A novel ratiometric analysis experimental technique was developed using monochromatic laser excitation and total internal reflection-based darkfield microscopy to collect the scattered light from gold nanoparticles at two excitation wavelengths on spatially separated channels of a CCD camera array by use of a dichroic mirror. As a proof-of-principle to establish the ratiometric analysis approach, the plasmonic coupling between a surface-bound biotin-functionalized gold nanoparticle and a neutravidin-conjugated gold nanoparticle from solution, was measured upon binding. Here, the first demonstrated detection of the plasmonic coupling between the two gold nanoparticles with better than 25 Hz temporal resolution is reported. At this time resolution, the individual gold nanoparticle intensity is better than 100 times above background. The instrumentation and implementation developed here is the first to use monochromatic laser illumination for ratiometric analysis, increasing the sensitivity of the technique over the current state of the field in detection shifts in the peak resonance wavelength. The intensity ratio more than doubles upon binding by the second gold nanoparticle. The signal-to-noise ratio for the ratiometric analysis technique is 25, indicating that up to six sub-states are possible to resolve. Importantly, and in contrast with previous methods, the developed technique is fully extendable to faster timescales, limited largely by the choice of detector. Further, conjugation procedures were developed to broadly extend the plasmonic coupling technique to general
biomolecular systems. Finally, through the demonstration of the sensitivity of the technique to detect single-molecule binding with high temporal resolution, a direction is paved toward high spatial resolution metrology through future developments and calibrations.
CHAPTER 2

Instrumentation Design and Implementation for Ratiometric Analysis

The plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles offers the ability to detect binding and distance measurements owing to the peak resonance wavelength shift. Detecting the plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles has been applied to a limited number of single-molecule experiments, all of which involve DNA to tether two gold nanoparticles together [17, 18, 120-122]. The current state of the field collects spectra of the scattered light from the gold nanoparticles, where the particles are illuminated by white light darkfield excitation. Through analysis of the collected spectra, the peak resonance wavelength is determine and correlated to the spatial separation between the two gold nanoparticles. However, applications of this approach are hindered due to the integration time required to collect the spectra from single gold nanoparticles. Gold nanoparticles, though, are extremely photostable with the ability to be continuously observed over days. Furthermore, the gold nanoparticles scatter light efficiently. Both of these properties make them ideal single-molecule probes, if the appropriate excitation and detection techniques are employed. In general, one must improve the ability to detect the gold nanoparticles by a combination of
increasing the scattering signal from the gold nanoparticle, and increase the sensitivity of the detector used to collect the scattered light.

Figure 3. Experimental Schematic. The experimental schematic, as detailed in the text, couples the intensity from two wavelengths and combines them into a single-mode fiber. Focusing optics direct the light to a 45° prism to produce the propagating total internal reflection (TIR) wave. A particular TIR spot is selected to reject backscattered light, creating two wavelength darkfield excitation through total internal reflection. The image from the microscope objective is spatially separated with a dichroic mirror and imaged on two regions of a CCD array. Abbreviations: Collimation Lens (CL), Beam Expander (BE), Achromatic Focusing Lens (AFL), Glass Slide (GS), Objective Lens (OL), Tube Lens (TL), Dichroic Mirrors (D1, D2), Mirror (M), Imaging Lens (IL), CCD Camera (CCD), Fiber Coupling Lens (FCL), Beam Block (BB), Polarizing Beam Splitter (PBS), λ/2 Waveplate (HWP), Lasers (L532, L593).

The solution I implemented increases the temporal resolution by which to detect the plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles. The white light darkfield illumination is replaced by dual monochromatic laser excitation. The laser excitation provides much higher power densities at the sample plane, and
may be focused to a diffraction-limited region. Reduction of any background illumination is accomplished through total internal reflection darkfield microscopy. As only two wavelengths are scattered by the gold nanoparticles, spectrum collection is no longer required. Hence, simultaneous collection of the scattering signal from the two wavelengths is recorded on two spatially separated regions on a CCD camera array. Figure 3 details the experimental schematic for the designed optical system. Ratiometric analysis of the scattering signal from the two wavelengths determines the extent to which the two gold nanoparticles are interacting.

2.1 Specific aims and research objectives

This chapter concentrates on the design and development of the experimental instrumentation which makes possible the ability to detect the plasmonic coupling between two gold nanoparticles through a ratiometric analysis. The main objective of this work is to demonstrate through a novel experimental method that the plasmonic coupling between two gold nanoparticles may be detected with greater than 25 Hz temporal resolution. Importantly, and in contrast to the previous methods, this technique is fully extendable to faster timescale, limited largely by the choice of the detector. To achieve this aim, several objectives need to be fulfilled, including: (1) selecting the specific gold nanoparticle size and two wavelengths to optimize the ratiometric response, (2) designing a laser to fiber coupling system to independently modulate the excitation power of the two lasers sources and a
dual wavelength fiber coupling system to colocalized the wavelengths into the same single-mode fiber to deliver the light to the microscope, (3) creating a low-drift, high-precision microscope stage so that long time duration observations are possible, (4) developing a system to create a high intensity, low background darkfield illumination system through prism-based total internal reflection, (5) integrating a method for simultaneous acquisition of the two scattering signals by the gold nanoparticles from the two sampling wavelengths. The details of the instrumentation design and development objectives for the ratiometric analysis technique follow.

2.2 The ratiometric analysis of monochromatic scattered light detects the plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles

The ratiometric analysis technique eliminates the need to measure the shift of the peak resonance wavelength upon the plasmonic coupling between two gold nanoparticles. Instead of collecting the scattered light from many wavelengths, only the scattered light from two wavelengths is collected. Therefore, increased temporal resolution in the detection of gold nanoparticle plasmonic interactions is possible. Furthermore, if the two wavelengths are chosen correctly, it is possible to enhance the sensitivity of the measurements as compared to the peak wavelength detection. Detecting the peak resonance wavelength is technically limiting, because it inherently requires spectral information to be collected, which requires many photons with broadband excitation, and hence high integration times, and the peak is determined by post-
processed fitting routines, which are susceptible to error from noisy spectra. In contrast, the ratiometric detection can be implemented in real-time and still provides accurate information about the spectral behavior of the particle scattering. The fundamental experimental condition from which all other design considerations hinge is selecting the size of the gold nanoparticles. From this selection, the two wavelengths which have the greatest sensitivity over the desired measurement range may be chosen, and the instrument developed.

Selecting the diameter of the gold nanoparticles carries many trade-offs. First, it is desirable to decrease the size of the gold nanoparticle probe to as small as possible so that the dynamics of the biomolecule of interest are not influenced by the gold nanoparticle probe. However, the distance range within which the near-field plasmonic coupling interactions between gold nanoparticles occur is within approximately 2.5 particle diameters, meaning that smaller particles have a smaller dynamic range [98]. Furthermore, the scattering signal from the gold nanoparticles is highly dependent on the particle radius. For a specific wavelength, the scattering intensity scales with the 6th power to the particle radius [64]. As an example, Reinhard et al. measured spectra from both 80 nm and 40 nm diameter gold nanoparticles [17]. Based on Mie theory, the 80 nm diameter gold nanoparticles scatter 64 times the amount of light as the 40 nm diameter gold nanoparticles, which provides a signal that could vastly increase the temporal resolution. In most single-molecule assays where gold nanoparticles serve as marker probes, the particles are not smaller than 40 nm in diameter [17, 18, 50, 58-61, 63, 121]. In fact, it has been noted that particles
smaller than 30 nm in diameter are not detectable with conventional light microscopy techniques [17, 18, 101]. Taking into account all of the above considerations, 40 nm diameter gold nanoparticles were selected. The particles are smaller than typical silica beads (100-1000 nm), though on the order, though slightly larger than many fluorophores (10 nm). The particles are still detectable by standard optical microscopy techniques. And, the upper limit of the near-field for two 40 nm gold nanoparticles is approximately 100 nm, which is sufficient for many single-molecule biological applications. With the size of the gold nanoparticles determined, the excitation wavelengths used for ratiometric analysis may be chosen.

The ratiometric analysis technique increases the potential to conduct high temporal resolution experiments by replacing white light arc lamp excitation with monochromatic excitation through two laser sources. The power density from white light excitation delivered through darkfield illumination is much lower than what is possible with laser excitation. Under standard darkfield illumination with a ball darkfield condenser and excitation through a xenon arc lamp, the power of the light scattered by the 40 nm gold nanoparticle was measured to be approximately 0.2 pW. However, unlike light generated by an arc lamp, laser excitation may be tightly focused to a diffraction-limited region. As such, the power density can be increased over a range from 1 µW/µm² to 1 mW/µm². The obvious benefit of the increased power density is an increase in the scattering signal from the gold nanoparticles, and an increase in the temporal resolution. While laser excitation is preferred over the darkfield illumination, excluding
special exceptions, the laser wavelengths cannot be dynamically tuned for the specific gold nanoparticle pairs, or specific distance range. Therefore, the two wavelengths chosen for ratiometric analysis must be selected based on a few design factors: (1) the particular experimental conditions for measuring the plasmonic coupling between two gold nanoparticles, (2) the availability of commercially sourced lasers at particular wavelengths with sufficient output power, and (3) the cost of the lasers.

The design of the ratiometric analysis technique was based on the experimental conditions to detect distance changes between the gold nanoparticles after the particles are already in the near-field either after binding by a protein conjugated gold nanoparticle to a DNA molecule functionalized with a gold nanoparticle (see Section 4.8), or after binding by a DNA-binding protein to a DNA molecule bound at each end with a gold nanoparticle (see Section 3.5). The peak plasmon resonance wavelength of a 40 nm diameter single gold nanoparticle is near 532 nm, a commonly available laser line. However, it is difficult to generate laser emissions in the yellow-orange spectrum (570-610 nm) [124]. As the two gold nanoparticles interact, the peak plasmon resonance wavelength red-shifts and nears 593 nm, where the two particles are strongly coupled. For reference, Reinhard et al. expect the peak resonance wavelength to be 593 nm when there is approximately a 5 nm edge-to-edge distance between the gold nanoparticles [17]. Conveniently, the 593 nm laser line is commercially available with sufficient output powers up to 35 mW. The signal from the 532 nm scattering is optimized for long interparticle separations. Conversely, the signal
from the 593 nm scattering is optimized for close interparticle separations. These two wavelengths (532 nm and 593 nm) were selected for the excitation illumination.

The selection of the two wavelengths, 532 nm and 593 nm, must be verified to be sensitive to plasmonic coupling between the two gold nanoparticles. To benchmark the expected ratiometric response based on the two wavelengths, an experimentally collected absorption spectrum from 40 nm diameter gold nanoparticle bulk solutions (for reference, see Figure 10) was used to simulate the expected ratiometric response (Figure 4). As two gold nanoparticles interact, the peak resonance

**Figure 4.** Anticipated Ratio Response. (Top) The absorption spectrum from a bulk solution of 40 nm gold nanoparticles was shifted such that the ratiometric response between the 593 nm and 532 nm intensities are calculated for increasing peak resonance wavelengths. The red spectrum represents the expected spectral response given that the peak resonance wavelength shifts by 40 nm. (Bottom) The calculated ratiometric response curve as the peak resonance wavelength increases. The red circle indicates that expected ratio provided that the peak resonance wavelength changes by 40 nm.
wavelength shifts to longer wavelengths, as does the overall spectral response [18]. To simulate the spectral response based increases in the plasmonic coupling between the two gold nanoparticles, the experimental bulk spectrum was used to evaluate the ratiometric response between the two selected wavelengths, 532 nm and 593 nm. The gold nanoparticle bulk solution spectrum was shifted in 0.5 nm increments, and the new ratio between the two sampling wavelengths is computed, which would be simulating that two gold nanoparticles are increasingly interacting, presumably due to a decrease in the distance between the gold nanoparticles.

In this simulation, it is important to acknowledge that the known broadening of the spectrum upon the coupling between the gold nanoparticles is disregarded. Moreover, single particle scattering spectrum would better evaluate the ratiometric response, as the bulk absorption spectrum measures the average response of the full solution. The bulk spectrum does, however, represent the general shape and intensities of the scattering spectrum of the monomeric gold nanoparticles. The monomeric gold nanoparticle bulk solution spectrum was shifted in 0.5 nm increments, which shifts the peak resonance wavelength by that amount. At each new peak resonance wavelength, the ratio between the 593 nm and 532 nm intensities are calculated. When the gold nanoparticles interact, the peak resonance wavelength shifts toward the IR spectrum, and the ratio of the 593 nm to 532 nm signal increases. As illustrated in the ratio response curve, the ratio increases as the peak resonance wavelength increases until the peak resonance wavelength surpasses the 593 nm sampling wavelength. At a peak
resonance shift of approximately 69 nm, the ratio response begins to decrease owing to the subsequent decrease in both the 532 nm and 593 nm wavelengths. The uncertainty in peak ratio response is dependent on the uncertainty in the peak resonance wavelength from the bulk solution spectrum which is 7 nm. Further analysis was conducted to determine the sensitivity of the sampling wavelengths.

The capability to determine the distance between the gold nanoparticles through the ratio response technique with the selected wavelengths was compared to work by Reinhard et al. in which the extent that the gold nanoparticles plasmonically couple is found through post-processing the peak wavelength [17]. Based on the experimental spectra collected by Reinhard et al. at several interparticle separations, the peak resonance wavelength was tabulated and the intensity ratio calculated (Table 1). Importantly, an additional advantage of the ratiometric analysis technique emerges: enhanced sensitivity. The ratiometric analysis of the two selected wavelengths (532 and 593 nm) measures a 54% difference between the ratiometric response for edge-to-edge separations of 29.3 nm to 14.7 nm, while less than a 1% change arises in the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Monomer</th>
<th>67 bp DNA tether</th>
<th>20 bp DNA tether</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Particle Separation</td>
<td>29.3 nm</td>
<td>14.7 nm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Wavelength [nm]</td>
<td>543.5</td>
<td>563</td>
<td>567.774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio: 593 nm/532 nm</td>
<td>0.2369</td>
<td>0.9349</td>
<td>1.437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio: 638 nm/532 nm</td>
<td>0.2788</td>
<td>0.7912</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Theoretical Predictions of Ratiometric Response. The ratiometric response for selected sampling wavelengths is compared to the peak resonance wavelengths. The intensity ratio was calculated based on the experimental spectra collected at several particle separations from the published by Reinhard et al. [17].
peak resonance wavelength (detecting less than a 5 nm peak resonance wavelength change).

The ratiometric response at the chosen wavelengths is also superior when compared with the monomeric spectra. For the two separations that were analyzed (29.3 nm and 14.7 nm), the ratiometric response has a 295% and 507% change as compared to a 3.6% and 4.5% change for the peak resonance detection, for the respective separations. For further insight into the benefits of the ratiometric analysis as compared to the peak resonance wavelength detection, consider the peak resonance wavelength measured by Reinhard et al. for various interparticle separations [17]. The distribution of the measured peak resonance wavelength is broad, where the same peak resonance wavelength (560 nm) can be detected in all of the interparticle separations (10-75 nm). Not only are the typical issues in the experimental measurements (refractive index, particle size and shape distributions, actual distance correlation, etc., see Chapters 3 and 4) present, but also the limited intensity from the scattering of a single gold nanoparticle make fitting to a noisy spectrum difficult and introduces further uncertainty. The ratiometric analysis of the scattering signal from gold nanoparticles at two monochromatic wavelengths, not only affords the opportunity to increase the temporal resolution of the plasmonic coupling technique, but also has the additional benefit of greater sensitivity than the peak resonance wavelength detection.

The selection of the two monochromatic wavelengths is very important for the application. As an example, a very common laser line from a helium-neon
laser, in the red spectrum was also considered. An available diode pumped solid state laser emits a frequency near the HeNe laser line, 638 nm. The hesitation in using this wavelength was the lack of spectral information for the monomer. The scattering signal response from plasmonically coupling gold nanoparticles is very low for all particle separations at 638 nm excitation, though it does increase when the particles interact. As presented in Table 1, there is a 183% change (even better than the 593 nm to 532 nm ratio) in the ratio response of the scattering signal between 638 nm and 532 nm for the two edge-to-edge separations. However, there is no spectral information for the monomer at 638 nm, and it is expected that it would be near zero. This is because given a particular particle diameter the intensity decreases with the fourth power as a function with the wavelength [64]. While it would be anticipated that 638 nm may be preferred for binding sensitivity, since signal changing from nearly zero in the unbound state to a low intensity in the bound state, due to the lack of spectral information, the 638 nm line was not initially selected. However, it should be noted that the dual wavelength fiber laser coupling system was designed so that it may be expanded to incorporate more than just two wavelengths.

One limitation of the ratiometric analysis of two monochromatic wavelengths must be noted. The sensitivity of the ratio entirely depends upon the particle size. The choice of the wavelengths for peak sensitivity varies for different gold nanoparticle diameters. The 532 nm wavelength is essentially the peak resonance for a 40 nm diameter gold nanoparticle. However, when smaller or larger gold nanoparticles are used, the 532 nm and 593 nm wavelengths
would no longer be straddling the peak resonance wavelength, and ratio would no longer simply increase as the gold nanoparticles become closer or decrease when the particles are farther apart, but would be more complex to interpret. For example, the peak resonance wavelength for a 25 nm diameter gold nanoparticle, the peak resonance wavelength is \(~514-520\) nm. Therefore, as the two particles interact, both the 532 nm scattering intensity and the 593 nm scattering intensity will increase. This limitation could be overcome by two methods: (1) a tunable laser, such as an argon ion laser which produces particular wavelengths between 488 nm and 528 nm, and/or (2) incorporating several laser lines as was made possible in the design for the laser coupling. In this way, the particular wavelengths are then selected based on the specific assay conditions.

The ratiometric analysis technique proves to be better than the peak resonance wavelength fitting. It affords the ability to increase the temporal resolution with the use of monochromatic laser illumination, which may be increased by using higher output power lasers, and/or by highly focusing the monochromatic light to a diffraction-limited region. Moreover, I have demonstrated that the ratiometric technique is more sensitive than the peak resonance wavelength detection for distance determination. With the sampling wavelengths chosen, the mechanical and optical design may be developed and implemented.
2.3 Dual wavelength laser coupling colocalizes two wavelengths

The ratiometric analysis of monochromatic wavelengths of laser illumination requires that the two wavelengths be colocalized to the same region within the field of view of the assay chamber to simultaneously illuminate the gold nanoparticles with the two wavelengths. A dual laser fiber coupling system was developed so that precise, stable, and reliable colocalization of the two wavelengths into the excitation region in the image plane of the microscope is accomplished. (Detailed drawings of all of the mechanical parts are provided in the Appendix.) First, the two lasers were designed to be coupled into individual single mode fibers. Then, the two lasers are combined into the same single mode fiber with the use of a dichroic mirror. Once the two lasers are combined into the same single mode fiber, the two monochromatic sources may be directed into the microscope system.

The two lasers were selected for their stability and output power. The diode-pumped solid state lasers were supplied by CrystaLaser (GCL-532-L, 532 nm, and GCL-593-L, 593 nm, 25 mW and 35 mW, respectively). The diode-pumped solid state lasers provide a single longitudinal mode and single TEM$_{00}$ mode (a Gaussian beam profile) with extremely low noise and high stability in a compact design. These features allow the lasers to be coupled into a single mode fiber, which permits ease in interfacing with downstream optical components and the microscope. Further, single-mode fibers spatially filter the exiting illumination to a Gaussian TEM$_{00}$ mode. Each laser was coupled into a single-mode fiber, after including optics to independently control the power at
each wavelength. To control the power that is coupled into the fiber, the laser emission is passed through a $\lambda/2$ waveplate, which changes the orientation of the linear polarization axis by rotation of the waveplate. The light is then directed into a polarizing beamsplitter cube just prior to coupling the light into the single-mode fibers. The $\lambda/2$ waveplate specifies the polarization of the laser illumination. Subsequently, the polarizing beamsplitter controls the transmitted intensity of the light by splitting the light based on the polarization state specified by the $\lambda/2$ waveplate. One important design feature introduced into the final application, is two opposed two degree rotations of the $\lambda/2$ waveplate and the polarizing beamsplitter. The two-two degree wedge angles were incorporated to prevent backreflection and interference due to the parallel optical surfaces of the $\lambda/2$ waveplate and the polarizing beamsplitter. The backreflection and interference caused intensity instability, and difficulty in coupling the excitation into the single-mode fiber. The two opposed two degree wedge angles does not translate the principle beam, however the reflected beam will focus to a different location than the primary beam, eliminating the backreflections and interference. After the beam is transmitted through the polarizing beamsplitter, the light is coupled into the single-mode fiber.

A fiber coupling assembly was created to interface with fiber coupling optics provided by Oz Optics so that better than 80% of the transmitted laser illumination is coupled into the single-mode fiber ($3.5 \mu m$ diameter, 0.11 numerical aperture). Specifically, the Oz Optics fiber coupler includes a focusing lens to focus the laser beam to a diameter smaller than the single-mode fiber.
diameter and with a numerical aperture that does not exceed the numerical aperture of the fiber. These design features are described by two equations to calculate the focused laser beam waist diameter \((w)\) and the numerical aperture \((NA)\) of the rays, given the laser beam diameter \((w_o)\), focusing lens focal length \((f)\), wavelength \((\lambda)\), and refractive index \((n)\):

\[
w = \frac{\lambda f}{\pi w_0}
\]

(Eq. 1)

\[
NA = n \sin \left( \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{w_0}{2f} \right) \right)
\]

(Eq. 2)

From the two equations, the available focal length lenses and single-mode fibers are selected to optimize the coupling efficiency into the fiber. Additionally, two other features were included to achieve the highest coupling efficiency possible: (1) angle polished ends of the fiber, and (2) adjustable fiber focusing. The fiber ends are often polished with an angle of 8°. This angle, like the wedge angle incorporated in the previous optical elements, prevents any reflections from being coupled into the fiber, which reduces backreflections, and improves the stability of the excitation. The adjustable fiber focus feature on each end of the single-mode fibers is very important for two reasons. The first is that the ability to adjust the focus of the fiber end, that is translating the fiber end with respect to the location of the focusing lens, allows the maximal coupling of the transmitted laser illumination into the single-mode fiber, nearly 80% for the individual laser to fiber coupling. The adjustable focus feature compensates for any aberrations in the specific position of the fiber coupler so that the beam waist of the focused laser illumination is located at the fiber end. Second, the ability to adjust the
focus allows one of the laser beams to be defocused prior to coupling into the same single-mode fiber so that maximal coupling is achieved for both wavelengths. The focal length for the focusing lens which focuses the two wavelengths onto the same single-mode fiber is slightly different for both wavelengths, requiring that the one beam be slightly defocused [20]. Upon coupling the laser illumination into the single-mode fibers, the two beams are directed to be coupled together.

The two beams are collimated with collimating lenses that are essentially the reverse implementation of the fiber couplers and collimate the beams to a 2 mm diameter so that the damage threshold of the dichroic mirror is not exceeded. Equations 1 and 2 are used again to select the focal lengths of the collimating lenses. Once the two beams are collimated they are colocalized with a dichroic mirror (Chroma, T585LP) in which the shorter wavelength (532 nm) is reflected and the longer wavelength (593 nm) is transmitted. The two collimation optical assemblies (Oz Optics) are arranged perpendicularly to each other (Figure 5). Once the two collimated beams are colocalized, they are then coupled again into one single-mode fiber, again to spatially filter the beam to a Gaussian profile, and allow ease of interfacing with the microscope. As indicated previously, to best couple the two wavelengths into the same single-mode fiber, one of the fibers must be slightly defocused with respect to the other, which is easily accomplished with the adjustable fiber focus feature. The designed dual wavelength fiber coupling system achieves approximately 25% coupling for each wavelength of the initial laser output power from the exit of the single-mode fiber.
which transmits the two colocalized beams. It should be noted that prior to coupling the light into the final single-mode fiber, should additional wavelengths of monochromatic laser illumination were desired to be incorporated, additional dichroic mirrors may be included. The design requires that the two longest wavelengths are combined with a specific dichroic mirror in which the shorter of the two is reflected. Subsequently, the two longest, combined wavelengths are then transmitted through the second dichroic mirror, and the shorter wavelength is reflected. Again, in this arrangement, the shorter wavelength’s collimation assemblies are perpendicular to the transmitted laser illumination. The developed dual wavelength fiber coupling system has been demonstrated to produce two collinear laser beams of different wavelength and with a Gaussian profile, to allow independent control of the individual laser's output power, to couple ~50% of the initial excitation power, and can be expanded to include additional wavelengths of excitation.
2.4 Development of a high-precision, low-drift microscope stage

One of the advantages of using gold nanoparticles as probes in single-molecule experiments is the ability to collect with very high temporal resolution scattering signals over days of constant excitation. However, a critical design consideration to be able to conduct long time-duration single-molecule experiments is the stability of the microscope both for the stage in the image plane and also in the focal position of the objective. Furthermore, should incredibly high temporal resolution experiments (on the order of microsecond resolution) utilizing avalanche photodiodes be desired, then precise positioning of a specific gold nanoparticle must be made possible, which requires that the stage maintain nanometer stability over the entire extent of the experiment.

During an experiment, thermal and mechanical drift can cause undesirable effects: the sample may no longer be in the field of view, and the sample may drift out of focus. To compensate for these effects, a precision stage was engineered which incorporates a commercially available piezoelectric stage (Physik Instrumente, P-541.2CD) and integrated with a custom-designed low-drift stage for the microscope. The piezoelectric stage provides precise nanometer translation (300 µm travel with ±0.4 nm resolution. However, the electrical interface to the piezo stacks did not allow independent control of the x and y displacements. The electrical connection was replaced to allow each direction to be specifically addressed. Furthermore, a precision voltage controller was designed which independently adjusts the x and y displacements by changing the voltage applied to the piezo stacks. (See the Appendix for a detailed
The addition of a custom-built stage provides the capability to displace the stage for large travel (50 mm travel with ±0.7 µm sensitivity). The custom-built stage was designed specifically to reduce drift and give high stability in the x-, y-, and z- directions.

To confirm that the custom stage system has the necessary stability, the drift of the stage was recorded over several hours. Images were captured from fixed fluorescent beads in the field of view. From the images, the change in the position and the focus of the bead were measured. The designed custom stage has less than 200 nm of drift in the x and y directions during the first hour of the observation and no detectable drift in the z (objective focus) position. The majority of the drift is accounted due to thermal expansion of the microscope stage, because over the following hour period the total drift was unchanged, and the position remained stable after 16 hours of observation. It should be noted that any drift in the field of view can be further reduced by modifying the voltage controller for the piezo-nanopositioning stage to include feedback control. The custom-built stage has proven to be capable of high precision, low-drift observations, a necessary experimental feature for most single-molecule experiments.

2.5 Prism-based total internal reflection darkfield microscopy illuminates the gold nanoparticles

Critical to measuring the plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles, is the method of illuminating the gold nanoparticles to collect the scattered light
from them. Importantly, it should again be impressed upon the reader that the
scattering signal from a particle (whether gold, or polystyrene and silica beads)
illuminated by monochromatic light is the same wavelength as the excitation light
[64]. In contrast to fluorescent techniques, which take advantage of the Stokes'
shift between the excitation and emission to filter away the excitation from the
image, the scattering signal must be discriminated from the excitation as they are
of the same wavelength. Owing to this requirement that the scattering signal
must be collected above the excitation, most typical illumination methods are
inappropriate where the scattered light cannot be detected above background.

The common method to reject the excitation illumination from the
scattering signal is through darkfield microscopy. Spencer outlines darkfield
microscopy as rejecting the zero-order contribution to the image so that the
background is dark [19]. The standard implementation of darkfield microscopy
directs the illumination from a 100 W tungsten white light arc lamp through a
darkfield condenser creating a darkfield image in the field of view of the
microscope. Previous single-molecule experiments incorporating the plasmonic
coupling of gold nanoparticles have limited temporal resolution, which depending
on the assay ranges from to 200 milliseconds to the typical resolution of several
seconds due to the use of darkfield microscopy and the chosen detection
techniques [17, 18, 110, 121, 122, 125]. The temporal resolution may be
increased through several enhancements, including changing the method of
excitation of the gold nanoparticles. For example, preliminary measurements of
the scattered light from single gold nanoparticles under darkfield illumination with
an 85 W xenon arc lamp (capable of delivering more power in the visible spectrum over tungsten arc lamps) found that the power of the light scattered by a 40 nm gold nanoparticles is less than 0.2 pW, distributed over all wavelengths of excitation. The maximal power density in the sample plane with the darkfield illumination was measured to be is 0.05 µW/µm², whereas monochromatic illumination is capable of power densities from 1 µW/µm² to 1 mW/µm² by focusing the light to a diffraction-limited region. This suggests that the scattering signal from the gold nanoparticles will be in excess of 4 nW, and at a particular wavelength. Given the anticipated scattering response under monochromatic excitation, the initial design constraints were to achieve microsecond time resolution and nanometer resolution, which requires advancements in the excitation and detection.

Alternative darkfield microscopy methods using either total internal reflection illumination, or objective-type darkfield are the current state-of-the-art methods in which the excitation may be increased at the sample plane, while not sacrificing the extremely low background afforded by darkfield illumination. There have been few applications of total internal reflection illumination specifically to measure the plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles, owing largely to the need to use white light excitation for measuring spectra, which is the limiting factor to the temporal resolution [107-109]. These implementations still require long integration times on the order of seconds. However, recent experimental techniques have been devised to use gold nanoparticles for single-molecule particle tracking with high temporal and spatial resolution by measuring the
scattering signal from the particles, capable of up to microsecond temporal resolution [59, 63, 106, 123]. All of these particle tracking techniques use objective-based darkfield microscopy to illuminate the gold nanoparticles. In this method, a converging laser beam reflects on a small mirror to direct it to be focused in the back focal plane of the objective, which results in collimated laser light exiting the microscope at an extreme angle. Backreflections are eliminated by placing a field iris slightly below the conjugated image plane, which removes all light not scattered by the gold nanoparticles. There are several drawbacks to this implementation though. First, the optical path for the collected scattered light is partially blocked by the optics used to reflect the excitation beam into the back focal plane of the objective. Second, the laser beam must be collimated to a very small diameter to integrate the optics well with the microscope. This requires very small optics with high damage thresholds. Moreover, the space limitations make integrating any mechanical and optical components difficult. The best aspects of total internal reflection illumination and objective-based darkfield microscopy were combined to create prism-based total internal reflection darkfield microscopy.

Total internal reflection is a standard illumination technique utilized in single-molecule microscopy [126, 127]. Total internal reflection (TIR) occurs when a propagating light beam interacts at an interface of two mediums of different indices of refraction in which the second index of refraction is lower than the first. Specifically, for single-molecule microscopy, the light beam propagates through a glass medium of high index of refraction to a water or air medium of
low index of refraction. The light undergoes TIR when the beam is incident at a very high angle, measured from the surface normal, greater than the critical angle for TIR [20, 126, 128]. In this case, the light does not refract, but rather totally internally reflects. The critical angle ($\theta_c$) is determined by the equation given the refractive index of the two media ($n$):

$$\theta_c = \sin^{-1}\left(\frac{n_2}{n_1}\right)$$  \hfill (Eq. 3)

When the angle of incidence is greater than (or equal to) the critical angle, an evanescent wave is created in the liquid (air) that exponentially decays in intensity with respect to the penetration distance from the surface, typically less than 200 nm, Figure 6. The penetration depth ($d$) and intensity ($I$) are given by the following two equations, given the wavelength ($\lambda$), angle of incidence ($\theta$), and refractive index of the two mediums ($n$):

$$I(z) = I_0 e^{\left(\frac{-x}{d}\right)}$$  \hfill (Eq. 4)

$$d = \frac{4\pi}{\lambda} \left(\frac{n_1^2 (\sin \theta)^2}{n_2^2} - \frac{n_2^2}{n_1}\right)^{-\frac{1}{2}}$$  \hfill (Eq. 5)
Figure 6. Evanescent Wave Penetration Depth. (Top) The exponential decay of the evanescent wave created through total internal reflection for both the 532 nm (green) and 593 nm (red) wavelengths is plotted with the penetration depth into solution. (Bottom) Based on the calculated penetration depths, the difference in the two intensities is determined to be less than 4%.
The evanescent wave is of the same wavelength as the incident beam, and travels parallel to the interface surface. Importantly, as depicted in Figure 6, the intensity and penetration depth are dependent on the wavelength. As the desired application requires two different wavelengths to illuminate the gold nanoparticles, the difference in the intensity must be quantified. Based on the implemented design and equations 4 and 5, the difference in the intensity is less than 4% between the two wavelengths. The maximal difference, though, is deeper in solution, where the intensity is already near negligible. The distinct advantage of TIR is the evanescent wave, which only excites the gold nanoparticles within the <200 nm region from the glass surface. Since gold nanoparticles are excellent scatterers, it is imperative to eliminate the scattering from the free gold nanoparticles in solution, which TIR provides.

Prism-based TIR darkfield illumination additionally eliminates the need for complicated designs to interface with the microscope, as are necessary in objective-type darkfield illumination. The prism-based TIR creates darkfield illumination, because, as previously described, the excitation is rejected and only the scattered light from the particles in the sample is collected without the use of filters [20, 106]. The specific design (see Appendix for detailed drawings) integrates a 10 mm right angle glass prism on the top surface of the glass slide defining the assay chamber. The two monochromatic beams of laser excitation exiting from the single-mode fiber are focused through an achromatic focusing lens (75 mm focal length) such that the light is focused in the image plane of the sample. The achromatic focusing lens is necessary so that the two wavelengths
are focused to the same location within the image plane. The focusing rays enter the glass prism and propagate into the glass slide. As discussed, the backreflected light must be rejected to easily observe the scattered light from the gold nanoparticles. In the initial integration of prism TIR, backreflections from the glass surfaces of the prism were coupled into the objective, making the darkfield image of very low signal quality, Figure 7 (top, left). However, as the light propagates through the glass slide it undergoes total internal reflection at the glass-air interface (top surface) and the glass-water interface (sample region), Figure 7 (top, right). When a downstream TIR location at the glass-water interface is selected, the backreflections are eliminated, producing a high quality TIR darkfield illumination, for examples see Figures 16, 17, and 18. The prism-based TIR darkfield illumination has other advantages over standard darkfield illumination with white light excitation through a darkfield condenser.

Traditional darkfield illumination with a darkfield condenser introduces an annulus of light of a specific numerical aperture [19, 20, 129], usually between 1.2-1.4. A lower numerical aperture objective (typically 0.7-1 NA) is combined with the darkfield condenser such that the high numerical aperture rays are not collected, and only the scattered light from the sample is imaged. Owing to this illumination scheme a particular range of polar angles are illuminated in the sample plane. As will be discussed in great detail in Section 4.5, the plasmonic coupling between the gold nanoparticles is maximized when the polarization of the excitation light is in line with the interparticle axis. Coupled gold nanoparticles aligned with the polarizations available from darkfield
illumination will be excited. However, when the interparticle axis is not aligned within this range of angles, uncertainty is introduced into the polarization orientation, and it is not possible to fully determine the orientation of the gold nanoparticle pair [129].

Conversely, the prism-based TIR darkfield illumination scheme does not suffer from this fundamental limitation. All polarizations are possible to illuminate, if two orthogonally propagating TIR waves are introduced. Without two orthogonally propagating TIR waves, then all polarizations within one plane is

**Figure 7.** Prism-Based Total Internal Reflection Schematic. Propagating the TIR wave through the glass slide eliminates any backscattering from the excitation by selecting a TIR location far from the prism. *(Top, Left)* The initial implementation of prism TIR found that backreflections were directed into the objective of the microscope. *(Top, Right)* However, by selecting a TIR location far from the prism, the backreflections no longer interfere. *(Bottom)* The two images are the actual implementation in the microscope system. It is possible to see the locations of total internal reflection in the right image.
possible (see Figures 20, and 23, as well as Chapter 4 text). Furthermore, traditional darkfield illumination uses an unpolarized white light excitation source, which is additionally detrimental with respect to orientation determination and plasmonic coupling between the gold nanoparticles. Unpolarized white light introduces all polarizations within the specific polar angles described by the numerical aperture of the darkfield condenser. This inherently means that the scattering signal derived from the plasmonic coupling between two gold nanoparticles will be averaged from all of the polarizations which are aligned with the interparticle axis (maximizing the signal) and also not aligned with the gold nanoparticle axis (reducing the signal). This makes correlating the ratio response at specific wavelengths of excitation to the monochromatic laser-based excitation through TIR illumination difficult. Also, as described previously, white light sources distribute the power over a range of wavelengths, which reduces the power at specific wavelengths. In opposition, monochromatic laser illumination concentrates the intensity to a single wavelength. The laser excitation is also capable of being focused to a diffraction-limited region, concentrating the power further, which is not possible with illumination by an arc lamp source.

Additionally, darkfield microscopy requires the use of low numerical aperture objectives so that the excitation is rejected from the scattered light. However, low numerical aperture objectives collect less of the scattered light from the gold nanoparticles. Under the TIR darkfield illumination, a higher numerical aperture objective may be used, which increases the collected scattering signal. The objective used in this work is a Zeiss Achromplan 100x
variable aperture, oil objective (NA 0.7-1.25, in which NA 1.25 was used). Prism-based total internal reflection darkfield microscopy has been demonstrated to be a superior excitation technique for application to the plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles.

2.6 A dual view imaging system detects the scattering signal from the gold nanoparticles at each wavelength simultaneously

The final design element is the choice of the detection scheme. There are several options to collect the scattering signal from the gold nanoparticles. All detection schemes must be able to simultaneously collect the scattering intensity from the two wavelengths of excitation independently. In addition, the detector must be capable of high temporal resolution, fundamental to the design of the instrument. The potential detectors include high speed CCD camera arrays, including EMCCD cameras and CMOS CCD arrays, photodiodes, and photomultiplier tubes [130]. Based on the sensitivity of the detector and the spatial resolution (depending on the binning of pixels in the CCD arrays), the CCD arrays from cameras are capable of several microsecond time resolution [63]. Avalanche photodiodes have high quantum efficiency and are capable of 1 µs exposure times. Quadrant photodiodes were implemented in the objective-darkfield design by Nan et al., which were shown to operate with 25 microsecond time resolution [59]. Each choice of detector has trade-offs. CCD camera arrays make possible the multiplexing of experimental interrogation. That is, many surface-bound gold nanoparticles may be observed in parallel. However,
multiplexed detection requires use of the majority of the CCD array, which slows the time resolution. Photodiodes may be driven with extremely low exposure time on the order of microseconds, and further have high quantum efficiency which makes possible detection of a weak scattering response from the gold nanoparticles at such high temporal resolutions. However, for photodiodes to achieve such high sensitivity, the region of collection from the image plane is limited to a single gold nanoparticle pair. This is specifically due to the size of the photodiode, and the fact that photodiodes are equivalent to a single pixel element. While it would be ideal to be able to have both the functionality of high parallelizability and ultra-temporal resolution, one specific detection scheme must be selected for the initial proof-of-principle application.

Given the lack of experimental information with respect to ratiometric analysis of the plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles, the ability to monitor many surface-bound gold nanoparticles within the field of view was considered to be imperative. As such, it was determined that the use of an EMCCD (Photometrics, Cascade 512F) camera would be an ideal detector to integrated into the microscope system. An EMCCD camera is easily incorporated in the optical path of the microscope and has commercially available software to drive the camera, whereas photodiodes would require custom electronic circuitry and software to control them and would only be capable of probing one gold nanoparticle pair. With the selected EMCCD camera, it was possible to measure the scattering signal from individual gold nanoparticles with 5-38 ms exposure times without the need of any gain. The maximum power exiting the fiber was
measured to be approximately 6 mW for each wavelength, though the actual power used to collect the images was modulated so that the pixels would not saturate. For example, with less than 2 mW exiting the fiber from each wavelength, 5 ms exposure images are possible of the gold nanoparticle monomers without the need of camera gain. Another advantageous feature of the use of an EMCCD camera is the facile ability to spatially segregate the two individual wavelengths to independently collect the scattering intensities [130].

Commercially available dual view imaging systems (Photometrics DV2) mount between the microscope and the EMCCD camera and use a dichroic mirror to split the two wavelengths and simultaneously acquire both, Figure 3 (bottom right). Importantly, it should be made clear that the use of a dual view imaging system allows simultaneous intensity collection. The two previous applications of ratiometric analysis to detect the plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles alternated the excitation and collected the intensity from the two bandpasses of scattering wavelengths in sequential images [88, 121]. This will influence the measured ratio. The time between images, due to the use of a filter wheel to switch between the two bandpasses from a white light arc lamp, is at best 5 Hz, or 200 ms between images. The particle dimer axis will diffuse over the time of collection, which means that the polarization effects of the orientation of the dimer axis will influence the scattering signal from the two sequential images. If very fast temporal switching of the excitation were possible then the sequential imaging would become negligible. However, as it currently stands, the alternating wavelength collection increases the uncertainty in the previously
implemented ratiometric analysis. The selected dual view imaging system splits the light with a Chroma 565dcxr dichroic mirror. This dichroic mirror splits light with 50% of transmission at 565 nm, a wavelength between the scattering signal wavelengths (532 nm and 593 nm). Specifically, less than 0.5% of the light from the 532 nm channel is transmitted, while better than 97% of the light from the 593 nm channel is transmitted. The dual view imaging system has been shown to collect the scattering signals simultaneously well with high signal-to-noise ratios, for representative examples see Figures 16, 17, and 18.

The signal-to-noise ratio was calculated for single gold nanoparticles adsorbed onto the surface of a glass assay chamber. Images were collected with 38 ms and 5 ms exposure times with the dual view imaging system and EMCCD camera. The signal-to-noise ratio is calculated based on the intensity from a single gold nanoparticle from the channel with the lowest intensity as compared to the background intensity. The dark current, that is the intensity collected when no light is incident on the CCD array, is subtracted from all intensity values. The scattering signal is background corrected by subtracting the background signal from the scattering intensity. The ratio of the signal to the background is then calculated. Specifically, with 38 ms exposure times, the signal-to-noise ratio is better than 100. Smaller region of interest images were collected with 5 ms exposure time under reduced power excitation (1.7 mW exiting the fiber). This was because pixels would saturate after the two gold nanoparticles coupled. Under the above signal-to-noise definition, the ratio is better than 20 from the 5 ms exposure time images. The designed detection scheme proves to be possible
to make initial proof-of-principle measurements to validate the ratiometric analysis technique. This technique should be capable of achieving the microsecond time resolution commensurate to the work demonstrating in the objective-based darkfield schemes using detectors with higher temporal resolution [59, 63]. The technique is fully extendable to faster time resolutions through the use of the alternate detectors described above. If the scattering signal from the gold nanoparticles is limited under the current excitation, the laser illumination may be further focused to diffraction-limited regions, higher power lasers may be used, and high quantum efficiency detectors could be integrated. Fundamentally, the excitation and detection make possible high temporal resolution experiments for single-molecule applications of gold nanoparticles.

2.7 Discussion and conclusions

The main objective of this work is to develop a single-molecule experimental technique capable of high temporal resolution assay detecting the plasmonic coupling between two gold nanoparticles. A ratiometric analysis technique was created such that laser-based excitation provides a scheme to increase the scattering signal from the gold nanoparticles, and thus increase the temporal resolution. To accomplish this goal, instrumentation design and construction were necessary. The two sampling wavelengths were selected to maximize the intensity ratio response from the chosen 40 nm diameter gold nanoparticles. The two laser sources were fiber coupled to easily deliver the light to the microscope and to spatially filter the excitation to a Gaussian beam
distribution. Moreover, a design was engineered to couple the two wavelengths into the same single-mode fiber to colocalized the two sources into the same region of interest. An inverted microscope was modified such that a custom, high-precision, low-drift stage was incorporated to provide the ability to monitor the sample over long time durations, and specifically locate particular gold nanoparticles within the regions of interest. A novel implementation of prism-based total internal reflection through a 45° right angle prism was designed to create an evanescent darkfield illumination source to detect the scattering signal from gold nanoparticles while eliminate backreflections. Finally, a commercially-available detection scheme was integrated to spatially separate the scattering response from the two wavelengths, such that they are recorded simultaneously on a CCD array.

Taken together, this technique has diverse application to many single-molecule experiments. The prism-based TIR darkfield illumination scheme simplifies the illumination necessary for gold nanoparticle tracking, having all of the advantages of objective-based darkfield illumination, while not reducing the image quality. This technique, specifically designed for detection of the plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles, has proven to be superior to any other excitation and detection technique applied in the field. This is the first implementation of monochromatic illumination through laser excitation to observe the plasmon coupling between two gold nanoparticles, and has been shown to detect the plasmonic coupling between two gold nanoparticles with >25 Hz time resolution (38 millisecond exposure time) with a signal-to-noise ratio better than
100 from a monomeric gold nanoparticle. Further, the developed instrumentation, unlike the previous techniques, is capable of being built upon to extend the range to even high temporal resolution by increasing the power of the laser sources, or selecting alternate detectors to collected the scattering signal.
CHAPTER 3
Gold Nanoparticle Synthesis and Conjugation

Gold and silver nanoparticles are ideal candidates for single-molecule biophysics applications. Their peak resonance wavelength occurs within the visible spectrum, and they are biocompatible and photostable [17, 18, 64, 78, 81, 83, 85, 89, 104, 131, 132]. The application of gold nanoparticle plasmonic coupling to single-molecule biophysics necessitates the functionality to independently label and control the gold nanoparticles with biomolecules. Applications with gold nanoparticles, as opposed to silver, dominate as they have increased stability in high ionic strength solutions, do not oxidize or corrode, and conjugate better to biomolecules with covalent thiol bonding, and amines, although efforts are underway to increase the utility of silver nanoparticles [18, 133-135]. While gold nanoparticles are more stable than silver particles, stability and conjugation remain current challenges to overcome. Another, more detrimental and prominent problem with the metal nanoparticles are the size and shape distributions (heterogeneity), where the inability to synthesize highly monodisperse spherical nanoparticles has great consequences [17, 131, 136]. All of these factors (stability, heterogeneity, and bio-conjugation) influence the plasmonic response of the gold nanoparticles and their applicability to single-
molecule experiments [64, 83, 84, 102, 104, 108, 131, 137, 138]. Great efforts have been made to synthesize, stabilize, and conjugate the gold nanoparticles to DNA molecules [103, 120, 135, 139-146].

3.1 Specific aims and research objectives

This chapter specifically focuses on the use of gold nanoparticles as probes in biological systems. The main goal of this research aims to generalize methods such that gold nanoparticles are easily integrated into biomolecular experiments. Significantly, the gold nanoparticle size and shape distributions dominate the characteristics of the detected plasmonic response. As such, I sought to synthesize gold nanoparticles with narrow size and shape distributions. Additionally, gold nanoparticles are highly sensitive to biological buffers; the particles aggregate in these solutions. I developed methods to stabilize the gold nanoparticles for use in high ionic strength solutions. Furthermore, conjugation methods were developed so that the gold nanoparticles may be attached to a wide range of biomolecules of interest, not just DNA molecules, which were used to demonstrate the application of plasmonic coupling to single-molecule biophysics. Specifically, I employed several labeling and conjugation methods to create gold nanoparticle conjugates suitable for single-molecule bioassays by conjugation through covalent thiol bonding, and specific biotin-neutravidin to DNA molecules and proteins. To accomplish this task, methods were also developed to biotinylate biomolecules for purification, and conjugation to neutravidin gold nanoparticles. Finally, alternative research efforts are summarized to fully
understand the current limitations in the application of gold nanoparticles and areas where further work is required. The details of gold nanoparticle handling and conjugation are explained below.

3.2 Gold nanoparticle synthesis through citrate reduction

Controlled gold nanoparticle synthesis was established by Frens in which tri-sodium citrate reduces chlorauric acid to produce gold nanoparticles in the range from 12 nm to 150 nm in diameter [99, 100]. Gold nanoparticles 15 nm, 25 nm, and 40 nm in diameter were synthesized using this method. An aqueous solution containing 0.01% HAuCl₄ was heated and reduced with the addition of 1% Na₃-citrate solution. The volume of the 1% tri-sodium citrate solution specifies the final gold nanoparticle diameter [100]. Smaller gold nanoparticles (5 and 10 nm diameter) were synthesized through a similar method in which tannic acid serves as an additional reducing agent [147]. In what I consider a visually stunning reaction, upon addition of the tri-sodium citrate, to the acid the solution changes color from a yellow-clear to blue. This marks the reduction and nucleation phase of the reaction. The tri-sodium citrate not only reduces the chlorauric acid, but also further serves to stabilize the gold nanoparticles. As such, when the volume of the Na₃-citrate solution is reduced, the gold nanoparticle diameter size increases. After approximately one minute, the solution rapidly changes from a faint blue to deep blue/purple to a wine-colored red, which is indicative of the completion of the chemical reaction, and the stable formation of the gold nanoparticles. The gold nanoparticles that were synthesized
have peak resonance wavelengths in the green spectrum (514-540 nm). However, the solution appears red. This effect is due to the strong absorption by the gold nanoparticles at the peak resonance wavelength, which results in the transmitted light being the complementary color to the absorbed color.

Rayleigh scattering and Mie theory well describe the scattering of light by spherical particles [64, 77, 78, 85, 86, 89]. Rayleigh scattering is limited to particles much less than the wavelength of light, though Yguerabide and Yguerabide note that the theoretical results described by Rayleigh scattering correspond well with Mie theory for gold nanoparticles with diameters of 40 nm or less [64]. Importantly, from Rayleigh theory two relations apply: (1) the intensity of a particular wavelength of the scattered light depends to the sixth power on the diameter of the gold nanoparticles, and (2) the intensity is inversely related to the wavelength with the fourth power [64, 77]. These relations indicate that there is a trade-off with choosing the particle diameter: reducing the size of the nanoprobe to limit the influence its effects on the biomolecule of interest, and the scattering signal. I chose the gold

![Figure 8. Bulk Spectra of Gold Nanoparticles. UV/Vis spectra of gold nanoparticles directly after synthesis, diluted in DI-H2O. Notice that as the particle size increases, the peak resonance wavelength increases. (Inset) A TEM image of synthesized 40 nm gold nanoparticles adsorbed onto a grid, scale bar: 250 nm.](image)
nanoparticles within the range of 5-40 nm for both conjugation ease and experimental implementation for single particle observation.

After synthesis of the gold colloid solution, the particles were analyzed with transmission electron micrographs and bulk UV/VIS absorption spectroscopy (Figure 8). From the UV/Vis spectra, the characteristic dependence of the peak resonance wavelength with the nanoparticle diameter is clear; as the gold nanoparticle size increases, the peak resonance wavelength increases. The 15 nm diameter gold nanoparticles, based on TEM micrographs were fairly monodisperse and spherical. Conversely, the TEM images of the 40 nm gold nanoparticles synthesized in-house, show that the gold nanoparticles are neither monodisperse nor are many of the particles spherical (Figure 8, inset). The gold nanoparticles were compared to commercially available gold nanoparticles of the same diameter (40 nm, Ted Pella British Biocell), which have been implemented in several experimental applications, and have been suggested to be of suitable

Figure 9. Comparison of Commercial and Custom Synthesis. (Left) UV/Vis spectra of in-house, custom synthesized gold nanoparticles indicate that the size and shape distributions are greater than the commercially available Ted Pella British Biocell gold nanoparticles. (Right) Additionally, the commercial particles are stable for several months, as indicated by no change in the spectra.
quality [17, 18, 120, 132]. Additionally, many varied applications utilize gold nanoparticles purchased through commercial suppliers [17, 18, 58, 76, 110, 120, 148-151]. UV/Vis absorption spectra from the in-house synthesized gold nanoparticles are much broader than the spectrum from the commercial particles (Figure 9, left). It became evident that commercially supplied gold nanoparticles must be used. Furthermore, analysis proved that the externally supplied gold nanoparticles were stable for many months, since the UV/VIS spectra were unchanged (Figure 9, right). However, subsequent TEM analysis these gold nanoparticles have raised doubts to their monodispersity and homogeneity [17].

Indeed, independent bulk UV/VIS absorbance analysis compared to the

![Figure 10. Spectra of Commercial Gold Nanoparticles. UV/Vis spectra compare the size and shape distributions of commercially available gold nanoparticles from Ted Pella British Biocell (BBC) and NanoPartz (NP) that are unconjugated, or functionalized with a biotin, or streptavidin (neutravidin).](image)
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supplier specifications unearths discrepancies indicative of broader size and shape distributions (Figure 10). Table 2 compiles the peak resonance wavelength and full width half maximum for each of the four commercially sourced gold nanoparticles: Ted Pella British Biocell unconjugated 40 nm gold nanoparticles, Ted Pella British Biocell 40 nm streptavidin-conjugated gold nanoparticles, NanoPartz 40 nm neutravidin-functionalized gold nanoparticles, and NanoPartz 40 nm biotin-conjugated gold nanoparticles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>British Biocell Unconjugated</th>
<th>British Biocell Streptavidin</th>
<th>NanoPartz Neutravidin</th>
<th>NanoPartz Biotin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peak Resonance</td>
<td>526.25</td>
<td>530.75</td>
<td>531.5</td>
<td>529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength [nm]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWHM [nm]</td>
<td>86.5</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>122.5</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Peak Resonance Wavelengths of Commercial Gold Nanoparticles. The peak resonance wavelength and the full width half maximum (FWHM) are calculated for the 4 externally sourced gold nanoparticles, as determined by the UV/Vis spectra in Figure 10.

Ted Pella British Biocell do not publish TEM or spectral information for their supplied gold nanoparticles, although Reinhard et al. have characterized the size and shape distributions for these gold nanoparticles, and found their diameter to be $41.7 \pm 3.1$ nm, the particles to be ellipsoidal, and that 10% of the gold nanoparticles are triangular or pentameric [17]. Importantly, as will be extensively discussed in Chapter 4, the size and shape distributions influence the not only the peak resonance wavelength for an individual nanoparticle, but also the plasmonic coupling response between two gold nanoparticles. The commercial source NanoPartz supplies individual specifications for the peak resonance wavelength and a bulk UV/VIS spectrum for their gold nanoparticles.
These specifications prescribe the peak resonance wavelength of the biotin gold nanoparticles to be 530 nm, and 536 nm for the neutravidin gold nanoparticles. Further, the full width half maximum determined from spectra in the certificates of analysis is approximately 100 nm for each conjugate of gold nanoparticle. When comparing the results, the NanoPartz biotin-functionalized gold nanoparticles are nearly consistent, while the NanoPartz neutravidin-conjugated gold nanoparticles are much broader. The implications of these results are detrimental (see Chapter 4) in the gold nanoparticle applications to metrology through plasmonic coupling, which introduces uncertainty into the absolute distances.

Application of the gold nanoparticles to bioassays requires their stability in biologically relevant buffers, i.e. solutions of high ionic strength. When the gold nanoparticles are simply stabilized by the citrate ions, gold nanoparticles are incredibly sensitive to the ionic strength of the solution [102, 145, 146, 151, 152]. The 40 nm citrate-stabilized gold nanoparticles are only stable in approximately 40 mM NaCl. (The stability of the gold nanoparticles with ionic strength depends on the size of the gold nanoparticle, with smaller gold nanoparticles more stable in higher ionic strength solutions.) Many methods exist to further stabilize the gold nanoparticles to higher ionic strength solutions. Gold nanoparticles may be stabilized through the nonspecific surface adsorption of proteins or biomolecules, such as BSA, casein, and streptavidin / neutravidin, or through specific, covalent gold-thiol chemistry with thiolated DNA molecules [17, 18, 74, 102, 142, 143, 148, 153]. Alternatively, small chain hydrocarbons, such as polyethylene glycol, have been utilized to not only stabilize the gold nanoparticles to high ionic
strength solutions, but also to limit the number of biomolecules conjugated to the gold nanoparticles [120-122, 146, 151, 154]. Finally, the commercial supplier NanoPartz stabilizes their available gold nanoparticles with a polymer shell, which not only reduces nonspecific binding but also increases the stability of the gold nanoparticles in up to 1 M NaCl solutions. Maximal stability were not specifically conducted for the neutravidin and biotin gold nanoparticles, though the gold nanoparticles remained stable in 100 mM NaCl solutions. Similar work in adding a polymeric shell to the gold nanoparticles has found that the gold nanoparticles are suitably stabilized to high ionic strength solutions [155, 156]. An important consequence of stabilizing the gold nanoparticles is that the particles may be further purified through electrophoresis [120, 142, 153], chromatography [141], or salt precipitation [152] prior to their final biological applications.

3.3 Gold nanoparticle conjugation to biotin and avidin variants

Many standard single-molecule biophysics experiments utilize the strong bonding between biotin and avidin [118, 157-160]. As detailed in Section 4.3, biotin-avidin bonds are highly specific interactions, which make facile conjugation schemes. Avidin and its derivatives, streptavidin and neutravidin, monomers all bind up to four biotin molecules each, with $10^{15}$ M$^{-1}$ affinity [161-163]. Biotin and avidin allow conjugations to a wide range of proteins or DNA molecules though the integration of a biotin molecule to the biomolecule. As a precursor to
subsequent conjugation through the biotin-avidin bond, gold nanoparticles were conjugated to streptavidin.

Experiments utilizing streptavidin gold nanoparticles include applications to plasmonic coupling, myosin kinetics, and biosensing [17, 18, 58, 65, 74-76, 164]. Functionalizing gold nanoparticles with streptavidin gold nanoparticles is through a nonspecific adsorption. The method employed borrowed from the labeling work of Dunn et al. for 60 nm gold nanoparticles [58] and Reinhard et al. for 40 nm gold nanoparticles [17]. This method, as compared to either independent labeling reaction, was found to most efficiently complex the 40 nm gold nanoparticles to streptavidin. Specifically, 40 nm gold nanoparticles purchased from Ted Pella British Biocell were concentrated ten-fold through a fast centrifugation at low centrifugal force meant to gently pellet the gold nanoparticles, though not irreversibly aggregate the particles. The gold nanoparticles were resuspended in a buffer containing a very low ionic strength (2 mM Tris·HCl, pH 8.0, an equivalent ionic strength as 2 mM NaCl). Streptavidin conjugated to tetramethylrhodamine (TMR) was selected for adsorption to the gold nanoparticles such that control assays verify the success of the reaction. TMR, a fluorescent dye, can be stimulated by laser illumination at 532 nm and then emits photons of longer wavelengths with a maximum at 580 nm. The TMR-streptavidin was added to the concentrated gold nanoparticles with a final concentration of 2 mg/ml, and incubated for 10 to 20 minutes at 4°C. Subsequently, the gold nanoparticles were incubated overnight at 4°C with 0.1% polyethylene glycol with a molecular weight of 6000 (PEG 6000). PEG 6000
stabilizes the gold nanoparticles and enhances the ability to centrifuge the gold nanoparticles to dilute and remove the free TMR-streptavidin from the solution. After the overnight incubation, excess TMR-streptavidin was eliminated through repeated centrifugation and resuspension in fresh 2 mM Tris·HCl. The functionalization of the gold nanoparticles with the TMR-streptavidin was verified using the prism-based TIR microscopy.

The experimental apparatus excites the sample with 532 nm and/or 593 nm laser illumination, and collects in spatially separated regions on a CCD camera array the shorter and longer wavelengths, split at 565 nm based on the dichroic mirror. To verify the conjugation of the TMR-streptavidin to the gold nanoparticles, the gold nanoparticles were nonspecifically adsorbed on the surface of a glass assay chamber. A solution of anti-photobleaching agents (glucose, glucose oxidase, and catalase) was added to prevent the TMR fluorescent dye from photobleaching under the laser excitation. The gold nanoparticles and the TMR were excited with only 532 nm laser illumination. The

Figure 11. Verification of Streptavidin-Conjugated Gold Nanoparticles. 40 nm gold nanoparticles conjugated with TMR-streptavidin are excited by 532 nm laser illumination. Through the prism-based TIR darkfield illumination, both the scattering signal from the gold nanoparticles and the fluorescent emission from the TMR dye are detected by the CCD camera with the dual-view system. This representative image proves that the gold nanoparticles are labeled with streptavidin molecules.
532 nm laser illumination was set to 6 mW and the exposure of the CCD camera was 25 milliseconds. In this manner, the scattering from the gold nanoparticles at 532 nm is collected on the short wavelength channel, while the fluorescent emission from the TMR-streptavidin is detected on the long wavelength channel of the CCD array. Figure 11 presents the colocalization of the TMR dye with the scattering signal from the gold nanoparticles. These results indicate that the gold nanoparticles are successfully conjugated with the TMR-streptavidin.

Although the gold nanoparticles were conjugated with streptavidin, the concentration and stability of the gold nanoparticles were difficult to control. Given the specifications from commercially available sources NanoPartz and Ted Pella British Biocell, it was determined that the commercially supplied gold nanoparticles preconjugated with neutravidin or streptavidin had preferential distributions, conjugations, and stability. Furthermore, the gold nanoparticles supplied by NanoPartz limited the number of neutravidin monomers to 30 per gold nanoparticle, as compared to the approximately 200 neutravidin monomers expected through the outlined methods. NanoPartz covalently conjugate and stabilize the gold nanoparticles through a polymeric shell in which the polymer is terminated with the neutravidin monomer. The NanoPartz gold nanoparticles are supplied at high concentrations, approximately 20 nM, owing to the polymeric shell. The polymeric shell additionally provides stability in high ionic strength solution. NanoPartz indicates that the polymeric cage on the gold nanoparticles is of such a low molecular weight that the thickness is within the coefficient of variance of the gold nanoparticles, incapable of detection in the TEM images.
Finally, the polymeric coat is not expected to influence the peak resonance wavelength, where by NanoPartz determined that the peak resonance wavelength varies at most by 1 nm.

As a proof-of-principle assay for the ratiometric analysis of monochromatic laser illumination, the binding between gold nanoparticles was observe through plasmonic coupling. The most basic binding assay was through the specific interaction between a biotin and neutravidin (see Section 4.3). This binding assay was made amenable through biotin conjugated gold nanoparticles supplied through NanoPartz. Like the neutravidin-functionalized gold nanoparticles, the biotin-conjugated gold nanoparticles are specified to have 30 active sites per gold nanoparticles. The NanoPartz biotin gold nanoparticles also have the similar properties as the neutravidin gold nanoparticles, that is, high concentrations and stability, and little to no influence of the polymeric coat to the size of the gold nanoparticle and peak resonance wavelength. Moreover, Figure 10 and Table 2 indicate that the biotin gold nanoparticles have more narrow size and shape distributions with peak resonance wavelengths nearer to unconjugated gold nanoparticles. These results are both favorable and negative. The higher monodispersity of the biotin gold nanoparticles reduces the uncertainty in the biotin-neutravidin gold nanoparticle binding assay. However, the neutravidin gold nanoparticles have higher utility in conjugation to single biomolecules. The broader distribution in the neutravidin gold nanoparticles increases the uncertainty of the results.
3.4 Gold nanoparticle conjugation through covalent thiol bonding

Bioconjugation of gold nanoparticles may be achieved through several methods: (1) surface adsorption, (2) biotin-streptavidin (neutravidin), (3) antibody-antigen, and most importantly (4) gold-thiol bonding. While bonding through biotin-avidin is highly specific and strong, the bond between gold and thiol is covalent and stronger than the other linkages, though little is known regarding the specific interaction [153, 165-167]. The bond energy of a gold-thiol bond is high, measured to be 40-45 kcal/mol [168]. Conjugation of DNA through a single gold-thiol bond was found to have varying success to gold nanoparticles larger than 30 nm in diameter. Further development of conjugation schemes yielded a trithiolated anchor, which stabilizes particles up to 100 nm in diameter for robust conjugation to the DNA molecule [143].

Gold nanoparticle stability in high ionic strength solutions is paramount for successful DNA and protein conjugation, e.g. DNA requires higher ionic strength solutions to remain double-stranded [111-113, 169]. Two developments have been created which best screen the particles from flocculation (aggregation) due to the high ionic strength. First, through an exchange reaction, phosphine replaces the citrate as the stabilizing agent for the gold nanoparticles [120]. The reaction between bis(\(\rho\)-sulphonatophenyl)phenylphosphine dipotassium salt (\(K_2BSPP\)) and the gold nanoparticles enables both centrifugation of the gold nanoparticles and stability in high salt solutions necessary for single-stranded DNA conjugation [102, 152, 170]. Centrifugation is essential to achieve sufficiently high concentrations of gold nanoparticles, which are required for both
DNA labeling and biologically relevant concentrations for experimental conditions. The K₂BSPP ligand is incubated at a concentration of 1 mg/ml of the gold nanoparticles overnight. After the ligand exchange to K₂BSPP, the gold nanoparticles are sufficiently stabilized for further complexation. The second advancement that enables successful conjugation of gold nanoparticles to biomolecules is a subsequent exchange of the surface passivation agent to a short, monodisperse low molecular weight (~450 Dalton) polyethylene glycol (mPEG) [144]. Ligand exchange with the mPEG occurs after bioconjugation. Typically the mPEG is thiolated and carboxy terminated. The mPEG incubates with the gold nanoparticles at a ratio of 1:100,000 again overnight. Upon protection by the mPEG, the gold nanoparticles are stable in buffers with 500 mM NaCl for many days [120, 144]. Both of these stabilizing ligands provide the ability for successful conjugation of the gold nanoparticles to single-stranded DNA and hybridization to the complementary DNA strand.

3.5 Complexation of gold nanoparticles with DNA oligomers

Conjugation of DNA molecules to gold nanoparticles has been most successful through three methods. The first single-molecule plasmonic coupling experiments, in which DNA tethered two gold nanoparticles, utilized each of these three conjugation schemes: biotin-neutravidin, antibody-antigen, and gold-thiol [17, 18]. Given the covalent strength of the gold-thiol bond, DNA functionalization was approached by this method. Agarose gel electrophoresis of the labeled species is a common experimental technique to assay for successful
conjugation, and this analysis method was used to verify that labeling was accomplished [105, 120, 142, 153, 171]. Zanchet et al. specify the ease of DNA conjugation and electrophoresis to 12 nm gold nanoparticles [142]. Therefore, as a proof-of-principle, DNA labeling to 12 nm was initially pursued.

The 12 nm gold nanoparticles were synthesized in-house, and following the stability analysis results outlined in Section 3.4, were protected with K$_2$BSPP. Subsequently, the 12 nm gold nanoparticles were then concentrated to 30 nM. Complementary single-stranded DNA oligonucleotides labeled with a single thiol group on the 5'-end of the DNA strand were purchased. The single-stranded DNA molecules were 100 bases in length. The DNA-gold nanoparticle labeling reactions were conducted separately for both of the complementary single-stranded DNAs in parallel. Prior to incubation with the gold nanoparticles, the thiol group at the 5'-end of the DNA was reduced using tris(2-carboxyethyl) phosphine, a reducing agent which does not require removal after the reduction as it does not contain sulfide groups [172-174]. Immediately after thiol reduction, the single-stranded DNA was mixed with stoichiometric amounts of gold nanoparticles. The DNA to gold nanoparticle labeling ratios were varied from 5:1 to 0.25:1, which allows comparative analysis upon agarose gel electrophoresis.

Following the labeling methods of Reinhard et al. for thiol-modified DNA, the gold nanoparticle solution was exchanged to 10 mM Tris buffer supplemented with 40 mM NaCl (T40 buffer) [120]. The use of T40 buffer promotes the stability of the DNA on the gold nanoparticle surface. The thiolated single-stranded DNA oligonucleotides were incubated with the gold nanoparticles
for approximately 12 hours. After conjugation, the single-stranded DNA-gold nanoparticle conjugates were purified by removing the free DNA through two centrifugation and resuspension steps. Owing to the substantial molecular weight difference between the gold nanoparticles and the single-stranded DNA, the single-stranded DNA-gold nanoparticle conjugates settle in the pellet, while the free DNA remains in the supernatant. Following the single-stranded DNA-gold nanoparticle labeling, the two complementary DNA-gold nanoparticle conjugates were hybridized. Equal volumes of the two species were combined and incubated for 12 hours. The complementary DNA anneals during this time, creating dual gold nanoparticle conjugates tethered by double-stranded DNA. The successful labeling and hybridization of the gold nanoparticle-DNA-gold nanoparticle assemblies were verified through agarose gel electrophoresis. As demonstrated in Figure 12, the gel electrophoresis results confirm that the assemblies are reproducibly generated to tether two 12 nm diameter gold nanoparticles with a single double-stranded DNA molecule. Based on the

**Figure 12.** Agarose Gel Analysis of DNA Conjugation to Gold Nanoparticles. Using agarose gel electrophoresis it is possible to resolve the conjugation stoichiometry. *(Left)* Agarose gel electrophoresis compares the mobility of 12 nm gold nanoparticles after labeling with varying concentrations (0.25:1 to 5:1 DNA:gold) in an electric field. *(Right)* Subsequent hybridization of complementary single-stranded DNA are indicated by the appearance of new populations within the gel.
success of the complexation of a double-stranded DNA molecule to two gold nanoparticles, the methods were applied to 40 nm diameter gold nanoparticles.

DNA molecules were designed for several experimental applications, including control sequences for distance calibration, DNA binding by the loop repressor protein *lac* repressor, and transcription by T7 RNA polymerase. For these various applications, the single-stranded DNA oligomers varied in length between 50 bases and 100 bases and were modified with a single thiol group at the 5’ end of the DNA strand. Repeated labeling reactions to 40 nm diameter gold nanoparticles following the developed methods for labeling reactions with 12 nm diameter gold nanoparticles, however, were unsuccessful. Based on the agarose gel electrophoresis results, the 40 nm gold nanoparticles were not stable in the T40 buffer necessary for the DNA conjugation and hybridization. Several adaptations of the DNA conjugation methods were attempted. First, after the single-stranded DNA-gold nanoparticle labeling reaction, the DNA-gold nanoparticles were incubated with thiolated mPEG molecules (see Section 3.4) to provide greater stability in high ionic strength solutions. The thiolated mPEG molecules have been used in subsequent applications of the single-molecule plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticle dimers to obtain homogeneous, and stable gold nanoparticles [120, 121]. Additionally, the DNA oligomers were redesigned to include modifications capable of creating multiple thiol bonds to the gold nanoparticle. The preliminary conjugations utilized single-stranded DNA oligonucleotides labeled with a thiol group on the 5’-end of the strand and covalently attached the thiol to the gold nanoparticle. It has been postulated that
the free rotation of the linker arm between the gold nanoparticle and the DNA molecule can dominate the observed Brownian dynamics of short DNA molecules [175]. Further, multiple thiol anchors were found to better functionalize to gold nanoparticles with diameters of 30 to 100 nm [143]. As such, oligonucleotides labeled with a tri-thiol group on the 5’end and a single thiol group on the 3’-end were expected to result in successful labeling. Using these DNA constructs, each gold nanoparticle will have four covalent bonds to the double-stranded DNA molecule (three from the 5’-end of one strand and one from the 3’ end of the other strand), which serves as a stronger anchor to limit the free rotation of the linker arm, and increases the bonding energy [143, 168]. While these methodologies have been successfully employed by the Reinhard group [120-122], none of these revisions provided the desired DNA-gold nanoparticle conjugates.

The unsuccessful covalent conjugation of DNA to the 40 nm gold nanoparticles through gold-thiol bonding led to the redesign of experimental assays to test the capabilities of the developed plasmonic coupling technique. As an alternative to covalent bonding through gold-thiol conjugation, complexation of double-stranded DNA through biotin-neutravidin interactions was pursued. The biotin-neutravidin bonding methods outlined in Reinhard et al. were adapted for the T7 RNAP binding experiments (see Section 4.8) [17]. The conjugation of double-stranded DNA to a single gold nanoparticle was conducted through a sequential directed build-up assembly within the experimental assay chamber, in contrast to the a priori functionalization attempted in the covalent conjugation
schemes. Gold nanoparticles supplied by Ted Pella British Biocell were either conjugated with TMR-streptavidin, or already labeled with streptavidin. The particular method to functionalize the gold nanoparticles with DNA begins by non-specifically adsorbing 6 pM of streptavidin gold nanoparticles to the glass surface within the assay chamber. (The TMR-streptavidin gold nanoparticles served as a control for the adsorption of streptavidin gold nanoparticles to the surface of the assay chamber.) The gold nanoparticles, diluted with T40 buffer to promote surface adsorption, were flowed into the assay chamber and allowed to incubate for 2 minutes. Subsequently, any remaining gold nanoparticles freely diffusing in solution were flushed out of the chamber. To limit the number of DNA molecules which might nonspecifically bind to the gold nanoparticles and the glass surface, passivating proteins (casein and BSA) were incubated for 15 minutes. Finally, a 75 base pair, double-stranded DNA molecule modified with a biotin on the 5’ end of one of the DNA strands was introduced into the assay chamber and allowed to incubate for 30 minutes. Through the strong affinity of the biotin-streptavidin bond, the DNA binds to the gold nanoparticle. Any DNA that is freely diffusing in the chamber, is washed away prior to the addition of the T7 RNA polymerase-gold nanoparticle conjugates. Through the use of TMR-streptavidin control assay outlined in Section 3.3, the DNA-gold nanoparticle labeling was verified through the binding of a T7 RNAP to the DNA promoter site (see Section 3.6 and Figure 15). Many methods exist to conjugate gold nanoparticles with DNA. Section 3.7 presents limitations and additional guidelines for more successful methods for gold nanoparticle conjugation.
3.6 Extension of gold nanoparticle conjugation to biotinylated biomolecules

One current limitation of the application of the plasmonic coupling of gold nanoparticles to single-molecule biophysics experiments is the lack of independent control of the interacting gold nanoparticle species. That is, all previous experiments have only analyzed gold nanoparticles functionalized with DNA [17, 18, 88, 120-122, 151, 176]. However, dynamic interactions of proteins with DNA are of great interest. Given this deficiency in the field, fundamental approaches were established to extend the plasmonic coupling technique to include functionalization of gold nanoparticles with biomolecules.

Enzymes and proteins probed through single-molecule experiments typically require bioconjugation either to fluorescent probes, silica or latex beads, or glass surfaces [1, 4, 26]. Many methods non-specifically bind proteins to the surfaces of the probe, while others specifically bind through the thiol from the side chain of a cysteine residue. It is sometimes possible to introduce a biotin group at the C-terminus of a protein for which a streptavidin-biotin conjugation is made available, however with the trade-off of introducing a bulky (~20,000 Dalton) subunit to the protein [177, 178]. A novel biotinylation method biotinylates a specific lysine residue in a consensus sequence, in which only thirteen amino acids needs to be added to the protein amino acid sequence [179]. As a general overview, the process of this biotinylation method involves molecular cloning of the specific consensus sequence into the gene of the protein of interest. Next, the protein is co-expressed with a vector that includes biotin ligase, a protein
which biotinylates the lysine residue within the protein of interest. Subsequently, the biotinylated protein is purified through highly specific protein purification techniques which take advantage of the added biotin label.

This method was employed to biotinylated a model protein, T7 RNA polymerase, with which a gold nanoparticle is conjugated through the biotin-streptavidin bonding for application to single-molecule plasmonic coupling experiments. T7 RNA polymerase (T7 RNAP) is a robust protein which synthesizes RNA from a DNA substrate. Thomen et al. previously introduced and applied this biotinylation method to T7 RNAP for single-molecule optical trapping experiments [180, 181]. Following their methods, biotinylated T7 RNAP polymerase was expressed, purified, analyzed for activity, and labeled with streptavidin gold nanoparticles. Specifically, through standard molecular cloning techniques nineteen amino acids were introduced at the N-terminus of the T7 RNAP gene (MAGGLNDIFEAQKMEWRLE), including the consensus sequence (underlined sequence) for which the coexpressed biotin ligase protein biotinylates the lysine residue (in bold). The plasmid, which includes the entire T7 RNAP gene with the N-terminus modification, was then transformed into AVB101 E. coli cells. The AVB101 cells, supplied through Avidity, were selected because this strain of cells includes the plasmid pBirAcm, a vector which encodes the gene for the biotin ligase protein, induced through IPTG addition. Subsequent purification of the biotinylated T7 RNAP protein is simplified because the protein has the biotin tag, which can be used to specifically interact with an avidin resin. The avidin resin is advantageous because it uses monomeric avidin, which
maintains high affinity for biotin, though reversibly releases the bound biotinylated T7 RNAP under mild elution conditions which include free biotin in solution to compete for avidin binding. Filtration is used to remove the free biotin from the eluted protein solution, yielding pure biotinylated T7 RNAP protein.

Particular expression and purification methods were created for the biotinylated T7 RNA polymerase. The T7 RNAP gene is promoted by the lac UV5 promoter, which is known to have a low level of expression, approximately 11 times lower than the tac promoter used to express the biotin ligase protein [182]. It was found that due to the low expression levels for the T7 RNAP protein, the volume of wet cells grown for expression and purification needed to be increased so that a suitable concentration and amount of purified biotinylated T7 RNAP was produced. In a particular expression, two liters of culture were grown with the transformed AVB101 cells. At mid-log growth, the cells are induced to express the T7 RNAP and biotin ligase with 1.5 mM IPTG and supplemented with 50 µM D-biotin supplied by Research Organics. (Research Organics D-biotin was found to work best for this application). The cells grow for an additional three hours. The wet cells are pelleted through centrifugation, collected, and frozen at -80°C for future purification.

Purification was conducted through Softlink Avidin resin, supplied by Promega, with which the maximal purification and recovery is 4 mg of biotinylated protein per milliliter of avidin resin. The most effective method for purification was through batch procedures with the avidin resin. The frozen cells containing the expressed biotinylated protein are thawed on ice and resuspended
in a lysis buffer containing 50 mM Tris·HCl, 2 mM EDTA, and 100 mM NaCl, pH 8.0. The cells are fully resuspended by quickly vortexing and mechanically stirring the solution with a three-fold excess of lysis buffer to protein. After resuspension, the cells are incubated with lysozyme and protease inhibitors for 20 minutes on ice. The cells are then transferred to a glass beaker and sonicated to break the cells. A standard sonication procedure is employed in which a 50% duty cycle is used for 4 cycles of 30 second pulses followed by 30 seconds rest on ice. The lysed cells are centrifuged to separate the pelleted cellular debris from the supernatant containing the expressed protein. The cell lysate is subsequently incubated with the avidin resin to promote binding of the biotinylated T7 RNAP to the avidin resin. Typically, the supernatant from 10-15 g of wet cells is incubated with 250 µl of avidin resin. The solution is stirred at 4°C for 5 hours to ensure maximal biotinylated T7 RNAP recovery. The resin material, which now is bound by the biotinylated T7 RNAP, is washed by successive centrifugation and resuspension steps. The resin material is pelleted through centrifugation, while any unbound proteins which would contaminate the purified protein stay suspended in the supernatant solution. The supernatant is removed and replaced by fresh buffer. The washes are repeated six times so that only the bound biotinylated T7 RNAP protein remains. The biotinylated T7 RNAP is eluted by adding 5 mM free biotin to the solution and incubating overnight at 4°C. The resin is again centrifuged to pellet it, but now the unbound biotinylated T7 RNAP is suspended in the supernatant. The supernatant is collected, and a
second elution in 5 mM free biotin for 3 hours at 4°C is conducted to enhance the recovery of biotinylated T7 RNAP.

The recovered biotinylated T7 RNAP after the elution is contaminated with 5 mM free biotin, which must be removed so that the biotinylated protein may bind to the streptavidin gold nanoparticles. This is performed through diafiltration with a centrifugal filter specifying to have a molecular weight cut-off of 50,000 Dalton. The biotinylated T7 RNAP, a 100,000 Dalton protein remains on the filter while the small biotin molecule (~250 Da) passes through the filter. Diafiltration is repeated until the biotin concentration is calculated to be less than 1 pM. The diafiltration serves an additional, significant purpose to concentration the biotinylated protein. After the diafiltration, the biotinylated T7 RNAP is flash frozen with liquid nitrogen, and stored at -80°C. Furthermore, standard SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis techniques verify the purity of the biotinylated T7 RNAP, and estimate the concentration. Figure 13 presents the SDS-PAGE analysis of the purification. The biotinylated T7 RNAP is found to be pure and concentrated to approximately

![Figure 13. Gel Analysis of Biotinylated T7 RNAP Purification. SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis indicate the purity and concentration after purification of biotinylated T7 RNA polymerase. Lane 1 is a molecular weight ladder, the highest band corresponding to BSA (MW 66.5 kDa). Lanes 2 and 4 are purified biotinylated BSA, serving as a positive control for the purification procedure. Lane 3 is the purified biotinylated T7 RNA polymerase. Lane 5 is pure T7 RNA polymerase from New England Biolabs.](image)
6 µM. Upon obtaining pure, biotinylated protein, the protein must be confirmed to be enzymatically active.

In the particular purification of the chosen model system, biotinylated T7 RNA polymerase, enzymatic activity was assayed by challenging the polymerase to transcribe DNA. A bulk transcription technique was performed, in which the biotinylated T7 RNA polymerases must transcribe a small 100 base pair DNA minicircle [183]. The RNA strand produced through transcription is detected through hybridization to a molecular beacon sequence. Molecular beacons are single-stranded oligonucleotides, in which a hairpin forms between the two ends, creating a stem-loop structure. The molecular beacon sequence is labeled on one end with a fluorophore, and on the other end with a quencher. When the loop region hybridizes with the RNA product, the two ends separate and hybridize with the RNA in a more thermodynamically favorable conformation. Importantly, upon hybridization with the RNA, the two ends of the molecular beacon are spatially separated. Prior to hybridization, the two ends of the molecular beacon are near, as when in the stem-loop conformation, the quencher prevents a fluorescent signal from being emitted. However, after hybridization, the two ends are far away, which allows fluorescence from the fluorophore.

To assay for transcription, the DNA, biotinylated T7 RNAP, and three of the four nucleotides (ATP, CTP, and GTP) are incubated together. The T7 RNAP is allowed to reach a stable elongation complex, but then stalled at a particular site in which a UTP must be added to the elongating RNA strand. At this point, heparin is added into the solution. Heparin is a known inhibitor of T7 RNA
polymerase, in which unbound T7 RNAP molecules are incapable of binding and transcription DNA. [184]. The assay is designed such that the biotinylated T7 RNAP bind to a minicircle DNA molecule, reaching stable elongation, and stalling at a site such that all of the DNA molecules are loaded with one T7 RNAP, however the excess T7 RNAP are inhibited from binding. Transcription is allowed to proceed by the addition of UTP. After the transcription concludes, the T7 RNAP releases the RNA transcript, and is inhibited by the heparin in solution.

The RNA transcripts hybridize with the molecular beacons, producing a fluorescent response. In this manner, the fluorescent signal has a baseline prior to addition of UTP. Once UTP is included, transcription proceeds, indicative that the biotinylated T7 RNAP is active, see Figure 14. With active biotinylated protein, conjugation to gold nanoparticles may be pursued.

The conjugation of biotinylated proteins to gold nanoparticles through a biotin-streptavidin bond is similar to the scheme used with biotinylated DNA molecules (see Section 3.5). There are some distinctions between the conjugations, though, based on the experimental conditions for the chosen assays. In the model system binding assays, the biotinylated T7 RNAP is free in
solution and allowed to bind to DNA linked to surface-bound gold nanoparticles. As such, the labeling is not conducted through a build-up assembly, but rather through an incubation of the biotinylated protein and the gold nanoparticles. The streptavidin gold nanoparticles were incubated with the biotinylated T7 RNAP at a stoichiometric ratio of 38 T7 RNAP polymerases per gold nanoparticle. The gold nanoparticle stability limits how high it can be concentrated, which dictates the reaction conditions. However, given the high concentration of the biotinylated T7 RNAP, an extremely low volume of the protein may be introduced into the gold nanoparticle solution, which effectively maintains the gold nanoparticle initial concentration. The streptavidin gold nanoparticle concentration is maintained at 1.5 nM, while the final concentration of the biotinylated T7 RNAP is 50 nM, where the stock ranges from 1-6 µM. In typical polymerase binding and transcription assays, high ionic strength solutions are required, e.g. transcription is mediated with two magnesium ions [180, 185]. Owing to the high ionic strength solutions, the gold nanoparticles must be stabilized.

It was found that the passivating proteins casein and BSA that are used to passivate the glass chamber surface were the best to passivate the freely diffusing gold nanoparticles as well. When the freely diffusing streptavidin gold nanoparticles were passivated with 0.1 mg/ml of casein and BSA, the gold nanoparticles continued to remain in solution over several (>3) days of observation. To control whether the conjugation to the protein was successful, the biotinylated protein was conjugated to TMR-streptavidin conjugated gold nanoparticles. The standard binding experiment was conducted (see Section
4.8), however both the surface-bound and the freely diffusing gold nanoparticles were labeled in-house with TMR-streptavidin.

Observing only the fluorescent signal from the TMR, gold nanoparticles on the surface are localized. The biotinylated DNA molecules bind to the TMR-streptavidin functionalized gold nanoparticles. Under high excitation by the 532 nm laser, the TMR dye on the surface-bound gold nanoparticles photobleaches.

![Figure 15. A Time-Series Montage of T7 RNA Polymerase Binding. The fluorescence response from TMR dye under 532 nm laser excitation reveals interactions between the T7 RNA polymerase and DNA. The gold nanoparticles are labeled with TMR-streptavidin, which allows only a fluorescent signal to be detected from the gold nanoparticles. Surface-bound gold nanoparticles are located in the field of view based on the fluorescent signal, which subsequently photobleaches. DNA molecules are bound to the surface-bound gold nanoparticles, which serves as a binding substrate for biotinylated T7 RNA polymerase conjugated to a TMR-streptavidin functionalized gold nanoparticles. As evidenced in the montage, three distinct binding events are observed at 9.475, 16.575, and 72.475 seconds.](image)

Subsequently, the biotinylated T7 RNA polymerases conjugated to the TMR-streptavidin functionalized gold nanoparticles are flowed into the assay chamber.
Increases in fluorescence intensity at locations where surface-bound gold nanoparticles are, indicate that the T7 RNA polymerase binds to the DNA molecule, Figure 15. The control experiment provides further evidence that the gold nanoparticles are successfully conjugated with biotinylated proteins and DNA.

3.7 Limitations and outlook of gold nanoparticle synthesis and conjugation

The surface plasmonic coupling technique hinges on the ability to reliably synthesize monodisperse gold nanoparticle solutions, and conjugate the gold nanoparticles to the proteins of interest for study. Advances have been made in both of these pursuits. The monodispersity of the gold nanoparticles is paramount in application of plasmonic coupling for distance detection and binding. As discussed in detail in Chapter 4, the size and shape of the gold nanoparticles significantly influences the extent to which the gold nanoparticles interact, and the scattering signal response. In this work, it was found that commercially available gold nanoparticles, which are widely available and used, provided better size and shape distributions than in-house synthesis through the citrate reduction method. However, the commercially available size distributions are still broad and there are many asymmetric particles of several shapes (ellipsoidal, triangular, and pentameric) [17, 150]. Great research efforts are underway by many groups to better control the size and shape distributions of the gold nanoparticles through several techniques [90, 186-188]. Gold nanoparticle distributions have been controlled by: (1) alternative synthesis
methods utilizing inorganic methods, such as CTAB reduction [189] and dimethylformamide [190], (2) reduction methods with sodium borohydride [191], (3) through size sorting through salt precipitation [152]. While these methods may better the size and shape distributions, their applications to biologically relevant systems require further processing that exchanges the solution within which the particles are dispersed into solutions mimicking cellular conditions and maintain stability of these particles in the solutions.

Stability of the gold nanoparticles is an additional research area of interest for applications of gold nanoparticles to biotechnology. Unconjugated gold nanoparticles aggregate in solutions of low ionic strength. Additionally, the general handing of unconjugated gold nanoparticles is very sensitive to temperature, pH, and centrifugation. Several methods have been found to increase the stability of the gold nanoparticles. In this work, a phosphine or polymeric shell, and a simple protein passivation techniques with casein and BSA were determined to stabilize the gold nanoparticles such that the particles were able to remain dispersed in high ionic strength solutions up to 150 mM NaCl and 25 mM MgCl₂. Alternative passivation methods have utilized a two-fold surface ligand exchange method, which stabilized the gold nanoparticles first with a phosphine shell and then thiolated polyethylene glycol molecules [120, 151]. The PEG capping method provides great stability over several months. Additionally, the number of DNA molecules per gold nanoparticle can be controlled through reaction conditions and agarose gel purification. However, the gold-thiol bonding is challenging. The gold-thiol bond is slow to react and hard to
control in bulk labeling. Additionally, each of the ligand exchanges requires overnight incubations. The difficulty of passivating the gold nanoparticles limits the versatility and application [192].

As an example, the gold nanoparticle dimer conjugation through DNA is sensitive to the DNA sequence and length. Most DNA molecule conjugations to gold through a thiol bond require a specialized sequence to enhance the ability to create the bond, typically a sequence of ten adenosine bases are incorporated at the 5’ end with the thiol group [148, 151]. Bioconjugation methods pursued in this work were not limited by the sequence of the DNA, specifically because the bonding was facilitated through the biotin-streptavidin bond. In addition, through the use of biotin-streptavidin conjugation method, the conjugation to biotinylated proteins was made possible, extending the application of techniques utilizing functionalized gold nanoparticle with biomolecules. The biotin-streptavidin conjugation scheme, though, cannot control the number of DNA molecules or proteins bound to the gold nanoparticle. NanoPartz specifies the number of neutravidin molecules per gold nanoparticle, but most suppliers do not control the number of molecules per gold nanoparticle. Furthermore, purification through typical methods to specify the number of DNA molecules or proteins per gold nanoparticle is not possible. Each of the passivation and conjugation methods have benefits and drawbacks, requiring further development in bioconjugation techniques for gold nanoparticles so that gold nanoparticle applications are more widely used.
The application of gold nanoparticles to single-molecule biophysics is still in its infancy. Bioconjugation and stability of the gold nanoparticles in biologically relevant buffers are still challenging, limiting many implementations. Specific to applications which measure the plasmonic coupling response between two gold nanoparticles, the monodispersity of the gold nanoparticles also must be improved. While much more effort and research are still required to make gold nanoparticle plasmonic coupling a standard technique, the work here provides an initial foundation for further pursuits.

3.8 Discussion and conclusions

Presented here are methods to integrate the plasmonic coupling experimental technique into a wide range of biophysical assays. It was determined that commercially available gold nanoparticles provide better size and shape distributions over in-house synthesis methods. Techniques were created to stabilize the commercially available gold nanoparticles in the high ionic strength solutions required for biological experiments. The gold nanoparticles were passivated through a common single-molecule passivation method in which globular proteins adsorb onto the gold nanoparticles surface, which provides stability in solutions with up to 150 mM NaCl and 25 mM MgCl₂. Conjugation methods were created to functionalize DNA molecules and proteins with gold nanoparticles. Many methods were explored to conjugate the gold nanoparticles through gold-thiol covalent bonding, and through the biotin-streptavidin bond. It was found that conjugation mediated through the biotin-streptavidin bond makes
the best trade-offs between specificity and number of molecules per gold nanoparticle, time for conjugation, ease of handling, and broad application to biomolecules. Furthermore, methods were created to biotinylate proteins of interest with a small biotin linkage. The biotinylation expression and purification schemes produce a high yield of biotinylated protein, which makes possible conjugation to the gold nanoparticles. These methodological developments extend the range of applicability of gold nanoparticles and the plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles beyond DNA assays to include general biomolecular systems.
CHAPTER 4
Gold Nanoparticle Binding Assays

Following the development and implementation of the instrumentation and ratiometric analysis, detailed characterization of the system is required. The major goal of this work is to create a technique, which detects the plasmonic coupling of gold nanoparticles with significantly higher temporal resolution than has been previously achieved for applications to single-molecule biological systems. All experimental configurations to date have illuminated the gold nanoparticles with white light directed to the sample with a darkfield condenser [17, 18, 88, 120-122]. Subsequently, detection of the plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles has been through a CCD camera or a spectrometer. Owing to the implementation of these experimental schemes, the temporal resolution has reached 10 Hz with no ability to increase temporal resolution due to the low efficiency to collect and measure the scattered light from the gold nanoparticles. The monochromatic ratio detection technique has the capability to greatly increase this temporal resolution. To benchmark the technique, I chose to measure the binding of single gold nanoparticles. The binding of two gold nanoparticles, creating a dimer, would maximize the plasmonic coupling signal expected to be detected. It is also possible to monitor the dynamics of the
binding event, thus determining the temporal sensitivity of the experimental system. The plasmonic coupling response between the gold nanoparticle pair is dependent upon the orientation of the dimer axis with the polarization of the excitation source [88, 97, 98, 109, 122, 136, 138, 193]. Analysis of the polarization sensitivity of the monochromatic ratiometric technique further advances the understanding of the developed plasmonic coupling technique. Through the polarized ratiometric analysis, dimer orientation can be established. The signal response from the gold nanoparticle pair could then be optimized based on the orientation of the polarized light with the dimer axis. The following study focuses on the application of the ratiometric analysis technique to the plasmonic coupling response of two gold nanoparticles under several binding conditions.

4.1 Specific aims and research objectives

The specific goals discussed in this chapter are to demonstrate the capabilities of developed experimental technique. First, single gold nanoparticles are observed with the prism-based total internal reflection illumination and dual view detection technique. The monomeric gold nanoparticle intensity ratio is measured and compared to spectra from single gold nanoparticles. Next, to determine the maximum expected ratio signal change, the binding between two gold nanoparticles is detected through a change in the intensity ratio due to the plasmonic coupling between the two gold nanoparticles. The two gold nanoparticles are functionalized with biotin or neutravidin, which mediates the
binding of two gold nanoparticles. Further, the temporal resolution of the implemented monochromatic ratiometric experimental technique is quantified through the time-resolved binding of a neutravidin gold nanoparticle free in solution to a biotin gold nanoparticle bound on the glass slide surface. The sensitivity of the ratiometric analysis technique to the polarization state of the incident illumination was examined through the designed binding assay when polarization optics that specifically define the polarization are incorporated. The results from the binding experiments are compared with published theoretical analysis, and a model is developed to further extract information from the collected scattering intensities and their ratio. The final demonstration of the experimental technique to single-molecule biophysics culminates in a binding assay in which a polymerase functionalized with a gold nanoparticle is monitored while freely diffusing until binding to its promoter DNA sequence. The DNA is conjugated to a surface-bound gold nanoparticle. This preliminary single-molecule binding experimental establishes the applicability of the technique to single-molecule biophysics experiments.

4.2 Monomeric gold nanoparticles are distinguished with the ratiometric detection technique

The first characterization of the experimental technique is to determine the signal response of monomeric gold nanoparticles under the excitation and detection. This establishes the expected starting ratio of the scattered light from the two monochromatic wavelengths, 593 nm and 532 nm. Additionally, the
signal-to-noise ratio from a single gold nanoparticle determines the sensitivity of the system for temporal and spatial resolution. As previously discussed, several gold nanoparticle conjugates were created or purchased. Gold nanoparticle monomers conjugated with biotin or neutravidin were analyzed with the ratiometric analysis experimental technique. The general approach used to measure the initial ratio for a single gold nanoparticle begins by adsorbing a particular conjugated gold nanoparticle to the glass surface of an assay chamber. The standard passivation scheme using the proteins casein and BSA is performed to ensure that the local refractive index of the medium is identical to the real biological assay. Images of the surface-bound gold nanoparticles are collected from many fields of view in the assay chamber. The images record the intensity of the scattered light from both of the two excitation wavelengths. The scattering signal from each wavelength is spatially separated into two channels on a CCD array. The ratios of the scattering response from the 593 nm wavelength to the scattering response from the 532 nm wavelength are calculated from the intensity. By collecting many fields of view of assay chambers, a large number of gold nanoparticles may be analyzed, and a distribution of the ratios created.

Figure 16 displays typical images from surface-bound 40 nm biotin and neutravidin conjugated gold nanoparticles from which the ratio distributions for both were calculated. The mean and standard deviation of the ratio is a function of the size and shape of the gold nanoparticles (the particle monodispersity) [83, 88] and the local refractive index. As previously discussed, the gold nanoparticle
distributions of the size and shape are difficult to control (see Section 3.2) with the best distributions in the size and shape found from commercial suppliers. However, the bulk absorbance spectra (see Figure 10) reveal that the particles are not as monodisperse as is suggested by gold nanoparticle suppliers. Additionally, Reinhard et al. explored through TEM imaging the size and shape of 40 nm gold nanoparticles from commercial sources [17]. The TEM imaging

![Figure 16. Gold Nanoparticle Scattering Under Dual Wavelength Excitation.](image)

reveals that the majority of the particles are ellipsoidal, the absolute diameter is not 40 nm, and that pentagonal and triangular particles occur often. Indeed, the specifications for the NanoPartz gold nanoparticles state that both the biotin and neutravidin gold nanoparticles have a 7% coefficient of variance, the neutravidin gold nanoparticle average diameter is 41 nm, and the biotin gold nanoparticle average diameter is 37 nm. The anisotropy of the gold nanoparticles will,
therefore, have a large influence in the overall peak resonance wavelength and plasmonic coupling between the gold nanoparticle pairs.

The peak resonance wavelength also has a strong dependence on the local refractive index, as evidenced in many applications [74, 75, 194]. The local refractive index for each particle is dependent on the surface coverage of the neutravidin or biotin on each particle and the surface passivation scheme that is employed [17, 74, 88, 122, 195, 196]. The gold nanoparticles, supplied by NanoPartz, are coated with a polymer cage to stabilize the particles in high ionic strength solutions, and allow high concentrations of gold nanoparticles. The peak plasmon resonance wavelength due to the polymeric shell, as specified by NanoPartz is measured to change by at most 1 nm. Based on the specifications of the gold nanoparticle source, the number of active sites per particle is limited to 30. Additionally, the same concentrations of passivating proteins are used both for the surface passivation, and in passivating the gold nanoparticles that are used to freely diffuse in solution. As a result, the refractive index of the medium will be standardized in the assays employed, \( n_E = 1.5-1.6 \) [197, 198]. The greatest variability in the ratio distributions for the performed assays will thus be from the monodispersity of the gold nanoparticle solutions. However, it should be noted that correlating published single particle spectra with the monochromatic intensity ratios depends on the local environment within which the experiments were performed.

Previous surface plasmon resonance and coupling responses from gold nanoparticles were measured with bulk absorbance spectra [66, 76, 103]. The
absorbance spectrum from gold nanoparticles correlates with the scattering spectrum [82]. From the bulk absorbance spectra measured for the 40 nm gold nanoparticle solutions used in the single-particle experiments (see Figure 10), the anticipated intensity ratio ranges from 0.17 for unconjugated gold nanoparticles to 0.30 for neutravidin-functionalized gold nanoparticles. It is important to establish that the observed spectrum from the bulk solution is an ensemble average over all of the particles in solution, including dimers and multimers, monomers of larger and smaller diameter, and monomers of varying aspect ratios. As such, the bulk solution spectra cannot provide great insight into the mean and variance in the scattering intensity ratio measured in the developed experimental technique. At best it provides an ensemble average ratio, but contains no information as to the variance of the intensities at specific wavelengths.

Single particle scattering spectra may benchmark the expected intensity ratio in the designed experimental technique, provided the same particle size distributions and refractive index are similar. These spectra provide the scattering intensity for a single gold nanoparticle over a range of wavelengths, which then can be used to calculate intensity ratios at particular wavelengths for an individual particle. Single particle spectra typically suffer from low signal strength, which will introduce additional error into the resulting ratio. Many single particle spectra must also be collected to directly correlate the expected mean intensity ratio and standard deviation. Specifically, one single particle spectrum from the work by Reinhard et al., and another single particle spectrum from Raschke et
al., corresponds well to the biological buffers and conditions we would expect [17, 74]. Based on these two spectra, the intensity ratio for single gold nanoparticles is expected to be between 0.24 and 0.54, respectively. However, based on the simulation spectrum for a 42 nm gold monomer included in Reinhard et al., the intensity ratio is 0.71. To add further difficulty to establishing a priori the anticipated initial intensity ratio, Jain et al. calculate the expected absorption and scattering spectra for single 40 nm gold nanoparticles from which the intensity ratio is 0.24 [82]. The theoretical absorption spectra for a 50 nm gold nanoparticle predicts the intensity ratio should be 0.3 [89]. Due to the limited number of published spectra of single gold nanoparticles for comparison, it is not possible to characterize the distribution of the intensity ratio for individual gold nanoparticles. In the first ratiometric analysis with unpolarized white light illumination, explained in detail in Section 1.5, Rong et al. measure an intensity ratio of 0.45 for a 40 nm monomeric gold nanoparticle, differing from preliminary benchmarks [121].

We find that the measured mean ratio from 417 biotin-functionalized NanoPartz 40 nm diameter gold nanoparticles is 0.9695 ± 0.1803. Likewise, the measured mean ratio from 637 neutravidin-functionalized NanoPartz 40 nm diameter gold nanoparticles is 1.0002 ± 0.3565. All of the gold nanoparticles within each field of view were analyzed, and their intensity ratio was calculated. The resulting distribution of the intensity ratio, thus, includes intensity ratios of spherical monomers, ellipsoidal monomers, dimers, and multimers (aggregates
of gold nanoparticles), which is the major source of difference between the theoretical expectations and the experimentally measured intensity ratio.

In the current arrangement of the experimental assays, it is possible to reject surface-bound gold nanoparticles from further monitoring and analysis by measuring the initial intensity ratio. Based on both the total intensity and the ratio, it is possible to discern spherical monomers from larger aggregates or anisotropic particles. It should be made clear that while it is possible to limit the specific surface-bound gold nanoparticles to observe and analyze, there is no control over the second gold nanoparticle with which plasmonic coupling interactions occur. The gold nanoparticles allowed to interact with the surface-bound gold nanoparticles freely diffuse in solution, which inherently means that the average gold nanoparticle that interacts is from the entire size and shape distributions of the gold nanoparticles. The particle size and shape distributions are currently a fundamental limitation of all single particle surface plasmonic coupling experiments [17, 18, 75, 83, 88, 137]. While this may limit the immediate applicability to certain biophysical measurements, it does not diminish the ability of the ratiometric analysis of monochromatic scattering signals technique to detect the plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles.

4.3 Biotin-neutravidin gold nanoparticle binding interactions are detected through plasmonic coupling

In order to test the experimental approach for detecting dynamic plasmonic coupling interactions in a biologically relevant experiment, the change
in the intensity ratio upon binding of freely diffusing neutravidin gold nanoparticles to surface-bound biotin gold nanoparticles were analyzed. The biotin-streptavidin bond is one of the most robust and strongest biological bonds. The affinity for the interaction is $10^{15} \text{ M}^{-1}$ [161-163]. Neutravidin is an analogue of streptavidin with a near neutral isoelectric point, which limits nonspecific binding, and has the highest specificity for biotin. Streptavidin and neutravidin can bind up to four biotin molecules at a time. In the introductory biophysical plasmonic coupling experiments, multiple linkages between the two gold nanoparticles, which obfuscates the actual distance between the gold nanoparticles, could not be excluded [17, 18]. While the potential for multiple linkages between the biotin-neutravidin gold nanoparticles are possible, as there are on average 30 active sites per gold nanoparticle, two factors must be considered: (1) based on the surface density, there is one biotin/neutravidin per 168 nm$^2$, which precludes a 20 nm$^2$ neutravidin [199, 200] from binding multiple biotin molecules, and (2) regardless of the number of linkages, the minimum distance will always be the distance of a biotin-neutravidin bond.

The gold nanoparticle binding experiment not only quantifies the temporal resolution of the experimental technique, but also measures the maximal signal ratio response that is expected, given that the distance between the two gold nanoparticles is, at minimum, the distance between a single biotin-neutravidin bond, which separates the two gold nanoparticles by 4 nm [17, 74, 76, 199, 200]. As discussed in Chapter 3, the stability of the gold nanoparticles in physiologically relevant (high ionic strength) solutions requires the gold
nanoparticles to be passivated with proteins or small carbon chain molecules, which add a layer to the diameter of the gold nanoparticle, and limit the minimum distance between the gold nanoparticles. Furthermore, it is expected that in biophysical applications the gold nanoparticles will always be separated by a certain distance, due to necessary requirement that the gold nanoparticles be conjugated to the biomolecules of interest. Often these conjugates are mediated through the biotin-neutravidin bond; as such the biotin-neutravidin gold nanoparticle binding assay is an excellent model system to derive the maximal expected signal.

As a first application, the binding of the neutravidin gold nanoparticles to surface-bound biotin gold nanoparticles were observed over increasing incubation times and compared to images of the surface-bound biotin gold nanoparticles prior to the introduction of the freely diffusion neutravidin gold nanoparticles. From the before and after images, it is possible to observe simply by an increase in the intensity that a binding event has occurred, Figure 17. Within 5 minutes, binding events always occur, but often the gold nanoparticles bind sooner, as will be discussed. Figure 17 also reveals two other features from the incubation time series images: (1) not all surface-bound gold nanoparticles in the field of view are bound by neutravidin gold nanoparticles, and (2) the gold nanoparticle binding reaction saturates after an incubation of between 15-20 minutes, as evidenced in three separate assay chambers. Importantly, since not all of the surface-bound gold nanoparticles in the field of view exhibit binding events, the non-reactive gold nanoparticles serve as internal controls within all of
the binding assays that the experimental assay conditions are not adversely affecting the intensity ratios.

The mean intensity ratiometric of all of the particles in the three fields of view, 67 particles, is 0.8300 ± 0.1556. This suggests that the majority of the particles in the field of view are monomers. After the 20 minute incubation, the mean intensity ratio and standard deviation increases to 0.9559 ± 0.3340. Again,

![Figure 17. Gold Nanoparticles Binding Through Biotin-Neutravidin. (Left) Surface-bound biotin gold nanoparticles before incubation are imaged with the dual-view imaging system under dual wavelength excitation. The left side of the image is the 532 nm scattering response, while the right side is the 593 nm scattering signal. (Right) The same field of view is imaged after a 5 minute incubation with neutravidin gold nanoparticles. Binding between the two gold nanoparticles are clearly observed by an intensity increase for the two gold nanoparticle pairs indicated in the images.](image)

all of the particles within the field of view, whether a binding event occurred with an individual particle, are analyzed. As such, the mean and standard deviation depends on the number of binding events within the three assay chamber. The observed increase in the mean and the near doubling of the standard deviation provide evidence that binding events occur. Applying nonparametric Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistical analysis with a 95% confidence, the two distributions are different with a p-value of 1.73x10^-4. When we select specific surface-bound gold nanoparticles in which the intensity ratios are 0.6-0.7, indicative of spherical
monomers, and binding events occur, the intensity ratio increases to a range of 1.17-1.30. However, even a surface-bound gold nanoparticle scattering a total intensity expected for a monomer but with an intensity ratio of 1.49 before incubation (indicative of a larger, possibly anisotropic particle), are still sensitive to the ratiometric analysis. Upon incubation and binding by a second gold nanoparticle, the ratio increases to 2.94. It is again important to discuss the contributing factors to the range in the distribution of the intensity ratios. As detailed in Section 4.2, the monodispersity of the gold nanoparticles complicates the interpretation of the ratios after binding. There is no control over the second particle which binds to the surface-bound gold nanoparticles. Additionally, as will be detailed in Section 4.5, the dimer orientation with the polarization of the excitation light influences the plasmonic coupling between the two gold nanoparticles [17, 88, 122, 136, 138]. When the particle pair dimer axis is aligned with the polarization of the light, the plasmonic coupling is maximized, and the intensity ratio is maximized. Conversely, when the dimer axis is oriented 180° from the polarization of the light, the intensity ratio is minimized. In the experiments detailed in Figure 17, the polarization state of the light was not specifically defined, including polarization components in both the optical axis and slide plane.

Control experiments confirm the specificity of the interaction, that is, the binding of a biotin gold nanoparticle and neutravidin gold nanoparticle. The first negative control assays whether any binding interactions occur when the freely diffusing gold nanoparticles are biotin conjugated. It is expected that there should
be no interactions between the surface-bound biotin gold nanoparticles and the freely diffusing biotin functionalized gold nanoparticles. Likewise, given the strong affinity of biotin for neutravidin, neutravidin gold nanoparticles preincubated with a $\sim9.35\times10^4$ excess of free biotin molecules to biotin binding sites should not interact with biotin gold nanoparticles. Under similar conditions in which free biotin is in solution to compete with biotin bound to a gold surface for the binding of neutravidin, Jung et al. measure a long off-rate of $t_{1/2}=\sim3$ hours [164]. As verified in the binding experiment, binding interactions are observed within 5 minutes and saturate within 15-20 minutes. The freely diffusing gold nanoparticles in the negative control assays were incubated for 30 minutes, which is sufficiently long to ensure that any potential interactions are captured. Images were collected of the surface-bound biotin gold nanoparticles before incubation and 30 minutes after incubation with the free gold nanoparticles from both the negative control experiments (Figure 18). Intensity and intensity ratios analysis of images in the control experiments are unchanged after the prolonged
incubations. For both of the negative control experiments, the two distributions of the intensity ratios before and after incubation with the freely diffusing gold nanoparticles are indistinguishable based on Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistical analysis with 95% confidence. The binding interactions that were observed through the ratiometric analysis in Figure 17 must be specific.

4.4 Time-resolved biotin-neutravidin gold nanoparticle binding interactions are detected through plasmonic coupling with unparalleled resolution >25 Hz

Many biomolecular interactions occur on the millisecond timescale, requiring sub-millisecond temporal resolution to study the details within the processes. The biotin-neutravidin gold nanoparticle binding assay lends itself well to establishing the temporal resolution of the monochromatic intensity ratiometric analysis technique. Given the strong photostability of gold nanoparticles, the gold nanoparticles are capable of continuous excitation and observation. The use of a CCD array is advantageous as many surface-bound gold nanoparticles may be viewed simultaneously. Prior to the introduction of the freely diffusing gold nanoparticles, the surface-bound gold nanoparticles are monitored to ensure that the intensity ratio indicates the particle is monomeric, spherical, and stably bound to the glass surface. Subsequently, image series are recorded while the neutravidin gold nanoparticles diffuse into the field of view. The ratiometric analysis technique is challenged to detect the dynamic binding of the neutravidin gold nanoparticles to the surface-bound biotin gold nanoparticles through the plasmonic coupling signal.
The exposure time of the collected image series from the CCD camera determines the temporal resolution of the experimental technique. This serves as an intermediate limit on the intensity ratiometric analysis. The exposure time of the image series is set by two competing factors: (1) the intensity of the gold nanoparticles, both monomeric and interacting dimers, and (2) the ability of the camera to maintain the prescribed exposure time during the collection of an image series. When the scattering signal from the gold nanoparticles saturates the camera, the laser illumination intensity and/or exposure time must be decreased. However, the CCD camera cannot maintain the intended exposure time below certain limits, which are dependent on the region of interest of the camera that is used. In this application, with the dual wavelength scattering signals collected on spatially separated regions on the CCD array, the region of interest is either the full chip (512 rows x 512 columns), or a region of interest that collects fewer rows of the image. When full chip images are recorded, the camera collects images with 50 ms exposures. Smaller regions of interest, (300 rows x 512 columns), the maximum exposure with which camera collects images is 38 ms, better than 25 Hz. As further detailed in Section 5.2., the established ratiometric analysis technique is limited in the choice of detector. In fact, due to the limitations of the CCD camera, the excitation illumination was reduced to try to prevent saturation of the images, upon binding by the complementary gold nanoparticle, though in some binding events, the image would still saturate some pixels on the CCD array. However, the >25 Hz temporal resolution is unmatched
as compared to the state of the field for detecting the plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles [17, 18, 88, 121].

Image series of the time-resolved binding events were collected upon the introduction of the neutravidin-functionalized gold nanoparticles. The gold nanoparticle solution was introduced through capillary action, as opposed to wicking the solution into the chamber. This prevents losing the focus of the microscope because of changes in the chamber volume. Again, the CCD camera introduces some complications into the experiment. At the exposure time used in the experiment, only two minute image series can be collected and stored in the camera buffer. Due to this limitation, instead of continuous collection of image series records, an image series prior to the introduction of the gold nanoparticle solution is recorded to determine which surface-bound gold nanoparticles should be monitored. Then, the same field of view is observed, though the images are not collected, as the solution of the freely diffusing gold nanoparticles is deposited at the entrance of the assay chamber. As soon as the neutravidin gold nanoparticles are seen to be diffusing into the field of view, a two-minute image series with 38 ms exposure is recorded. In most of the assay chambers, binding events are observed within the record. A second record is typically collected, regardless of whether a binding event occurred, to observe additional binding events. Subsequent image series of the same field of view may be collected, depending on the binding results.
In the time-resolved image series, many binding events were captured in many different assay chambers. The increase in the intensity from both wavelengths indicates that a second scattering particle is within the diffraction-limited region. The increase in the scattering intensity ratio reveals that the

Figure 19. Time-Resolved Binding Between Gold Nanoparticles. Time-resolved binding events between a freely diffusing neutravidin gold nanoparticle and a surface-bound biotin gold nanoparticle are recorded with 38 ms time exposure (26 Hz). Binding interactions were observed from many assay chambers. Four representative binding observations are shown. The time records present the ratio change between the two monochromatic wavelengths (black trace) and the individual scattering intensities from each channel (red trace, 593 nm, green trace, 532 nm). The figure is continued on the next page.
interaction is a plasmonic coupling event. Since the ratio does not change after the initial increase, the event must be a stable binding event. The initial ratio from the surface-bound gold nanoparticles again ranges from 0.55-2.25 with an average ratio of 0.77. When binding events from particles with initial scattering intensities and ratios indicative of single gold nanoparticles are analyzed, the ratio increases to a range from 0.8-2 (Figure 19).

The distribution in the ratio increase, again, is a function of the polarization of the excitation source, and the monodispersity of both the biotin and neutravidin...
conjugated gold nanoparticles. As in the initial proof-of-principle binding assay, the polarization state of the monochromatic illumination includes polarization components in both the optical axis of the microscope and in the slide plane. In this polarization case, particle pairs resonate with the polarization component that is aligned with the dimer axis formed upon binding. This causes some particle pairs to be weakly resonant, while others maximally resonant. From these time-resolved binding experiments, the ratiometric analysis technique demonstrates the ability to detect the plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles upon binding with, as implemented, time resolution of 38 ms (>25 Hz) with a signal-to-noise ratio better than 100, which is further extendable to faster timescales. As described in Section 2.6, single gold nanoparticles, when excited with the reduced power density used in the time-resolved binding experiments, are detected with a signal-to-noise ratio >20 from images recorded with 5 ms exposure time.

Furthermore, the signal-to-noise ratio in the ratiometric analysis technique may be calculated. The application of gold nanoparticle plasmonic coupling to metrology has been demonstrated in the field through peak wavelength detection [17, 151]. The signal-to-noise ratio in the ratiometric analysis technique is important for future applications of the technique to metrology. The signal-to-noise ratio is defined as in Ueno et al. [63]. Specifically, given the average monomer ratio ($\mu_m$), average ratio after binding ($\mu_b$), and their variances ($\sigma^2$), the signal-to-noise is:
Based on this definition, the signal-to-noise ratio of the ratiometric analysis technique is 25. We may understand the signal-to-noise ratio for the ratiometric analysis technique as the ability to discriminate sub-states or steps from the noise in the signal. From the work of Wallin et al., the number of data points collected per unit time necessary to detect steps is proportional to $\text{SNR}^{-2}$ [201]. Moreover, a signal-to-noise ratio of 4 is adequate to detect steps, based on simulation results of varying dwell times and number of steps with ±10% precision [201, 202]. The signal-to-noise ratio of the ratiometric analysis technique should, therefore, be capable of discriminating 6 sub-states or sub-steps within an interaction. These results indicate that the ratiometric analysis technique is better than simply a sensitive binding detection method, but may be used to detect sub-states.

4.5 The polarization sensitivity of the biotin-neutravidin gold nanoparticle binding interactions is detected through plasmonic coupling ratiometric analysis

The polarization state of the illumination source influences the extent to which two gold nanoparticles resonate through plasmonic coupling [82, 91, 97, 98, 136, 203-205]. The alignment of the dimer axis of the two gold nanoparticles with the polarization state of the light maximizes the resonance and enhances scattering. When the polarization is orthogonal to the dimer axis, there is nearly no enhancement in the scattering signal. Typical experimental instrumentation utilizes unpolarized white light illumination directed to the sample through a
Conventional darkfield illumination introduces the excitation light as a conus of light specified by a specific range of rays of high numerical aperture [19]. The three-dimensional orientation of the gold nanoparticle pairs are only possible to be determined when the dimer axis is within the angular range of these excitation rays [129]. Any gold nanoparticle dimer axes outside of this range are not capable to be specifically aligned to a polarization. Additionally, when polarizers are not used the overall scattering signal is an average over all polarizations, which reduces the scattering response from the particles. The prism-based total internal reflection (TIR) does not have this limitation. In the initial proof-of-principle gold nanoparticle binding experiments, the polarization state of the laser excitation was not specifically defined, but rather included components in both the optical axis and slide plane. It was observed in these binding experiments that the final intensity ratios after binding varied, partially due to the polarization effects. The polarization sensitivity of the gold nanoparticle pair was explored to further understand the capabilities of the developed experimental technique.

The prism-based TIR illumination, as implemented, propagates the excitation wave along the glass slide of the sample. The orientation of the generated evanescent electric field in the assay chamber is perpendicular to the direction of propagation of the light. With the current optical arrangement, the polarization may be specified to a particular orientation through the use of a polarizing beamsplitter. Time-resolved binding experiments were conducted under two orthogonal polarizations—polarization in the slide plane, and
polarization in the optical axis. Polarization aligned with the slide plane enhances the plasmonic coupling scattering response of gold nanoparticle dimer axes aligned with the electric field oriented in the slide plane and orthogonal to the direction of propagation (Figure 20). Conversely, polarization aligned with the optical axis excites gold nanoparticle pairs with dimer axes aligned with the optical axis of the microscope. The polarizing beamsplitter has an extinction ratio greater than 10000:1 for the transmitted beam, ensuring that the polarization state is well defined. The excitation from each of the lasers was modulated to ensure that the power of the transmitted beams through the polarizing beamsplitter were equivalent to the extent that it could be controlled.

Figure 20. Alignment of Gold Nanoparticle Dimer Axis with Polarization. When the polarization of the light is aligned with the dimer axis, the plasmonic coupling between the gold nanoparticles is maximized. Two orthogonal views of the assay (side view facing the direction of propagation and the front view in line with the optical axis of the microscope) demonstrate the orientation of the dimer axis which maximizes the resonance response.

Under the assay conditions specified in Section 4.4, time-resolved polarized binding assays were conducted. It is anticipated that the ratio response
for some gold nanoparticle pairs upon binding will exhibit marginal increases, while other gold nanoparticle pairs will have ratios that greatly increase, depending on the orientation of the dimer axis. Indeed, it is possible to observe gold nanoparticles with scattering intensities indicative of monomers, and with

**Figure 21.** Time-Resolved Binding with Polarized Light in the Slide-Plane Orientation. Time-resolved binding events between a freely diffusing neutravidin gold nanoparticle and a surface-bound biotin gold nanoparticle are recorded with 38 ms time exposure (26 Hz). Binding interactions were observed from many assay chambers under excitation conditions of polarized light oriented with the slide plate (see Figure 20). Six representative binding observations are shown. The time records present the ratio change between the two monochromatic wavelengths (black trace) and the individual scattering intensities from each channel (red trace, 593 nm, green trace, 532 nm). The figure is continued on the next pages.
Figure 21, continued.

equivalent initial ratios before binding, respond quite differently after binding. Figure 21 presents binding events under polarization with the slide plane. Figure 22 shows events under polarization with the optical axis. The majority of the surface-bound gold nanoparticle ratios initially begin at 1. This was specifically prescribed to ensure that sufficient power from the 593 nm laser was directed into the sample, and approximately equivalent to the 532 nm excitation. Since the
monomeric resonance peak is near 532 nm, the initial ratio for a single monomer is skewed under these conditions. However, when a second gold nanoparticle binds, the 593 nm excitation is sufficient to observe any scattering enhancement through the ratio change. In both polarization orientations, it is possible to observe ratio changes that range from a nominal increase to nearly 5, while observing many with marginal increases to around 1.5.

Figure 21, concluded.
In several of the polarization binding records, the intensity ratio does not increase upon binding, or slightly drifts. When the orientation of the gold nanoparticle dimer axis is misaligned with the electric field of the incident light, the ratio response is low. Owing to the limited plasmonic coupling, the ratio will not increase, even though the total intensity increases due to the fact that a second scattering gold nanoparticle is within the diffraction-limited region. The drift in the ratio is largely related to orientation effects of the gold nanoparticles. First, the gold nanoparticles may have several bonds between them through many biotin-neutravidin conjugations. When an additional bond between the two gold nanoparticles is formed, a step change in the ratio is expected, because the gold nanoparticles are expected to change orientation. Second, the shape distribution of both the surface-bound biotin gold nanoparticle and the neutravidin gold nanoparticle that binds influences the extent to which the polarization of the incident light affects the plasmonic coupling response. Any anisotropy in the particle shape causes changes in the plasmonic response with respect to the polarization of the incident light. Moreover, when an anisotropic nanoparticle interacts with a second anisotropic nanoparticle, the alignment of the nanoparticles’ dimer axis with the incident electric field is sensitive to any diffusion of the tethered nanoparticle. Thus, the ratio may drift in response to these effects.
These results demonstrate that the ratiometric analysis experimental technique is sensitive to the orientation of the gold nanoparticle pairs, and that the polarization of the incident illumination is an important aspect to consider in

Figure 22. Time-Resolved Binding with Polarized Light in the Optical Axis Orientation. Time-resolved binding events between a freely diffusing neutravidin gold nanoparticle and a surface-bound biotin gold nanoparticle are recorded with 38 ms time exposure (26 Hz). Binding interactions were observed from many assay chambers under excitation conditions of polarized light oriented with the optical axis (see Figure 20). Four representative binding observations are shown. The time records present the ratio change between the two monochromatic wavelengths (black trace) and the individual scattering intensities from each channel (red trace, 593 nm, green trace, 532 nm). The figure is continued on the next page.
the experimental assays. The time-resolved binding events provide insight into the polarization effects on the plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles upon binding, but the time-resolved binding assays were not arranged in such a manner to analyze individual particle pairs at multiple polarization orientations.

To best establish the polarization sensitivity of the gold nanoparticle dimer pairs, intensity ratios of same gold nanoparticle pairs under different polarization

Figure 22, continued.
states must be correlated. The easiest method to vary the polarization of the incident excitation with equal intensity at all polarization angles is to polarize the two wavelengths by transmitting the beam through a polarization beamsplitter, and then adjust the polarization with an achromatic zero-order \( \lambda/2 \) waveplate. As the waveplate rotates through 180°, the polarization is likewise rotated through the 180° defined by polarization aligned with the slide plane, the orthogonal polarization aligned with the optical axis, and further rotation to polarization again aligned with the slide plane. Thus, all polarization angles are explored except for insensitivity in the direction of propagation and the azimuthal angle direction (Figure 23).

Unfortunately, the mechanical and optical configuration of the excitation precluded the use of a \( \lambda/2 \) waveplate. As such, implementing a method to correlate the same field of view with equal excitation power at different polarizations was limited. Given the polarization of the two excitation wavelengths prior to transmission through the polarizing beamsplitter, there are two orthogonal

\[ \text{Figure 23. Half-Wave Retardation Plate Polarization Configuration. A } \lambda/2 \text{ retardation waveplate allows all polarization states in a plane orthogonal to the direction of propagation to be explored, as indicated in the side view facing the direction of propagation (Right). Without a second orthogonal direction of propagation, the polarization states in the azimuthal direction are not detected, as indicated in the front view in line with the optical axis of the microscope (Left).} \]
polarization states where the two wavelengths transmit equal power. These two polarizations are approximately 45° between the slide plane and optical axis polarizations. However, owing to the extinction ratio of the polarizing beamsplitter, the power is different between the +45° (1.7 mW transmitted for each wavelength) and -45° (0.65 mW) orientations. Unlike the time-resolved experiments, in which a single polarization state was explored and the intensity was modulated specifically to ensure equal transmission for that particular polarization, in the correlated images the intensities of the two lasers are not modulated between the polarization states. For reference, images were also collected at the slide plane orientation and the optical axis orientation, albeit under unequal excitation intensities for the individual wavelengths. Under these conditions, the 593 nm laser is only 20% of the intensity of the 532 nm laser when the light is polarized in the slide plane, and it is 3 times the intensity of the 593 nm laser when the light is polarized in the optical axis. These variations in the excitation limit the ability to correlate more than the two equal power polarization states.

Biotin-neutravidin gold nanoparticles binding assays were conducted in similar conditions as those in Section 4.3. Specifically to the polarization interrogation, images of the biotin gold nanoparticles within a particular field of view were collected at four polarization states (slide plane, -45°, optical axis, +45°) before the introduction of the neutravidin gold nanoparticles. The neutravidin gold nanoparticle solution was deposited at the entrance of the assay flow chamber, and the field of view was monitored at one particular polarization
for 15 minutes to ensure that binding events occurred. Subsequently, images were recorded of the field of view at each of the four polarization states. Figure 24 presents correlated polarization images before and after binding. The boxed gold nanoparticles dimer pair is representative of the polarization sensitivity of the ratiometric analysis technique.

The ratio for the surface-bound gold nanoparticle before binding at both the -45° and +45° polarization orientation is 0.94. Interestingly, after binding by a
neutravidin gold nanoparticle, the ratio increases to 1.51 in the polarization
direction of +45°, but to 4.17 in the -45° polarization direction. It should be noted
that the slide plane and optical axis polarization images also show ratio
increases, but the surface-bound gold nanoparticle ratio is not the same for either
of the polarization states, even including normalization schemes, rendering those
results incapable of interpretation. Further interpretation of many correlated gold
nanoparticle pairs in several assay flow chambers from both the -45° and +45°
polarization orientations exhibit the same trend as in Figure 24. The surface-
bound biotin gold nanoparticles prior to incubation with the neutravidin gold

Figure 24, continued.
nanoparticle conjugates all have the same ratio at both polarizations ranging from 0.85 to 1.1. Then, after the incubation when binding occurs, the ratio increases, but by varying amounts for each polarization. The ratio increase upon binding varies from 1.12 to 3.45 for the additional particles that were analyzed. The difference in the ratio increase between the two orthogonal polarization orientations ranges between 0.1 and 2.7. It is apparent that, given that the appropriate polarization optics are installed, the ratiometric analysis of the scattering response from plasmonically coupled gold nanoparticles from dual monochromatic excitation is sensitive to the polarization anisotropy of the dimer, and it is possible to define the orientation of the gold nanoparticle dimer pair.

4.6 A plasmonic coupling model based on the correlation between the scattering intensities from the two monochromatic wavelengths

The power of the application of plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles to single-molecule biophysics experiments is the potential to detect with high temporal resolution nanometer distances over the range a long distance range (100 nm). Previous plasmonic coupling experiments either conjugated the gold nanoparticles through a DNA spacer a priori, or collected slow spectra responses to study the peak resonance wavelength [17, 18, 88, 120-122], both of which prevented analysis of the initial interactions between the gold nanoparticles, and limited the applicability of the technique. When the gold nanoparticles are already tethered together, during the entire interaction the gold nanoparticles are within the near-field in which plasmonic coupling between the
gold nanoparticles already occurs. While it is possible to monitor the peak resonance wavelength to detail the dynamics of the gold nanoparticle interaction, the system temporal resolution limited its implementation. Further information of the interaction between plasmonically coupled gold nanoparticles is extracted through correlation analysis of the two individual scattering intensities.

As evidence for the gold nanoparticle binding interactions (see Figures 19, 21, and 22), and the ratiometric response exploited to detect plasmonic coupling, the change in the 532 nm scattering intensity and the 593 nm scattering intensities are different upon binding by a second gold nanoparticle due to plasmonic coupling. By conducting correlation analysis of the scattering intensities, additional details of the distance between the gold nanoparticles and the interaction are found. Figure 25 is a useful guide to the correlation analysis.

Figure 25. Intensity Correlation Model. The correlation between the scattering intensities from the two monochromatic wavelengths is a model to extract further information about the gold nanoparticle interactions. Refer to Section 4.6 text for a detailed description of the model.
model described below. Several factors influence the observed scattering response from the diffraction-limited region of interest. First, an object with dimensions below the diffraction resolution limit (approximately 250 nm, or half of the excitation wavelength), such as a gold nanoparticle, when observed in a conventional microscope, is seen as an object of the size of the diffraction limit [19, 20]. That is, a 40 nm spherical gold nanoparticle will have the same diameter when measured as two colocalized 40 nm gold nanoparticles. Second, the total internal reflection darkfield excitation produces an evanescent wave into the solution. The evanescent wave intensity exponentially decays into the solution, penetrating approximately 150 nm, see Section 2.5. The exponential decay in intensity is equivalent for both wavelengths with less than 4% deviation. Finally, the plasmonic coupling between two gold nanoparticles occurs within 2.5 particle diameters [17, 18, 66, 98], which creates a near-field region of 100 nm for the 40 nm gold nanoparticles used in this study. Based on these factors, intensity correlation analysis gives additional insight into the interactions.

Details of the gold nanoparticle interactions are explained through the correlation analysis. When a second scattering particle enters the diffraction-limited region, the total intensity increases, owing to the scattering response from the second particle. When the second particle only diffuses into the diffraction-limited region, but not within the near-field where the gold nanoparticles plasmonically couple, the scattering intensity increases in both the 532 nm and 593 nm channels. In this case, the intensity ratio is unchanged, but the correlation coefficient of the intensities will be positive; the event is positively
correlated. Alternatively, whenever the second particle diffuses farther into the near-field, there is an intensity ratio change as the peak resonance wavelength shifts due to the plasmonic coupling. The intensities are anti-correlated, indicated by a negative correlation coefficient. Anti-correlated events are always near-field, plasmonic coupling effects with which a ratio change must occur. Correlated events occur when particles diffuse within the diffraction-limited, evanescent excitation region. A ratio change will only occur in this case if the particle diffuses into the near-field and the gold nanoparticle pair dimer axis is oriented with the polarization of the excitation.

The time-resolved biotin-neutravidin gold nanoparticle binding interactions (Figures 19, 21, and 22) all display positive correlations of the two intensities with intensity ratio changes after binding by the second gold nanoparticle. However, the binding assay is not well suited in observing additional dynamics between the gold nanoparticles, because after binding the reaction is static. The correlation analysis will be further studied in the preliminary biological applications of the ratiometric plasmonic technique detailed in Section 4.8.

4.7 Ratiometric predictions based on theoretical analysis

The ratiometric analysis technique has the potential to be superior to other plasmonic coupling techniques in determining the distance between the gold nanoparticles. While correlation of the distance between the gold nanoparticles, and the intensity ratio response is beyond the scope of the experimental work conducted, some baseline information may be determined through theoretical
analysis. Two theoretical analyses were performed to calibrate the ratio response to distance.

The first analysis is based upon the theoretical and experimental spectra published by Reinhard et al. in which two gold nanoparticles were separated by defined distances through a DNA linkage and subsequent spectra were recorded [17]. From their published experimental and theoretical spectra of 42 nm gold monomers and gold nanoparticle dimers of prescribed separations, the normalized intensities at 532 nm and 593 allow the estimation of the intensity ratios for various distances. The expected ratio for 42 nm gold monomers based on the experimental spectra is 0.24, and 0.71 from the theoretical simulations. When the gold nanoparticles are separated by 67 bps of DNA and an additional 8 nm protein layer (29.3 nm total separation, edge-to-edge), the anticipated intensity ratio is 0.93, based on the experimental results. The theoretical simulations at this interparticle separation, though, anticipate a ratio response of 0.83. Finally, when the gold nanoparticles are separated by 20 bps of DNA (14.7 nm total distance) the intensity ratio is calculated to be 1.44, based on the experimentally collected spectrum. Again, the expected ratio from the theoretical simulations differs from the experimental result, predicting 1.06. These reference points indicate that the ratio responses observed in this work are consistent, but detailed correlations are difficult to establish.

Determining the expected ratios by this analysis suffers from several limitations. First, only a single spectrum at each particle separation is presented in the published work, which means that we are blind to the variance in the
expected ratio. Many spectra would need to be analyzed to quantify the variance. Furthermore, the experimental results reported in Figure 2b of Reinhard et al., again shed further light into the present fundamental limitation of distance detection through plasmonic coupling: the monodispersity of the gold nanoparticles. Figure 2b reports the measured peak resonance wavelength for the several gold nanoparticle dimer separations. The distributions in the peak resonance wavelength at each separation are rather broad. In fact, the same peak resonance wavelength (~560 nm) is within the distributions for dimers 250 bp apart and 10 bp apart. Finally, the authors note that the theoretical analysis performed through discrete dipole approximation and the T-matrix method, did well in matching the overall shape of the distribution, but not as much in determining the peak wavelength. They ascribed the differences between the experimental and theoretical spectra to the uncertainty in the actual distance between the gold nanoparticles from multiple DNA molecules tethering the gold nanoparticles, the size and shape distributions of the gold nanoparticles, the refractive index change owing to the adsorbed proteins on the gold nanoparticles, and the ionic strength of the buffers in the solution [17]. These enumerated limitations obviously introduce uncertainty in the expected intensity ratios.

The second method to theoretically benchmark the anticipated intensity ratio change upon binding by a second gold nanoparticle is based on the plasmon ruler equation defined by Jain et al. [136]. The plasmon ruler equation calculates the fractional plasmon shift (the ratio of the change in the peak
resonance wavelength to the absolute monomeric particle peak resonance wavelength) with respect to the edge-to-edge separation of the particles and the diameter of the nanoparticle, according to the relationship:

\[ \frac{\Delta \lambda}{\lambda_0} \approx 0.18e^{-\left(\frac{r}{d}\right)^{0.23}} \]  

(Eq. 7)

The equation was derived through discrete dipole simulations. Interestingly, the scaling behavior was found to be universal for particles irrespective of the gold nanoparticle size, shape, composition, and dielectric constant of the medium. The authors note that the above factors only influence the magnitude of the fractional shift. Although, they describe their model as qualitative because of exclusion of electromagnetic retardation and multipolar interactions, which are increasingly important as the edge-to-edge distance decreases to nearly touching particles [136, 206]. Applying the plasmon ruler equation to the diameter of the gold nanoparticles and the interparticle separations in the biotin-neutravidin binding experiments predicts the expected change in the peak resonance wavelength. The change in the peak resonance wavelength was calculated for two interparticle separations (4 nm and 0 nm), three particle diameters (37 nm, 40 nm, and 41 nm), and five monomeric peak resonance wavelengths (527 nm, 530 nm, 532 nm, 536 nm, and 537 nm). The interparticle separations were selected assuming that upon binding there was no separation between the gold nanoparticles, or that the particle separation is the thickness of a biotin-neutravidin monolayer [199, 200]. The three particle diameters were chosen based on the specifications by the supplier for the biotin
(37 nm) and neutravidin (41 nm) gold nanoparticles, and the nominal diameter of 40 nm. Finally, the monomeric peak resonance wavelengths were based on the unconjugated gold nanoparticle resonance wavelength (527 nm), the specifications by the supplier for the biotin (530 nm) and neutravidin (536 nm) gold nanoparticles, a nominal peak resonance wavelength (532 nm), and published experimental results (537 nm) from Rong et al. and Reinhard et al. [17, 121].

The major challenge of the theoretical analysis is correlating the shift in the peak resonance wavelength to intensity values at both 532 nm and 593 nm. There is a dearth of spectra from gold nanoparticles of a given diameter, separated by a specific amount, and with the appropriate surrounding medium refractive index, theoretical or analytical, to base the intensities at the specific wavelengths. As a first order approximation, the spectral response from a gold nanorod of the approximate dimensions of the two coupling nanoparticles (40 x 80 nm) was considered to benchmark the maximal ratio signal. However, Marhaba et al., show that the spectral response from a gold nanorod is quite different from two gold nanoparticles nearly touching [150]. Two methods were employed to overcome this obstacle and approximate the anticipated ratio change. The first assumes that the overall size and shape of the spectra is unchanged and simply shifts the spectra by the change to determine the new intensity values. However, it is known that the spectra broadens upon plasmonic coupling [17, 18], introducing error into the calculated ratio. In the second method, spectra from 88 nm gold nanoparticle dimers separated by 29.3 nm
reported by Reinhard et al. [17] and spectra of 88 nm gold nanodisks separated by 2 nm, 7 nm, and 8 nm gaps published by Jain et al. [136] were used to specify the intensities at the individual wavelengths. These spectra were selected since the peak resonance wavelength corresponded with the peak resonance wavelength calculated by the plasmon ruler equation. Table 3 displays the results. Again, this method matches the peak resonances and disregards spectrum shape differences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diameter [nm]</th>
<th>Plasmonic Coupling Resonance Wavelength [nm]</th>
<th>4 nm Separation</th>
<th>0 m, Separation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>37</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>37</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>527</td>
<td>586.29</td>
<td>588.41</td>
<td>589.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>530</td>
<td>589.62</td>
<td>591.76</td>
<td>592.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>532</td>
<td>591.85</td>
<td>594.00</td>
<td>594.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>536</td>
<td>596.30</td>
<td>598.46</td>
<td>599.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>537</td>
<td>597.41</td>
<td>599.58</td>
<td>600.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Plasmon Ruler Equation Predictions. The peak resonance wavelength is theoretically determined by the plasmon ruler equation.

The change in the peak resonance wavelength ranges from 59 nm to 63 nm when the gold nanoparticles are separated by 4 nm, varying with the monomeric peak resonance wavelength and the particle diameter. By shifting the spectra, the expected intensity ratio varies from 1.841 to 1.855, respectively. From the published spectra, the ratio ranges from 2 (Jain et al.) to 4.45 (Reinhard et al.). When there is no separation between the gold nanoparticles, the diameter has no influence on the resulting peak resonance change. Hence, only the monomeric particle peak resonance wavelength was explored. The change in the peak resonance wavelength ranges from 95 nm to 97 nm. The method of shifting
the spectrum is no longer valid for such a change in the peak resonance wavelength, because shifting the initial spectrum by that extent causes spectral data where the plasmon resonance effect no longer dominates the scattering signal. Published spectral data predicts that the intensity ratio will increase, ranging from 2.25-4.33. The analysis, though limited by the lack of suitable scattering intensity data, is consistent with the results that were measured. However, no further insight is possible without more accurate intensity information from theory.

4.8 T7 RNA Polymerase binding to DNA: a preliminary single-molecule application of the plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles technique

The penultimate application of the ratiometric analysis of monochromatic scattering intensities to detect the plasmonic coupling of gold nanoparticles is to measure with high spatial resolution (nanometer) interactions between single biomolecules with the versatility of high temporal resolution (sub-millisecond or better) over long time durations (days). As a first preliminary application to single-molecule biophysics, the binding of T7 RNA polymerase to the promoter sequence in DNA was assayed with the developed technique to lay a foundation for future work. T7 RNA polymerase (T7 RNAP) preferentially binds to a specific promoter sequence of DNA during the initial phase of transcription [10, 11, 207]. The experiment observes the binding of a biotin-functionalized T7 RNAP conjugated to a streptavidin gold nanoparticle (for details see Section 3.6) to DNA, which is also conjugated through a biotin-streptavidin bond to a surface-
bound streptavidin gold nanoparticle (see Section 3.5). It is anticipated that the binding of the T7 RNAP will be determined by an increase in the scattering intensity ratio due to the plasmonic coupling between the two gold nanoparticles, as outlined in Figure 26.

Following the sequential build-up assay conditions outlined in Reinhard et al., British Biocell streptavidin gold nanoparticles were non-specifically adsorbed onto the glass surface of the assay chamber at a concentration of 6 pM [17]. A biotinylated dsDNA 75 bp (25.5 nm) in length was incubated in the chamber to bind to the streptavidin gold nanoparticle at a concentration of 40 nM. As described in Section 3.3, the expected surface coverage of streptavidin is 200 per gold particle. The stoichiometric ratio of the DNA to the surface-bound gold nanoparticles is 667, although there are potentially 3 DNA molecules available to bind each streptavidin. Concurrently, biotinylated T7 RNAP at an approximate
final concentration of 50 nM incubates with 1.5 nM of streptavidin gold nanoparticles. Based on this stoichiometry, there are 38 polymerases per gold nanoparticle, which again are conjugated with 200 streptavidin molecules. After an incubation period sufficient to allow the DNA to bind, the gold-conjugated T7 RNAP was introduced into the assay chamber. The experiment was conducted in the absence of free nucleotides. In the absence of free nucleotides, the polymerase may bind to the promoter binding site, but cannot transcribe the DNA sequence [208, 209]. Based on the previous binding experiments between biotin and neutravidin gold nanoparticles, the ratiometric analysis technique should detect the binding of the polymerase to the DNA.

Preliminary time-resolved binding results between the polymerase and the DNA are presented in Figure 27 for two binding events on different DNA gold nanoparticle conjugates. As an internal control, a particle in which no interactions occur in the assay chamber is also monitored throughout the duration of the interaction. The binding results are clearly different than those observed between the static binding of a neutravidin functionalized gold nanoparticle to the surface-bound biotin gold nanoparticle (compare Figure 27 to Figures 19, 21, and 22). Further histograms reveal that two-states are clearly defined in one of the binding events (Figure 27, top) while three states are defined in the other (Figure 27 bottom). The interpretation of these results is difficult for several reasons.
First, the experiments were conducted in the case where the polarization state of the laser excitation was not controlled. The idealized method to conduct the experiments would be to stall the polymerase at the promoter site, and then determine the polarization state where the intensity is maximized (see Section 5.2). However, given the mechanical and optical constraints of the experimental apparatus, this was not possible. Additionally, as a preliminary implementation, the number of DNAs per gold nanoparticle and the number of polymerases per gold nanoparticle were intentionally maximized so that detection of binding is kinetically possible to observe on the order minute timescale. These stoichiometries complicate the interpretation of the results. The orientation of the DNA to the gold nanoparticle is unknown, and as there are many DNAs per gold nanoparticle, there are many different orientations with which the polymerase may bind. Therefore, the gold nanoparticle dimer axis alignment with the
polarization of the laser illumination is undetermined. Furthermore, the high stoichiometry also allows multiple linkages between the gold nanoparticles to occur through several binding interactions of individual polymerases and DNA molecules. The potential ability to tether the two gold nanoparticles by many polymerase-DNA bound complexes influences the intensity ratio response in two ways: (1) the orientation of the gold nanoparticle dimer axis may change, and (2) the distance between the gold nanoparticles may change.

For additional interpretation of the T7 RNAP binding experiments, the time-resolved binding records were analyzed, based on the method outlined in

**Figure 28.** Scattering Intensity Correlation Analysis of T7 RNA Polymerase Binding. Scattering intensity correlation analysis for the T7 RNA polymerase binding record detailed in Figure 27, bottom reveal both correlated (second red boxed region) and anti-correlated (first red boxed region) intensity events. Correlation analysis determines the record is highly anti-correlated from the time range of 60-68 seconds ($r = -0.75$).

Section 4.6. Figure 28 details the individual scattering channel intensities for a section of the binding record in Figure 27, bottom. From the individual channel
intensities, it is apparent that the ratio change is a plasmonic interaction between two gold nanoparticles, because as we observe in the first boxed region from 66.5-68 s, as the 532 nm scattering decreases, the 593 nm scattering increases. Additionally, the correlation coefficient for the two scattering intensities is highly anti-correlated in the range from 60-68 seconds with a value of -0.75. The first boxed region in the record highlights two anti-correlated events in which the intensity ratio changes by different amounts. This may be interpreted as either an orientational change of the polymerase-functionalized gold nanoparticle with respect to the surface-bound gold nanoparticle, causing an enhancement in the plasmonic coupling, or a decrease in the distance between the gold nanoparticles due to multiple tethering. Interestingly, in the second boxed region the intensity ratio is unchanged, though the correlation coefficient of the individual channel intensities reveals a highly correlated drop in intensity. This is interpreted as an unbinding event by the polymerase followed by a rebinding.

The preliminary biological application of the time-resolved ratiometric detection technique was applied to observe with high temporal resolution the binding of a T7 RNA polymerase to a promoter recognition sequence in a DNA molecule. It is clear that the binding results are highly dynamic, as opposed to the biotin-neutravidin binding events assayed. While the details of the interaction are difficult to resolve through this preliminary experiment, fundamental experimental efforts have been established to expand the application of the plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles to single-molecule biophysics. The gold nanoparticles are independently labeled, and allowed to dynamically
interact without the requirement of tethering the gold nanoparticles before analysis, as conducted in previous experiments. Additionally, the ratiometric analysis and the scattering intensity correlation analysis lay a pathway to observe high temporal resolution single-molecule binding events. Through further development and calibration, the technique holds the potential for high spatial resolution metrology.

4.9 Discussion and conclusions

The aim of this work is to clearly challenge the ratiometric analysis of the scattering signal from coupled gold nanoparticles experimental technique and highlight its benefits. As a proof-of-principle demonstration, the binding between two gold nanoparticles through a biotin-neutravidin interaction is observed, determining the maximum expected signal change. Through this experimental assay, significant advancements to the plasmonic field are established. Here, the first detection of the plasmonic coupling between two gold nanoparticles with better than 25 Hz time resolution is presented. At this time resolution, the signal-to-noise ratio of a single gold nanoparticle above background is more than 100. The mean intensity of the monomeric gold nanoparticle scattering intensity ratio was found to be consistent with theoretical simulations. Moreover, the intensity ratio after binding by a second gold nanoparticle more than doubles owing to the shift in the peak resonance frequency from near-field effects. The signal-to-noise ratio for the ratiometric analysis technique is 25, which according to Wallin et al., allows for up to 6 sub-states to be distinguished [201]. This indicates that the
ratiometric analysis technique has the potential to be better than a binding
detection method, and may be applied for distance measurements.

While the ratiometric analysis technique improves upon the previous
applications of gold nanoparticle plasmonic coupling, limitations still exist. The
experimental results are influenced by the size and shape distributions of the
gold nanoparticles and the refractive index of the surrounding solution. All of
these factors influence the exact peak resonance wavelength for each gold
nanoparticle, which ultimately is reflected in the scattering intensity ratio and the
range in the measured values.

In addition, the alignment of the gold nanoparticle pair with the polarization
of the excitation influences the resulting ratio response. The impact of the
polarization state of the incident excitation on the intensity ratio was explored.
When the gold nanoparticle dimer axis aligns with the polarization, the intensity
ratio is maximized. Correlated images of identical particle pairs before and after
two gold nanoparticles bind reveal that the difference in the ratio response
ranges from 0.1 to 2.7 in orthogonal polarization states. The specific orientation
of a gold nanoparticle pair may be determined by including polarization optics,
providing further details of the biomolecular interactions of interest.

Finally, first applications of the ratiometric analysis technique to general
biomolecular binding experiments were performed to demonstrate extent to
which the technique may be used in single-molecule biophysics assays. Binding
experiments were performed in which a RNA polymerase labeled to a gold
nanoparticle binds to a specific DNA promoter sequence engineering into a DNA
molecule bound to another gold nanoparticle. When a freely diffusing polymerase binds to the DNA sequence, the two gold nanoparticles interact, which provides the ratio change signal that indicates that binding has occurred. This preliminary experiment provides initial insights into broad application of the technique to single-molecule biophysics.
The broad aim of this work was to establish a single-molecule technique with high spatial and temporal resolution over a wide range in both the distances capable of measurement and duration of observation for application to molecular biophysics. The plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles has been shown previously to be capable of high spatial resolution up to 1 nm, over a greater distance range as compared to alternate techniques, up to approximately 2.5 nanoparticle diameters [17, 18]. Moreover, the extreme photostability of the gold nanoparticle probes makes possible long time duration experiments lasting up to days. These positive aspects of the plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles make the system ideal for application to single-molecule biophysics. From the preliminary work towards applying the plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles to single-molecule biophysics, the present limitations are in the temporal resolution, the stability of the gold nanoparticles in biologically relevant buffers, and wide applicability to many biological systems [17, 18, 120-122, 151]. In order to advance the preliminary methods for general application to molecular biophysics, I sought to: (1) implement a novel experimental approach based on the plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles capable of high
spatial and temporal resolution for single-molecule experiments, (2) create methods to better stabilize and conjugate the gold nanoparticle probes to biomolecules, and (3) challenge these techniques in order to detect the plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles upon binding with high temporal resolution.

Generally to accomplish the first goal, a ratiometric analysis scheme from the scattering of two monochromatic wavelengths by gold nanoparticles to detect the plasmonic coupling response was integrated with a unique darkfield illumination approach to increase the temporal resolution. The power density at the sample from conventional darkfield microscopy is low. As such, a ratiometric analysis of the scattering response from two monochromatic sources was designed to maximize the ratio response upon plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles. In fact, it was determined that the ratiometric analysis technique is more sensitive than the conventional method of peak plasmon resonance wavelength detection. Two laser sources from different wavelengths (593 nm and 532 nm) were selected to increase the power density, which increases the scattering signal from the gold nanoparticles. To integrate the laser-based excitation, a novel prism-based total internal reflection darkfield microscopy technique was designed and developed. This method is capable of achieving a signal-to-noise ratio from a single gold nanoparticle better than 100 with 38 ms time resolution, and under reduced power densities, better than 20 with 5 ms time resolution. The time resolution is not limited by the scattering response from the gold nanoparticles, but rather in the choice of the CCD array detector. The
instrumentation development further extends the ratiometric analysis technique by simultaneously collecting the scattering signals from each wavelength on spatially segregated regions on the CCD array. Previous applications of a ratiometric analysis have switched between wavelengths and sequentially acquire the scattering signals to the detriment of the temporal resolution and the actual ratio response from the gold nanoparticle system [88, 121, 122]. The developed experimental system was designed in such a way that it is easily possible to integrate additional or alternate components to further extend the technique to even faster time resolutions, or to measure different wavelengths to allow the ratiometric analysis technique to be applied to a variety of systems involving gold nanoparticles.

It was sought to broadly apply the plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles to many biological systems. To date, the only applications of plasmonic coupling of metallic nanoparticles have required tethering between two nanoparticles through DNA molecules [17, 18, 88, 120-122, 151]. Expanding the range of the plasmonic coupling technique requires that the gold nanoparticles are monodisperse, stable, and capable of being conjugated to a variety of biological molecules. One of the fundamental limitations of gold nanoparticles is the size and shape distributions, both of which influence the plasmonic response from the gold nanoparticles. It was found that commercial supplies of gold nanoparticles had superior size and shape distributions over in-house synthesis techniques. While efforts are underway to synthesize nanoparticles with tighter size and shape distributions, these approaches may not be easily amenable to
the majority of single-molecule researchers. The availability of commercial sources with suitable distributions allows access of gold nanoparticles to the research community. The commercial gold nanoparticles, though, are normally supplied unstabilized. Unstabilized gold nanoparticles aggregate when exposed to even moderate ionic strength solutions [145, 146, 152]. However, biological buffer solutions are typically high in ionic strength, which required that stabilization and passivation schemes be created so that the gold nanoparticles are stable. A sequential ligand exchange method has been applied previously, but the scheme requires several overnight incubations and processing of the gold nanoparticles, which are challenging to conduct [120, 151]. Here, passivation through the use of the passivating proteins casein and BSA was used to stabilize the gold nanoparticles. After a short incubation with the proteins (15 minutes), which nonspecifically adsorb to the surface of the gold nanoparticles, the nanoparticles remain diffusive in ionic strength solutions comparable to standard biological buffers—150 mM NaCl and 25 mM MgCl₂. With the ease in the stabilization scheme for the gold nanoparticles determined, the conjugation of gold nanoparticles was pursued.

Gold nanoparticles have several advantageous conjugation methods to bind to biomolecules. DNA is the most common biomolecule conjugated to gold nanoparticles, given its applicability not only to molecular biology research, but also to a vast range of nanotechnology research directions [50, 90, 120, 210]. However, few single-molecule applications have conjugated gold nanoparticles to biomolecules, mostly motor proteins such as kinesin, myosin, and the rotary
Covalent conjugation through gold-thiol bonding creates a very strong bond. Furthermore, DNA may be synthesized with a single or multiple thiol group(s) at its ends and obtained through commercial sources. However, it was determined that the conditions for conjugation through gold-thiol bonding are extremely sensitive to temperature, incubation time, DNA sequence, pH, and ionic strength, and require several overnight incubations, and difficult sample handling. These challenges make the utility of the gold-thiol bond low. Conjugation through biotin-streptavidin, while not as strong as the covalent bond, is able to mediate the binding of proteins to gold nanoparticles. The biotin-streptavidin conjugation scheme has been used with both DNA and motor proteins [17, 18, 58, 63]. Biotinylated proteins and DNA were conjugated to neutravidin or streptavidin gold nanoparticles both with ease and short incubation times. The advantages of this conjugation scheme, though, are only widely applicable to many biological systems, so long as the biomolecules of interest are biotinylated. Towards this goal, I applied an in vivo biotinylation expression and purification method to purify with high yield a biotinylated polymerase for use in preliminary experiments using the signal from the plasmonic coupling between two gold nanoparticles to detect the binding of the gold nanoparticle conjugated polymerase to DNA labeled gold nanoparticle. Through these methodological developments, the range with which the plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles has been extended beyond
the previous assays of DNA mechanics and molecular rulers to a general biomolecular system. With the advancements that have been made, the entire experimental technique must be verified.

Experimental assays were created to challenge the ratiometric analysis scheme for detecting the plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles method. As a proof-of-principle experiment, the binding of gold nanoparticles was observed. The binding experiment characterizes the maximal increase in the ratio response from the plasmonic coupling between two gold nanoparticles, an important quantity to specify for future assays in which subtle changes in the ratio may be used for distance detection. Two gold nanoparticle solutions were functionalized with either biotin or neutravidin. The biotin gold nanoparticles were bound to the assay chamber surface, and freely diffusing neutravidin gold nanoparticles were introduced into the chamber. The binding was observed through the dual wavelength prism-based total internal reflection excitation, and dual imaging detection system with 38 ms time resolution, the fastest resolution used to date to detect the plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles. Control experiments were conducted such that the binding of the gold nanoparticles was determined to be a specific interaction between the biotin and neutravidin. First, the freely diffusing gold nanoparticles were replaced with biotin gold nanoparticles. Second, the neutravidin gold nanoparticles were incubated with free biotin prior to introduction into the assay chamber. In both cases, there were no binding events that were observed, even after incubation times of the freely diffusing gold nanoparticles twice as long as the time to saturate the
binding reaction in the positive assay. Therefore, the binding must be specific. Provided the anticipated outcomes of the control experiments, the specific binding results may further be analyzed with the ratiometric technique.

The intensity ratios from the scattering response of the gold nanoparticles were calculated for the bound biotin gold nanoparticle monomers before incubation with the neutravidin gold nanoparticles. Subsequently, after binding by the neutravidin gold nanoparticles the ratios were again measured. The intensity ratios are defined as the scattering signal from the 593 nm wavelength to the scattering signal from the 532 nm wavelength. The mean intensity ratio of the surface-bound biotin gold nanoparticle monomers prior to binding was 0.8300 ± 0.1556. The mean ratio is consistent with the ratio calculated from theoretical simulation spectra, 0.7102, determined by Reinhard et al., in a system that parallels the experiments conducted here [17]. However, it should be noted that the spectra from the experimental results collected by Reinhard et al. predicted a ratio of 0.2369 [17]. Moreover, in subsequent ratiometric analysis Rong et al. experimentally measure a ratio of 0.45 [121]. The ratio collected by Rong et al. is 580 nm to 530 nm with bandpasses of unpolarized white light excitation, similar to the ratio measurements in this work. The differences between the theoretical and experimental results are due to many factors. The most influential factors are the nanoparticle size and shape distributions, the refractive index of the solution around the nanoparticles, and the methods used to detect and collect the scattered light from the gold nanoparticles. In the theoretical experiments, the particles are assumed to be perfectly spherical and of an exact particle diameter.
But, as has been established in the literature, the nanoparticles are not perfectly spherical and the particle diameter varies, all of which influence the peak plasmon resonance wavelength, and therefore the ratio response [17, 18, 75, 83, 88, 137]. Furthermore, it is difficult to specifically determine the refractive index of the environment around the gold nanoparticles, as the number and type of adsorbed proteins, polymeric shells, and the biological buffers all will have various contributions to the effective refractive index, and may be different for each individual gold nanoparticle. The theoretical simulations must estimate the refractive index, and as such may be inconsistent with the real environment surrounding each specific gold nanoparticle observed. Finally, the excitation and detection will have great influence on the spectral results from the experiments. The simulations specify that the excitation is polarized with the dimer axis of the gold nanoparticle pairs, however, darkfield illumination with unpolarized light was used to collect the spectra of monomers. The darkfield illumination introduces a conus of excitation light at extreme incident angles, and collects the scattering signal from a lower numerical aperture. Under darkfield illumination only gold nanoparticle pairs with orientations aligned with the specific polar angles defined by the darkfield condenser will display the plasmonic coupling response, and so the spectra collected are influenced by the excitation technique [129]. Owing to the differences in the experimental and theoretical arrangements, the spectral responses may not truly reflect the actual results. Despite some technical differences, the theoretical simulations more closely mimic the prism-based total internal reflection with monochromatic excitation, and the ratio results have close
agreement. The monomeric gold nanoparticle ratios are consistent with theoretical results, which lead to interpreting the ratio response upon binding by the second gold nanoparticle.

The binding between the biotin gold nanoparticles and neutravidin gold nanoparticles was detected through the plasmonic coupling response. The resulting intensity ratio is expected to increase, since the closer the gold nanoparticles are the more they plasmonically couple, and the peak resonance wavelength shifts to longer wavelengths. The gold nanoparticle ratio ranges from monomers to an interparticle separation of approximately 4 nm, the distance of the biotin-neutravidin bond, and the expected minimum separation in typical biomolecular assays. The scattering intensity ratio was determined to increase upon binding. Interestingly, the ratio response ranges from 1.1 to 3 after binding. Based on the time-resolved binding records, the maximal signal change, and the signal-to-noise ratio in the ratiometric technique are calculated. The signal-to-noise ratio in the ratiometric technique establishes the ability discriminate sub-states within a given interaction, which will be necessary for future implementations to measure distances. The signal-to-noise ratio in the ratiometric technique is 25, which based on the work by Wallin et al., makes possible the distinction of 6 sub-states [201]. Therefore, this technique has the potential to be more than just a binding detection method.

The range in the ratio response may have several reasons. First, the same influences to the plasmonic response for the monomers also impact the plasmonic coupling between the two gold nanoparticles. The size and shape
distribution of the second gold nanoparticle that binds are not controlled, which means that any anisotropy in the second particle will greatly affect the plasmonic response. Additionally, the alignment of the dimer axis with the polarization state of the incident illumination affects the extent to which the gold nanoparticles plasmonically couple. There is limited independent research to benchmark the ratiometric response from the plasmonic coupling between the two gold nanoparticles, especially under similar experimental conditions and particle separations. Reinhard et al. recorded experimental spectra and also simulated the expected spectral response from two gold nanoparticles tethered by 20 base pairs of DNA, which under their experimental conditions, the interparticle separation is expected to approximately be 15 nm. From their work, the experimental ratio response is calculated to be 1.437, and the theoretical simulation ratio response is 1.0562 [17]. Rong et al. experimentally measure the an average ratio response of 1.37 after compaction by a dendrimer of DNA-tethered gold nanoparticles, which separates the particles by approximately 6 nm [121]. The range in the ratios collected by Rong et al. is from 0.8 to 2, similar to the results from the biotin-neutravidin binding assay. Again the differences in the implementation of the excitation and detection influence the actual results, though the results are consistent. The range in the ratio results from the plasmonic coupling called for further exploration.

One contributing factor to the range in the ratio response is the polarization sensitivity of the gold nanoparticle pair. The extent by which the two particles plasmonically couple is determined by the alignment of the gold
nanoparticle dimer axis with the polarization state of the incident light. When the
dimer axis is oriented with the polarization of the light, the ratio is maximized,
since the plasmonic coupling is stimulated; whereas when the particle pair dimer
axis is oriented 180° from the polarization of the light, the intensity ratio is
minimized [17, 88, 122, 136, 138]. The polarization sensitivity makes it possible
to detect the orientation of the particle pair through the maximization of the ratio
response, and provides insight into the range in the ratio response. Towards
assaying the effects of the polarization of the incident illumination on the
ratiometric response, correlated images of the same gold nanoparticle pairs were
collected with two orthogonal polarization states. The ratio response was
calculated for the two polarization states both of the gold nanoparticle monomers
before, and after binding by the freely diffusing neutravidin gold nanoparticles. It
is expected that isotropic, perfectly spherical gold nanoparticles would have no
polarization sensitivity. Indeed, the monomeric gold nanoparticles maintained the
same intensity ratio between the orthogonal polarization states consistent with
the monomeric ratio observed previously. Once the two gold nanoparticles
interact though, the particle dimer becomes anisotropic, and highly influenced by
the polarization state of the excitation illumination. In one exemplary case
examined, the monomeric ratio was 0.9400. Following incubation and binding by
a neutravidin gold nanoparticle, the ratio increased for both polarization
orientations, but to different extents. In one orientation the ratio increased to
1.51, though in the orthogonal orientation it increased to 4.17. Clearly the
orthogonal polarization is more aligned with the dimer axis. It was found that for
the particles analyzed, the difference in the ratios from the two orthogonal polarizations ranged from 0.1 to 2.7. When additional polarization optics are included, it is possible to determine the orientation of the gold nanoparticle pairs, and further maximize the ratio response from the dimer pair, providing even more details of the biomolecular interactions of interest.

5.1 Overall research contributions

Overall, this work advances the application of gold nanoparticles to single-molecule techniques with high temporal resolution. Specifically, this work has established a prism-based total internal reflection darkfield illumination technique with diverse use in systems involving gold nanoparticles. These applications include single particle tracking with ratiometric discrimination of specific probes from nonplasmonic scattering particles, similar to Grecco and Martinez [123], traditional high spatial and temporal resolution single particle tracking for molecular motors [58, 59, 63], highly sensitive biomolecular binding similar to Nusz et al. [75], plasmonic nanostructures [90, 148, 210], and especially extending the plasmonic coupling technique between gold nanoparticles [17, 18, 88, 120-122, 151] for high spatial and temporal resolution measurements for both long time durations and a wide distance range. This work as a whole marks a significant advance to the plasmonic field in demonstrating the first detection of the plasmonic coupling between two gold nanoparticles through the binding interaction by biotin and neutravidin with time resolution better than 25 Hz. Further, methods were created to apply the plasmonic coupling between gold
nanoparticles technique beyond DNA experiments to those involving general biomolecules, and first applications were conducted to preliminary single-molecule binding experiments between an independently functionalized T7 RNA polymerase with a gold nanoparticle and a DNA molecule with a gold nanoparticle. The freely diffusing T7 RNA polymerase was allowed to dynamically interact such that the plasmonic response between the gold nanoparticles were observed without the prerequisite of tethering the gold nanoparticles between DNA.

The novel implementation of the ratiometric analysis technique is the first to use monochromatic illumination from laser sources, and increases the sensitivity to detection of peak resonance wavelength shifts, by eliminating the need to measure subtle shifts in the peak. The ratiometric analysis technique through the prism-based total internal reflection darkfield excitation and simultaneous dual wavelength observation is superior to any other excitation and detection technique applied to experiments utilizing plasmonic nanoparticles to date. Not only does it eliminate problems with uncertainty in the measurement, but it also is extendable to faster time resolutions, not possible with conventional techniques. Through minor instrumentation changes, time resolutions in the microsecond range are possible. The excitation power density may be increased by using higher power lasers, and also by focusing the light to a diffraction-limited region. Additionally, exchanging the detectors from a CCD array to avalanche photodiodes or photomultiplier tubes increases the sensitivity to detect the scattering signal from a single scattering gold nanoparticle and further increases
the temporal resolution. Finally, the ratiometric analysis with the developed technique has demonstrated its profound ability to detect single-molecule binding events with high temporal resolution, but it also lays a pathway toward high spatial resolution metrology when calibration experiments are conducted. Given the advancements made in this work, the plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles as a high temporal resolution technique has been established; it will now be of critical importance to further develop the technique to integrate high spatial resolution.

5.2 Future directions

The work described here has demonstrated, as a proof-of-principle, the utility of the ratiometric analysis to detect the plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles as a high temporal resolution technique for applications to molecular biophysics, biosensing, and nanotechnology. This foundational effort provides a framework with which further instrumentation development may continue to advance the method to bring the technique to its full potential. Here, future developments and applications are outlined:

(1) Integration of alternative polarization optics for detailed polarization analysis. Preliminary polarization sensitivity assays have revealed that, while the ratiometric technique is sensitive to binding regardless of the dimer axis orientation of the gold nanoparticles, the intensity ratios are most sensitive when aligned with the polarization of the incident illumination. Because changes in orientation or in distance will change the
detected ratio, in any further extension of the plasmonic coupling technique, polarization discrimination will be necessary to accurately correlate the plasmonic coupling between the gold nanoparticles to distances and orientation [17, 88, 121, 122, 129]. One simple extension of the experimental technique developed here is the addition of an achromatic $\lambda/2$ waveplate after a polarizing beamsplitter. This implementation would allow all polarization angles within the orthogonal plane to the direction of propagation to be explored such that the maximal ratio may be found. The polarization state must be sampled at a frequency fast enough to detect the fluctuations of the gold nanoparticle dimer. In an application to gold nanorods, Xiao et al. detail a more complicated polarization scheme that would more fully analyze the polarization contributions to the plasmonic coupling [129]. In their work, two orthogonal directions of illumination excite the sample such that a full three-dimensional description of the orientation is measured. The two directions of illumination would need to be separated, requiring additional optics within the detection scheme. This can be accomplished with birefringent materials to spatially separate polarizations, or through a quad view detector, which would separate the light based on both wavelength and polarization. Once the modifications to the optical system are completed, the ratiometric analysis technique may be tested, and the maximal intensity ratios quantified through the binding assays conducted here to fully characterize the polarization sensitivity.
Further the scope of the molecular ruler metrology technique through correlation of distances to the intensity ratio response. The ultimate development for the experimental technique is the incorporation of high spatial resolution distance measurements for real-time applications to molecular biophysics and nanotechnology. Presently, single-molecule molecular biophysics techniques need high spatial resolution distance measurements over a larger distance range than what is currently capable (1-10 nm). Gold nanoparticle plasmonic coupling has the potential to deliver on this need, as demonstrated in the preliminary molecular ruler experiment in which distances were correlated to peak resonance wavelengths [17]. The ratiometric analysis technique has the temporal resolution for biologically relevant experiments in the millisecond time range. If additional signal is required, though, readily available methods are possible to increase both the excitation and the detection. First, the laser intensity can be increased through higher power lasers, and focusing of the laser intensity to smaller regions within the field of view, reaching the point of a diffraction-limited region. This is, of course, at the expense of highly parallelized observations. Second, detectors may be exchanged such that the scattering signals are recorded with high quantum efficiency, high temporal resolution avalanche photodiodes. As outlined in the first improvement, to high spatial resolution, it will be necessary to discriminate both polarization and wavelength to correlate the ratiometric scattering response and the interparticle separation. Therefore, any changes to the
detectors will require methods to both separate the signal based on wavelength and polarization. This is possible through both dichroic mirrors and polarizing beamsplitters being added into the detection optical path. Once the additional developments to the instrumentation are complete, correlation experiments between the interparticle distance and the ratio response may be conducted.

Several methods exist to relate the ratio response to distances, specifically, a few experimental assays are: (1) DNA dimer conjugates, similar to Reinhard et al. [17], (2) a T7 RNA polymerase stalling assay, (3) gold nanoparticle fiber assay, similar to Olk et al. [193], and (4) a microtubule-kinesin translocation assay. With all of the above distance correlation techniques, the interparticle spacing may be independently verified through FIONA style methods [22]. To accomplish the first method, DNA dimers have been constructed through antibody-antigen and biotin-streptavidin reactions with varying lengths of DNA separating the gold nanoparticles. These constructs may be used to tether the gold nanoparticles with known spacing. The scattering ratios can be measured and associated to the distance between the particles.

The second distance correlation experiment was pursued as the DNA constructs were designed such that T7 RNA polymerase would stall anytime it needed to incorporate a UTP in the RNA strand. By specifically engineering the sites where the polymerase stalls, specific distances between the gold nanoparticles and the scattering ratios may be
connected. In such an experiment, the assay conditions similar to those used in the preliminary T7 RNA polymerase work conducted here provide initial methods. The polymerase binds to the DNA, serving as an initial distance signal. Transcription is allowed to begin such that a stable elongation complex is created. Through specific DNA constructs, different stall sites at varying locations determine the distance between the gold nanoparticles and the intensity ratio response.

Olk et al. attached an 80 nm gold nanoparticle to a fiber probe, and adsorbed 80 nm gold nanoparticles to a substrate to measure the spectral response to varying distances between the gold nanoparticles [193]. In an assay akin to this work, 40 nm gold nanoparticles may be adsorbed in an assay chamber, similar to the typical methods. Then, a second 40 nm gold nanoparticle bound to a fiber probe is introduced to the sample. Through precise control of the fiber position, the distance between the gold nanoparticles and the intensity ratio response can be determined.

As a final example of experiments to correlate the distance between gold nanoparticles and the intensity ratio, may be conducted with the precision 8 nm stepping of the motor protein kinesin on microtubules. In this experiment, microtubules would be decorated with gold nanoparticles by biotinylating the microtubule. Kinesin are labeled with gold nanoparticles as well through a terminal biotin group. By starving the kinesin of its energy source ATP, the kinesin will slowly translocate on the microtubule allowing correlating the distance between the gold nanoparticle on the
microtubule and the gold nanoparticle on the kinesin. This experiment will especially benefit from FIONA style determination of the distances between the gold nanoparticles.

Importantly, with all of these experiments the polarization orientation must be explored such that the highest signal is obtained. This is trivial for the DNA tethering and the fiber probe experiments, as these experiments are rather static. Specifically, for the T7 RNA polymerase assay, this may be accomplished by stalling the polymerase at the promoter binding site, finding the maximum scattering signal with respect to the polarization, and finally introduce the nucleotides to allow transcription to proceed. The polarization may be maximized in the kinesin-microtubule experiment through the limiting of ATP to reduce the rate of translocation by the kinesin. The polarization maximum may be determined within the first steps of the molecule, and the remaining distances used to correlated between the gold nanoparticles.

Accomplishing this goal to create a high spatial resolution technique over a wide distance range is of great importance for many nanoscale applications. The plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles is a robust method, which has the potential to achieve this with the added features of high temporal resolution and long time duration observation. This study will be of high impact to nanotechnology and molecular biophysics.
Alternative wavelengths for ratiometric analysis and the signal response from varying gold nanoparticle sizes. In this work, gold nanoparticles 40 nm in diameter were used, as a good trade-off of signal strength, probe size, and the distance range of the near-field within which plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles occurs. However, gold nanoparticles of many diameters exist, all which have various advantages, such as small particles having less influence on the dynamics of the biomolecule, or large particles having a wider distance range within which plasmonic coupling occurs. Importantly, when designing specific single-molecule experiments using gold nanoparticles, the size of the probe must be selected based on several factors, (1) the necessary distance range (plasmonic coupling occurs within two particle diameters [17, 98]), (2) the temporal resolution (the scattering signal is highly dependent on the particle diameter, I~D^6 [64]), and (3) the influence of the gold nanoparticle on the diffusional characteristics of the molecule of interest [1]. Further study into the ratiometric analysis technique for various gold nanoparticle sizes adds versatility to the plasmonic coupling single-molecule technique. Smaller gold nanoparticles may be used for a smaller distance range, though higher in sensitivity, while larger particles may be used for very high temporal resolution measurements with less spatial resolution. The specific wavelengths for analysis to maximize the sensitivity of the ratiometric response, though, are different based on the size of the gold nanoparticles. The experimental excitation and detection may be modified.
such that preliminary experiments, both binding and distance correlation, are conducted to quantify the ratiometric response from various gold nanoparticle diameters. Alternative laser lines may be easily coupled into the designed excitation system, such that the peak resonance wavelength for the specific monomeric gold nanoparticle is used for a scattering signal in the ratiometric analysis. The detection system must have an appropriate dichroic such that the short and long wavelengths are still separated. One method in which many laser lines may be included is through a source such as a tunable argon ion laser, which emits wavelengths ranging from 488 nm to 514 nm, or an argon-krypton mixed laser source with wavelengths ranging from 457 nm to 647 nm. After other wavelengths are included in the excitation, the sensitivity of the distance ranges and binding may be analyzed.

As preliminary effort to specify particular sampling wavelengths, based on desired distance ranges, Equation 7 was applied to determine the change in peak resonance wavelength for various interparticle separations for 40 nm diameter gold nanoparticles. After calculating the new peak resonance wavelength, the theoretical simulation spectra published by Reinhard et al. was shifted, similar to the method used in Section 4.7 [17]. Ratios of several sampling wavelengths (based on commercially available laser lines) were calculated. From this preliminary work, several trends emerge. First, the initial peak resonance wavelength and the final peak resonance wavelength after the two particles couple within the desired distance range
should be matched as closely as possible with the two sampling wavelengths to reduce misinterpretation of the ratio. Importantly, if the longer sampling wavelength is exceeded by the final peak resonance wavelength, then the ratio begins to decrease, instead of monotonically increasing. This limitation may be overcome by utilizing the two directions of propagation illumination scheme outlined in the first future direction, or if sensitive enough, by the overall intensity. The TIR excitation wave exponentially decreases into solution, such that when the second gold nanoparticle is closer to the surface the scattering intensity is greater than when the second gold nanoparticle is farther in solution. Provided the detector is sensitive enough to differentiate the intensity change, then the total intensity from both wavelengths along with the ratio may be used to specify the distance. Another trend that appears in the analysis is that the sampling wavelengths are most sensitive and produce the greatest changes when they correspond to the initial and final peak resonance wavelengths. For example, the intensity ratios are more sensitive at far interparticle separations when short wavelengths, such as 514 nm and 488 nm, are one of the sampling wavelengths. However, the intensity ratios are more sensitive for close interparticle separations when long wavelengths, such as 593 nm and 638 nm, are used. Again, these estimates suffer from limited experimental and theoretical information to truly define the ratio response. Moreover, the actual experimental ratios are highly dependent on the specific gold nanoparticle pair.
Applications of the ratiometric analysis to biomolecular systems and biotechnology. There are many biological systems for which the plasmonic coupling between gold nanoparticles ratiometric analysis technique may provide additional insights, a few of which are outlined here. First, simplified binding assays similar to the T7 RNA polymerase to DNA molecules may be conducted. A gold nanoparticle conjugated to DNA molecules through the techniques developed here reports the binding by a gold nanoparticle functionalized repressor protein, lac repressor. Various concentrations of lac repressor and DNA sequences would provide insight into the specificity and dynamics of the repressor protein to the DNA molecule. Furthermore, should DNA tethers between two gold nanoparticles be successfully designed and calibrated, distances and orientations of the looping by an unlabeled lac repressor may be observed in real time. Second, with developments in distance calibration, temporal resolution, and successful DNA tethering by two gold nanoparticles, the fast time-scale dynamics of DNA fluctuations may be monitored. In these experiments base pair flipping and enhanced flexibility would be capable of detection with the plasmonic coupling response. As outlined in the previous future direction, T7 RNA polymerase may be used to calibrate the ratiometric response based on distance. Once a calibration is created, a similar assay may be used to directly understand the binding and initiation of T7 RNA polymerase at the single-molecule level, as yet unachievable through current single-molecule techniques owing to limited
spatial and temporal resolution. Finally, again as outlined in the previous future direction, kinesin motor proteins were suggested to be used in an assay to correlate the distance between gold nanoparticles with the plasmonc response under limited ATP concentrations. Open questions remain regarding the kinetic cycle of kinesin. Through clever labeling schemes, either one head of the kinesin molecule and the microtubule, or both heads of the kinesin motor protein are labeled. Subsequently, the kinetic cycle of the kinesin molecule may be observed under physiological conditions, and make possible the ability to resolve the specifics of the stepping dynamics of the molecule.

Nanotechnology and biotechnology also benefit from the ratiometric analysis technique for detection of plasmonic signals from metallic nanoparticles. As a specific example, biosensing research strives to detect incredibly low concentrations of analyte, often exploiting the plasmonic resonance of metallic nanoparticles [74-76, 110]. Nunz et al. state that the goal of observing the real-time dynamics of single-molecule binding is still unattained [75]. The ratiometric analysis technique may enhance the sensitivity of plasmonic biosensing. A proof-of-principle comparison with the work of Liu et al. would test this hypothesis [110]. Specifically, a very high density of DNA molecules is adsorbed onto the surface of a single gold nanoparticle, which causes the peak resonance wavelength of the nanoparticle to shift, based on a change in the local refractive index. Upon cleavage of some of the bases pairs from the DNA molecules by a
restriction enzyme, the refractive index changes, and the peak resonance wavelength blue shifts closer to the unconjugated gold nanoparticle. The ratiometric analysis technique can monitor the plasmonic response with higher temporal resolution, and further, as evidenced with the binding results, may be more sensitive. The ratiometric analysis technique has many benefits over the standard spectrum collection and analysis, in direct parallel with the reasons it enhances the sensitivity to detect plasmonic coupling, which could enhance the detection sensitivity for biosensors.
APPENDIX

Materials and Methods

1. Electrical Schematic

The electrical schematic for the precision voltage controller is provided. The voltage controller drives the piezostage in the x and y directions independently.

![Precision Voltage Controller](image)
2. Detailed Drawings

Detailed drawings are provided for the laser to fiber coupling systems, dichroic fiber coupling system, and various other mechanical parts.
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3. T7 RNA Polymerase Binding Assay

T7 RNA Polymerase assays were performed in two parallel steps: (1) incubating streptavidin gold nanoparticles with biotinylated T7 RNA polymerase (T7 RNAP), and (2) preparing the glass assay chamber and sequentially building up the surface to attain surface-bound gold nanoparticles conjugated to DNA molecules. The two steps are performed as follows:

Preparation for biotinylated-T7 RNAP-streptavidin gold nanoparticle conjugates:

1.) Prepare 10 µl of a 10x dilution of the stock Ted Pella streptavidin gold nanoparticles:
   i. 9 µl of 2 mM Tris·HCl buffer
   ii. 1 µl of Ted Pella streptavidin gold nanoparticles
2.) Freely diffusing gold nanoparticle final concentration is 11 pM.
3.) Stock T7 RNAP is ~1 µM.
4.) The final concentration with 1 µl of biotinylated T7 RNAP in 12.5 µl final volume is 80 nM.
5.) Incubate 1.841 µl of 10x diluted Ted Pella streptavidin 40 nm gold nanoparticles with 1 µl of biotinylated T7 RNAP and 3.409 µl Tris·HCl buffer.
6.) Incubate the solution for 15 minutes.
7.) Add 0.625 µl of 10 mg/ml biotin-free casein (0.5 mg/ml final concentration) and 0.625 µl of 10 mg/ml BSA (0.5 mg/ml final concentration) to the T7 RNAP-gold nanoparticle solution.
8.) Incubate the solution for 15 minutes.

9.) Just prior to addition into the assay chamber add 2.5 µl of 25 mM MgCl₂ in 2 mM Tris-HCl buffer and 2.5 µl of Tris-HCl buffer. Mix the total solution well.

Assay chamber build-up preparation, surface passivation, and streptavidin gold nanoparticle build-up:

1.) Prepare 30 µl of a 5.98 pM solution of Ted Pella streptavidin gold nanoparticles in 10 mM Tris, pH 7.0-8.0 and 40 mM NaCl (T40 buffer):
   i. Use 2.4 µl from a 10x diluted stock in 30 µl total volume (27.6 µl of T40 buffer.
   ii. Flush the chamber with 30 µl of the solution into the assay chamber.
   iii. Incubate for 2 minutes.

2.) Flush the chamber with 200 µl T40 buffer.

3.) Passivate the chamber surface with 100 µl of 0.1 mg/ml biotin-free casein, incubating for 15 minutes.
   i. 99 µl of T40 buffer
   ii. 1 µl of 10 mg/ml biotin-free casein

4.) Passivate the chamber surface with 100 µl of 0.1 mg/ml BSA (supplemented with 0.1 mg/ml biotin-free casein), incubating for 15 minutes.
   i. Prepare 128.8 µl of 0.1 mg/ml BSA and 0.1 mg/ml biotin-free casein solution. 28.8 µl of the solution will be used for the dsDNA dilution.
ii. 126.22 µl of T40 buffer

iii. 1.29 µl of 10 mg/ml BSA

iv. 1.29 µl of 10 mg/ml biotin-free casein

5.) Add the biotinylated dsDNA functionalized with biotin at a concentration of 40 nM in T40 buffer.

i. From the 1 µM working stock, dilute the DNA to the assay concentration of 40 nM.

ii. Use 1.2 µl from the 1 µM working DNA stock in 30 µl total.

iii. Dilute with 28.8 µl T40 buffer supplemented with 0.1 mg/ml BSA and 0.1 mg/ml biotin-free casein.

iv. Flush 30 µl of the working stock biotinylated dsDNA into the assay chamber.

v. Incubate for 20 minutes.

6.) Flush the chamber with 300 µl of 2 mM Tris·HCl buffer supplemented with 0.1 mg/ml biotin-free casein.

i. 294 µl of 2 mM Tris·HCl buffer

ii. 3 µl of 10 mg/ml stock biotin-free casein

iii. 3 µl of 10 mg/ml stock BSA

7.) Flush the chamber with the T7 RNAP-gold nanoparticle solution and seal.

8.) Visualize the chamber.

Biotinylated DNA sequences:

T7 Promoter sequence: includes the strong (class III) Φ10 bacteriophage T7 promoter sequence and 75 base pairs (non-template strand sequence):
5’-
AAGACTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAGGAGGAAGGACAAAGGAGACAA
GCCGACGGTGAACCTAACAGGATG-3’

UTP stalling sequence including the Φ10 bacteriophage T7 promoter sequence, UTP stall sites every 10 bases after the +14 stall site, and 75 base pairs (non-template strand sequence):
5’-
AAGACTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAGGAGCAGCGAGAATGACAAAGGATACAA
GCCGATGGAGAACAATACAGGCAG-3’

4. **Biotin-Neutravidin Gold Nanoparticle Binding Assays**

Biotin-neutravidin gold nanoparticle assays were performed in two parallel steps: (1) passivating the neutravidin gold nanoparticles, and (2) preparing the glass assay chamber and sequentially building up the surface to attain surface-bound biotin-gold nanoparticles. The two steps are performed as follows:

**Preparation of NanoPartz neutravidin gold nanoparticle conjugates:**

1.) The final neutravidin gold nanoparticle concentration is 55 pM.

2.) Incubate 3.54 µl of a 100x diluted NanoPartz neutravidin 40 nm gold nanoparticles with a premixed solution of 0.625 µl of 10 mg/ml biotin-free casein (0.5 mg/ml final concentration), 0.625 µl of 10 mg/ml BSA (0.5 mg/ml final concentration), and 7.71 µl of 10 mM Tris, pH 7.0-8.0 and 40 mM NaCl (T40 buffer).

3.) Incubate the solution for 30 minutes.
Assay chamber build-up preparation, surface passivation, and biotin gold nanoparticle build-up:

1.) Clean a standard glass slide.

2.) Spread a bead of vacuum grease along the width of the slide.

3.) Place 4x #0000 glass shards in the vacuum grease (nominal thickness 50 µm).

4.) Clean a 24 mm x 40 mm, #1 thickness glass cover slide.

5.) Place the long cover glass slide side perpendicular to the long glass slide side, creating a + -shaped, cross-flow assay chamber.

6.) Seal the two edges with nail polish.

7.) Prepare 30 µl of a 5.98 pM solution of NanoPartz biotin gold nanoparticles in 10 mM Tris, pH 7.0-8.0 and 40 mM NaCl (T40 buffer):
   i. Use 0.974 µl from a 100x diluted stock in 30 µl total volume (29.026 µl of T40 buffer).
   ii. Flush the chamber with 30 µl of the solution into the assay chamber.
   iii. Incubate for 2 minutes.

8.) Flush the chamber with 200 µl T40 buffer.

9.) Passivate the chamber surface with 100 µl of 0.1 mg/ml biotin-free casein, incubating for 15 minutes.
   i. 99 µl of T40 buffer
   ii. 1 µl of 10 mg/ml biotin-free casein
10.) Passivate the chamber surface with 100 µl of 0.1 mg/ml BSA (supplemented with 0.1 mg/ml biotin-free casein), incubating for 15 minutes.
   
i. 98 µl of T40 buffer

ii. 1 µl of 10 mg/ml BSA

iii. 1 µl of 10 mg/ml biotin-free casein

11.) Place the slide on the microscope.

12.) Record an image of the biotin gold nanoparticles on the surface.

13.) Place the droplet of the free neutravidin gold nanoparticles at the lip of the assay chamber.

14.) Visualize the chamber.
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